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6.1

Evolution of the broad-band radio-to-X-ray SED of GW170817 from 9 d
until 160 d since merger. The radio and X-ray data are dominated by
non-thermal synchrotron emission from the GW170817 afterglow at all
times and consistently track each other on a Fν ∝ ν −0.6 spectral powerlaw segment. At early times t ≤ 15 d the optical-NIR is dominated by
radioactively powered emission from the KN. By day 110 the KN component has faded away and the detected optical-NIR emission is dominated
by the Fν ∝ ν −0.6 afterglow radiation. Filled circles: CXO data. Filled
squares: VLA. Note that while [234] consider their 6 GHz measurement
at ∼ 10 days only as a potential detection, here we show that it does naturally lie on the ∝ ν −0.6 extrapolation of the X-ray data, which suggests
that this is in fact a real detection (and the earliest radio detection of
GW170817). Filled diamonds at 15 and 9 d: optical-NIR data from [231].
For day 9 we show the actual data from [222, 224, 228, 229], while for day
15 we show the extrapolated values from the best fitting model from [231].
Black dashed line: Fν ∝ ν −βXR afterglow component with βXR = 0.6 that
best fits the observations at 110 d and 160 d. Dashed red and blue lines:
same afterglow model renormalized to match the observed flux level at 15
d and 9d. Dotted line: best fitting KN component. The SED at 15 d
and 9 d have been rescaled for displaying purposes. The HST observations from [257] obtained at 110 d (filled diamonds) are shown here for
comparison but have not been used in our fits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

6.2

Best-fitting top-hat off-axis jet models with θj = 5◦ (upper panel) and θj =
15◦ (lower panel) for p = 2.1. These models fail to reproduce observations
at early times and do not naturally account for the still-rising light-curve,
which is a potential signature of structure Γ(θ) in the jet, with an ultrarelativistic core still out of our line of sight. This is explored and quantified
in Sec. 6.3.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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6.3

Kinetic energy structure of the ejecta of GW170817 for quasi-spherical
outflows from [237] (grey lines) and for the structured jet that we present
here (red line). Orange filled dots: kinetic energy of the red, purple and
blue kilonova component associated to GW170817 as derived by [231].
Blue lines: SGRBs. For the SGRB slow ejecta we report a representative
limit derived from the analysis of very late-time radio observations from
[281], while the shaded area mark the beaming-corrected Ek of the jet
component in SGRBs as derived by [243] for B = 0.1 (note that smaller
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ABSTRACT
Kathirgamaraju, Adithan Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2019. Transients from
Rare, Violent Stellar Deaths. Major Professor: Dimitrios Giannios.
Some of the brightest and most energetic events in the Universe are associated
with the death of stars. These stellar deaths power transient electromagnetic emission
which are routinely observed on Earth. This dissertation presents our research on
various such transients. Its topics includes, supernova remnants, kilonovae, gammaray bursts (GRBs): The “long” type produced from core-collapse supernovae and
the “short” type associated with neutron star merger events. It also focuses on the
disruption of stars by the tidal forces of supermassive black holes i.e., tidal disruption
events (TDEs). We model the emission from these transients and compare them to
observations in order to draw a number of conclusions and make predictions for future
detections. For example, we find that the non-thermal emission from supernovae
and kilonovae associated with GRBs can produce long term emission which may
be detected as a re-brightening in the overall emission. The sharp cut off observed
in some TDE flares can be caused by a pre-existing accretion disk present around
a supermassive black hole, which is expected in active galactic nuclei. Our work
successfully predicted the nature of the very first electromagnetic detection from a
neutron star merger, and was able to reproduce the emission that had been observed
for more than one hundred days after the merger. This dissertation also provides
frameworks on how the observable features of these transients can be leveraged to
probe the properties of the progenitor system and their environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this report, we investigate a variety of astrophysical phenomena that produce short
lived (relative to cosmological timescales) emission. These phenomena are usually associated with violent and energetic events such as stellar explosions (supernovae),
stars that get ripped apart due to the gravitational forces of black holes (tidal disruption events) and binary mergers involving neutron stars. We model the transient
emission produced in these events in order to understand what properties and physical
processes we can discern about the system and its environment from observations.
In this chapter we briefly introduce the various transients that are studied in this
dissertation.

1.1

Long gamma-ray bursts and their associated supernovae
Supernovae (SNe) are catastrophic explosions that occur at the end of a star’s

life. During some SNe, the inner core of a star collapses and the outer layers of a
star are ejected (these are classified as core collapse SNe). The collapsed core forms a
compact object, either a black hole (BH) or a neutron star (NS), which is surrounded
by remnant stellar material. SNe power various electromagnetic (EM) transients, for
example, the ejected stellar envelopes undergo radioactive decay releasing thermal
emission and the interaction between the ejected material and its surroundings can
shock and energize the external medium producing non-thermal emission. For certain
types of core-collapse SN, there can be additional transients powered by the accretion
and rotation of the remnant compact object. Accretion of stellar material onto the
compact object can launch highly relativistic and collimated outflows of plasma called
jets. Jets produced in stellar deaths emit two distinct types of electromagnetic signals,
one is a burst of X-rays and gamma rays (lasting a few seconds to minutes) termed
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the prompt emission, which originates from within the jet. The other is a longer lived
(months to years) emission termed the afterglow and is emitted by external material
that is shocked and energized by the jet as it propagates. The prompt and afterglow
emission constitute the phenomenon known as a gamma-ray burst (GRB). GRBs
whose prompt emission lasts longer than ∼ 2 seconds are classified as long GRBs,
and are thought to be associated with core-collapse SNe. In chapter 3 we model the
various EM transients from a core-collapse SNe and its accompanying long GRB. In
chapter 4, we apply these models to observations in order to constraint the properties
of the SNe ejecta and the environment of observed long GRBs.

1.2

Neutron star mergers
Two neutron stars in a close orbit around each other emit gravitational waves

which transfers gravitational potential energy out of the binary system. This causes
the orbit of the system to shrink until eventually, the two NSs merge. The tidal
interactions between the NSs and their coalescence unbinds and ejects some material
over a broad angular distribution. This material undergoes radioactive decay which
powers the thermal transient termed the kilonova (KN). Following the merger, the
coalesced NSs form a compact object which will be surrounded by a torus of remnant
material. Accretion of this material onto the compact object can launch jets which
also produces its own emission. It was long suspected that jets from NS mergers
produced short GRBs, which are a subclass of GRBs whose prompt emission lasts
less than 2 seconds. NS mergers are therefore a unique class of transients since
they can produce detectable signals in both gravitational and EM waves. In chapter
5, we model the emission associated with the jet of a NS merger and assess which
EM signals are likely to be detected from a NS merger. In chapter 6, we present
the observations of the first detected NS merger (GW170817), which matched the
predictions of our previous work. In chapter 7, we utilize numerical simulations and
semi-analytic methods to reproduce the observations of GW170817, which further
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substantiates our theory on the origin of the EM emission in GW170817. In chapter
8, we study the emission associated with the KN of GW170817, which may be detected
in the years to come.

1.3

Tidal disruption events
The centers of galaxies are believed to harbor supermassive black holes (SMBHs)

which are more than a million times the mass of our Sun. When stars approach too
close to a SMBH, the tidal forces from the BH can exceed the self-gravity of the star,
which can unbind and tear the star apart. This phenomenon is known as a tidal
disruption event (TDE), the disrupted star forms a stream of stellar material, a part
of which falls back to the SMBH and is eventually accreted. This process powers EM
transients produced by the circularization and formation of an accretion disk around
the SMBH, and by jets launched during the accretion of this material onto the SMBH.
In chapter 9, we give a brief introduction to the theory of TDEs. In chapter 10, we
investigate how the presence of a pre-existing accretion disk surrounding the SMBH
could affect the emission in TDEs. Such pre-existing disks are expected to be present
in the center of galaxies, especially those which harbor active galactic nuclei. We
demonstrate how some peculiar properties observed in TDEs could be explained by
the presence of a pre-existing disk.
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2. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IN A FORWARD
SHOCK
As highlighted in the introduction, all the transients investigated in this thesis are
powered by outflows of plasma. These outflows propagate through an external medium
much faster than the sound speed, which drives a shock wave through the external
medium. A majority of our work studies the synchrotron emission produced by the
shocked external medium (i.e., the forward shock). We study emission from forward
shocks produced in various astrophysical contexts, ranging from highly collimated,
ultra-relativistic shock waves driven by jets (e.g., GRB afterglows), to spherical,
non/mildly-relativistic shocks driven by SN or KN ejecta (see fig. 2.1). In this
chapter we lay out the foundation and physical principles used to calculate the synchrotron emission from a forward shock, in particular how we can model its spectrum
and light curve (flux vs. time). A more comprehensive report on this topic can be
found in [1–4].

2.1

Shock jump conditions
A shock sweeps up, compresses and energizes the external material it propagates

through. As a result, the shock front forms a contact discontinuity where quantities
(such as internal energy and density) of the shocked and unshocked material have different values. From the conservation of mass, momentum and energy across a shock,
we can find expressions which relate quantities of the unshocked fluid to quantities
of the shocked fluid, these expressions are commonly referred to as the shock jump
conditions. To obtain these expressions we first start with the energy-momentum
tensor for a perfect fluid (neglecting viscosity)
T µν = (ρc2 + e + p)uµ uν + g µν p,

(2.1)
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“afterglow” produced
by synchrotron emission
from particles accelerated
at the shock front

✓j

Fig. 2.1. Diagram illustrating the forward shock driven by the GRB
jet (with half opening angle θj ) and the SN ejecta. Particles swept by
the shock radiate via synchrotron emission. The emission from the
shock associated with the jet is called the GRB afterglow.

where ρ is mass density, e is the internal energy density, p is the pressure, uµ is the
4-velocity and g µν is the metric tensor. We will use a flat spacetime throughout this
chapter. Next, we assume a one directional fluid flow perpendicular to the shock front
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and equate the mass flux (γρβ), momentum flux (T ii ) and energy flux (T 0i ) of the
shocked and unshocked material, which yields [1]
γ1 ρ1 β1 = γ0 ρ0 β0

(2.2)

γ12 β12 w1 + p1 = γ02 β02 w0 + p0

(2.3)

γ12 β1 w1 = γ02 β0 w0 ,

(2.4)

where γ, β are the Lorentz factor and velocity of the fluid respectively (measured in
the frame of the shock front) and w = ρc2 + e + p (measured in the rest frame of
the fluid). Quantities with subscripts “0” and “1” are associated with the unshocked
and shocked fluid respectively. We use the equation of state for an ideal gas given by
p = (κ − 1)e, where κ is the adiabatic index ranging from 4/3 for relativistic fluids,
to 5/3 for non-relativistic, monatomic fluids. In all our applications, the unshocked
medium is cold, so we can neglect the pressure in this medium in comparison to its
rest mass (i.e. w1 ≈ ρ1 c2 ). Under these assumptions, the jump conditions can be
simplified to give (e.g., [4, 5])
ρ1
κΓ + 1
=
ρ0
κ+1
e1 = (Γ − 1)ρ1 c2 ,

(2.5)
(2.6)

with Γ the bulk Lorentz factor of the shocked fluid in the frame of the unshocked
fluid. The unshocked fluid is at rest with respect to the observer for our purposes,
therefore Γ is also the Lorentz factor of the shocked fluid as seen by the observer. We
will approximate equation (2.5) as ρ1 ≈ 4Γρ0 , which is valid for strong shocks in the
highly relativistic and non-relativistic cases e.g., [1, 6].
The densities involved in these shocks are small, making the mean free path of
particle-particle collisions much larger than the scale of the system. Therefore, these
shocks are not mediated by collisions (i.e., they are collisionless shocks). Rather,
they are believed to be mediated by charged particles interacting with self-generated
electromagnetic fields e.g., [7, 8]. However, many aspects of collisionless shocks e.g.,
generation of the electromagnetic fields and acceleration of particles at the shock are
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not well understood from first principles. In afterglow modeling, these uncertainties
are commonly incorporated as microphysical parameters (e.g., [9]). One such parameter is B , which denotes the energy density in the magnetic fields of the shocked fluid
as a fraction of the internal energy density (e1 ), which is obtained from the shock
jump conditions (2.5, 2.6),
B 02
= B e1 = B (Γ − 1)n1 mp c2 .
8π

(2.7)

Here B0 is the magnetic field in the frame of the shocked fluid, mp is the mass of a
proton. To obtain the last equality, we have used ρ1 = n1 mp , with n1 the number
density of the shocked fluid. Similarly, e is another microphysical parameter which
denotes the energy density in the shocked electrons as a fraction of the internal energy
density,
n1 γe me c2 = e e1 = e (Γ − 1)n1 mp c2 ,

(2.8)

where γe is the Lorentz factor of an electron within the shocked fluid (in the frame of
the shocked fluid) and me is the electron mass. The accelerated electrons are assumed
to have a power law distribution in energy (see equations 2.23–2.26).

2.2

Dynamics of the blast wave
The forward shock associated with the GRB afterglow and SNR are driven by a

blast wave of stellar material. We derive expressions relating the energy (E), radius
(R) and speed (βc) of the blast, to the observer time (t) for the relativistic and
non-relativistic cases. These relations are needed to calculate the light curves of the
resulting emission. The blast wave is assumed to have a spherical geometry and we
employ spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ), we take the number density of the external
medium (n0 ) to be uniform. We will assume the blast wave moves radially outwards
and its properties are independent of the φ coordinate, however the calculations done
below can be easily extended to include a φ dependency. Assume the shocked external
medium is concentrated in a thin shell at a radius R from the center of explosion and
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consider a small region of the this shell at an arbitrary polar angle θ and denote the
total number of protons in the shocked medium as N . The bulk kinetic energy of the
shocked medium in this region is
2

Z

n0 R2 dRdΩ
3 Z
2R
= Γ(Γ − 1)n0 mp c
dΩ,
3

E(θ) = Γ(Γ − 1)mp c N = Γ(Γ − 1)mp c

2

(2.9)

where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the blast wave and n0 is the number density
of the external medium (assumed to be constant for our applications). The additional
factor of gamma in the above equation takes into account the motion of particles in
shocked fluid frame. Therefore, the energy per solid angle is
R3
dE
= Γ(Γ − 1)n0 mp c2 .
dΩ
3

(2.10)

In calculations below, we will often use the isotropic equivalent energy (Eiso ) given
by Eiso = 4πdE/dΩ. From 2.9, we see that the energy is proportional to Γ2 for
relativistic cases (Γ  1) and β 2 for non-relativistic cases (β  1). We can therefore
express the energy as E ∝ (βΓ)2 which accurately captures the dynamics during
the relativistic and non-relativistic phases. This expression simplifies a lot of the
calculations. The energy in the forward shocked is supplied by the ejected material
which drives the shock as it propagates through the external medium (e.g., the jet or
SN ejecta), the total energy of this ejecta will be an input parameter, and, assuming
no energy losses, we will take this total energy as a constant throughout the evolution
of the blast wave. In general, we will model the energy of the ejecta having a power
law distribution in 4-velocity (βΓ) and an arbitrary angular distribution (θ), which
is supported by theory [10, 11] and observations [12]. Therefore, the energy of the
ejecta can be expressed as
E ∝ (βΓ)−α ,

(2.11)

normalized to the total energy of the ejecta at some minimum 4-velocity β0 Γ0 , the
angular distribution is implicitly accounted for. From (2.9) and (2.11), we get
R3 ∝ (βΓ)−(α+2)

(2.12)
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Take a small portion of the blast wave at an angle θ, φ (the observer and jet lie
along the plane of φ = 0◦ ), with this portion moving radially outward at velocity β
at an angle ω with respect to the line of sight of the observer. Suppose this portion
emits two photons a distance dr apart, the time interval at which an observer receives
these photons is [4, 13]
dt
dr
=
(1 − β cos ω),
1+z
βc

(2.13)

with z the redshift to the source and ω in terms of θ, φ and observing angle θobs is
given by
cos ω = cos θ cos θobs + sin θ sin θobs cos φ,

(2.14)

see figure 5.4.1 for the geometry used. Using (2.12) and (2.13), we can relate the
velocity and radius of the blast wave to the observer time. By fixing dt, we can
find which parts of the blast wave (over different radii and angles) contribute to the
emission at a given observed time.
For ω  1, these dynamic quantities can be expressed analytically for the highly
relativistic and non-relativistic cases. For a highly relativistic blast wave, the observer
time can be approximated as (e.g., [14])
t≈

R
,
2cΓ2

(2.15)

where we use 1/β ≈ 1 + 1/2Γ2 when Γ  1.
From equations (2.9), (2.12),(2.15), using βΓ ≈ Γ for the highly relativistic case,
we obtain



8+α


Γ− 3



t ∝ E 8+α
3α




8+α

R 2+α .

relativistic phase

(2.16)
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For the non-relativistic phase, using βΓ ≈ β when Γ ∼ 1 and t ≈ R/βc we obtain
the dynamic relations


5+α

β − 3



t ∝ E 5+α
3α




5+α

R 2+α .

non-relativistic phase

(2.17)

When energy injection ceases, all the ejecta travel together and begin to decelerate
faster. The dynamics during this phase can be obtained by taking the limit α → 0
in (2.16) if the blast wave is still relativistic (called the Blandford-McKee phase [5]),
or (2.17) if the blast wave in non-relativistic (called the Sedov-Taylor phase [15, 16]).
For example, the dynamic evolution during the Sedov-Taylor phase is given by


β − 53 Sedov-Taylor
t∝
(2.18)

R 52 ,
Phase
and E is a constant in time. So the evolution of the blast wave associated with the
SN in chronological order is as follows. Initially the blast wave is in the relativistic
phase with its dynamics given by (2.16). When βΓ ∼ 1, the dynamics transitions
to the non-relativistic phase governed by (2.17). Finally, when the energy injection
ceases, the blast wave decelerates and is governed by the ST phase (2.18).

2.3

Synchrotron spectrum of electrons in a forward shock
In section 2.1, we obtain properties of the shocked fluid in terms of its velocity

and quantities of the unshocked medium. In section 2.2, we relate the velocity of
the shock to its radius (or equivalently, to the observer time). Here we combine this
information with a time dependent injection of non-thermal particles in a magnetized
fluid to calculate the resulting synchrotron spectra.
The synchrotron power emitted from a single electron with Lorentz factor γ varies
1

as Pν0 ∝ ν 0 3 (Pν is the power per unit frequency or “spectral” power) up to a frequency
0
νsyn
≈

3eB 0 γ 2
,
4πme c

(2.19)
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after which the power the power drops off exponentially (see e.g., [2] for a derivation).
Here, e is the charge of an electron, γ is the Lorentz factor of an electron within the
shocked fluid. The primed (un-primed) quantities are in the comoving (observer)
frame. This frequency can be transformed to the observer frame via the relation
ν = δν 0 , where δ is the Doppler factor given by
δ=

1
,
Γ(1 − β(cos θ cos θobs + sin θ sin θobs cos φ))

(2.20)

where Γ and β are the bulk Lorentz factor and speed of the fluid emitting the radiation
(see Fig. 5.4.1 for an illustration of the angles used in the above expression). The
total power emitted (in the fluid frame) is [2, 17]
4
B 02
P 0 ≈ σT cγ 2
,
3
8π

(2.21)

(assuming γ  1) where B is the magnetic field in the frame of the shocked fluid
(2.7) and σT is the Thomson cross-section. In the observer frame, P = δ 2 P 0 . Hence,
the peak spectral power per electron is
Pν0 0 ,max ≈

2me c2 σT 0
B.
9e

(2.22)

In the Diffusive Shock Acceleration model, the number distribution of electrons in
the forward shock depends as a power of γ, dN/dγ ∝ γ −p [18,19]. The spectrum from
this distribution of electrons will be proportional to
Z γc
1−p
dN
0
Pν0 0
dγ ∝ ν 0 2 if ν 0 ≥ νm
,
dγ
γm

(2.23)

where γm is the minimum Lorentz factor of the electron distribution and νm =
1

νsyn (γm ). For ν ≤ νm the spectrum remains ∝ ν 3 . Beyond γc the electrons are
in the fast cooling regime, discussed in the next paragraph. To obtain γm , we first
normalize the electron distribution,
Z γmax
Z γmax
dN
dγ =
aγ −p = Ne ,
dγ
γm
γm

(2.24)

where a is a normalization constant to be determined, γmax is the maximum Lorentz
factor in the distribution, Ne is the total number of shocked electrons. We assume
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p > 2 and γmax  γm , as a result, the above integral evaluated at its upper limit
1−p
(γmax ) can be ignored. This yields a = (p − 1)N/γm
. Next we integrate the energy

distribution of the electrons and equate it to equation (2.8),
Z γc
dN
γme c2
dγ = e Np (Γ − 1)mp c2 ,
dγ
γm

(2.25)

where Np is the total number of shocked protons. Assuming Ne = Np , the above
equation gives
γm =

p−2
mp
e (Γ − 1) .
p−1
me

(2.26)

Electrons with very high Lorentz factors γ ≥ γc with [20]
γc =

6πme c
,
σT B 02 t0

(2.27)

0
will have radiated almost all their energy in the frequency νsyn
(γ). The expression

for γc can be obtained by equating the synchrotron cooling time (γme c2 /P 0 ) to the
comoving time (t0 ). The comoving time is related to the blast wave radius by dt0 =
dr/(cβΓ). Therefore the spectral power for frequencies larger than ν 0 (γc ) ≡ νc0 is
proportional to
Pν0 0 ∝ γme c2

p
dN dγ
∝ ν 0− 2 .
0
dγ dν

(2.28)

Here, we have used ν ∝ γ 2 (see (2.19)). For frequencies below the self-absorption frequency (νa0 ) the emission is similar to that of a blackbody of a fluid with temperature
approximately equal to γm me c2 /3kb (kb is the Boltzmann constant), hence Fν0 0 ∝ ν 02
when ν 0 ≤ νa0 . Therefore, the complete synchrotron spectrum for this distribution of
electrons is

 0  31  0 2

νa
ν

0

Pν 0 ,max


0

νm
νa0



 0  31


ν

0


 Pν 0 ,max ν 0
m
Pν0 0 =
 0  1−p

2

ν

0

P
0

ν ,max
0

νm




 0 − p2
 0  1−p

2

ν
ν

c
0

 Pν 0 ,max
0
νm
νc0

ν 0 ≤ νa0

(2.29a)

0
νa0 ≤ ν 0 ≤ νm

(2.29b)

0
νm
≤ ν 0 ≤ νc0

(2.29c)

ν 0 ≥ νc0 .

(2.29d)
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Fig. 2.2. The spectrum of synchrotron emission from a blast wave as
given in equation (1.24). This spectrum is valid only if νa < νm < νc

In this case the peak will occur at the frequency νm (see fig. 2.2). This spectrum
is valid only when the characteristic frequencies are in the order νa < νm < νc , the
spectra and values of the peak flux and characteristic frequencies for every ordering
is given in [20].

2.4

Calculating the light curve
With the spectrum and dynamical evolution of the blast wave, we can calculate

the light curve of the synchrotron emission in a forward shock, which is the spectral
flux density, Fν (power per unit area per unit frequency), versus the observer time,
t. In general, assuming the emission is isotropic in the comoving frame, the spectral
flux at a frequency ν for a blast wave at radius R can be calculated using
Z
1+z
1+z
n0 R 3 3 0
Fν (ν, R) =
Pν (ν, R)Ne =
δ Pν 0 (ν(1 + z)/δ, R) dΩ,
4πD2
4πD2
3

(2.30)
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where D is the distance to the source and dΩ indicates the integral is carried out over
the solid angle of the blast wave. Equation (2.30) is given as a function of the radius
R, but using (2.13), we can relate R to the observer time in order to get Fν in terms
of t.
For a general case the integrals of (2.13) and (2.30) need to be done numerically.
However, we can obtain analytic approximations for the light curve using the same
simplifications as in section 2.2, which were used to obtained analytic expressions for
the dynamic quantities (2.16–2.18). Since the analytic approximations of both the
spectrum and blast wave evolve as a series of power laws, so will the resulting light
curve. The light curve will contain several breaks in its slope depending on which
phase the blast wave is in (e.g., relativistic, ST) and which part of the spectrum our
observing frequency (νobs ) lies (e.g., νobs ≤ νa or νobs ≥ νc ). In this section we demonstrate how to obtain the slope of the light curve for these different phases assuming
we are in the part of the spectrum max(νa , νm )≤ νobs ≤ νc , which corresponds to
equation (2.29c). To calculate the light curve for other cases, we can follow the same
steps presented in this chapter but we have to use the spectrum which corresponds
to our observing frequency, this general calculation can be found in [21].
The first step is to express all the quantities in equation (2.29c) in terms of dynamic
variables. A detailed list for all these expressions (for the relativistic phase) can be
found in [20] and will be used here. The dynamic evolution of Fν,max and νm is given
by
3α

Fν,max ∝ Pν,max Ne ∝ E ∝ t 8+α
3

1

(2.31)
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νm ∝ t− 2 E 2 ∝ t− 8+α .

(2.32)

Here, we have used equation (2.16) to express all quantities in terms of time. Using
(2.29c), we find

Fνobs = Fν,max

νobs
νm

 1−p
2
∝t

3α−6(p−1)
8+α

1−p

νobs2 .

(2.33)
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This is the light curve during the relativistic phase of the blast wave. Once again
this expression applies only if νm ≤ νobs ≤ νc . The expression for the characteristic
frequencies and peak flux during the non-relativistic phase can be found in [22], where
3

4

Fν,max ∝ t 5 E 5 ∝ t

3(α+1)
5+α
15

νm ∝ t−3 E ∝ t− (5+α) .

(2.34)
(2.35)

Here, we use (2.17) to express all quantities in terms of time, therefore the spectral
flux during the non-relativistic phase of the blast wave is
Fνobs ∝ t

21+6α−15p
2(5+α)

1−p

νobs2 .

(2.36)

Before the blast wave reaches the ST phase, it enters the deep Newtonian (DN) regime.
The DN regime sets in when γm <
∼ 2, after this point in time, a majority of the shocked
electrons become non-relativistic and the peak contribution in synchrotron flux will
come from electrons with Lorentz factor γ ∼ 2 (instead of γm ) e.g., [23, 24]. This will
alter the slope of the light curve during the non-relativistic and ST phase. The slope
of the light curve during the DN regime is calculated in [25] and we will sketch the
calculation below.
2
From equation (2.19), the frequency at which the peak flux is emitted νpk ∝ γpk
B

and γpk remains at a constant value of ∼ 2 during the DN regime and Γ ∼ 1 since
the DN regime sets in during the non-relativistic phase. Using the non-relativistic
version of (2.7), we find B ∝ β. From (2.22), the peak spectral flux is Fν,pk ∝
BR3 β 2 ∝ R3 β 3 . Using the dynamics of a non-relativistic blast wave (2.17), we can
relate these quantities to the observer time
3

νpk ∝ t− 5+α
Fν,pk ∝ t

3(α−1)
5+α

.

(2.37)
(2.38)

Again, using the fact that νm ≤ νobs ≤ νc , the spectrum will be of the form (2.29c),
hence
Fνobs ∝ t

6α−3(1+p)
2(5+α)

1−p

νobs2 .

(2.39)
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This expression provides the slope of the light curve for the non-relativistic phase of
the blast wave during the DN regime. When energy injection ceases, the blast wave
enters the ST phase, at which point the energy remains constant. Therefore, the
slope of the light curve for the ST phase during the DN regime can be obtained by
setting α = 0 in equation (2.39). Putting it all together, the light curve is of the form
Fν ∝ t−s ν

1−p
2

, with the slope s given in chronological order for the different phases as

6(p−1)−3α


relativistic

8+α




 15p−21−6α

non-relativistic
2(5+α)
s=
(2.40)

3(1+p)−6α


non-relativistic, DN
 2(5+α)




 3(1+p)
ST, DN
10

All the calculations so far have assumed the blast wave is spherical, which is
fine when modeling the SN emission. However, the blast wave associated with the
afterglow is not spherical but rather a spherical cap of a sector of a sphere (see fig.
2.1). Hence its geometry has to be taken into account when calculating the light
curve of the afterglow. The afterglow for on-axis observers will appear spherical until
the blast wave decelerates to a Lorentz factor Γ ∼ 1/θj , after which point the light
curve will start to decay faster, this phenomenon is known as a “jet-break” [26, 27].
Theories involving the jet-break are not completely in agreement with numerical
simulations (e.g., [28–30]). Hence, we do not calculate the post jet-break light curves
analytically, the afterglow light curves will be generated either numerically [30] or
semi-analytically [31].
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3. GRB OFF-AXIS AFTERGLOWS AND THE EMISSION
FROM ACCOMPANYING SUPERNOVAE
A. Kathirgamaraju, R. Barniol Duran, and D. Giannios, Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, 461:1568—1575, September 2016.

Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) afterglows are likely produced in the shock that is
driven as the GRB jet interacts with the external medium. Long duration GRBs are
also associated with powerful supernovae (SN). We consider the optical and radio afterglows of long GRBs for both blasts viewed along the jet axis (“on-axis” afterglows)
and misaligned observes (“off-axis” afterglows). Comparing the optical emission from
the afterglow with that of the accompanying SN, using SN 1998bw as an archetype,
we find that only a few percent of afterglows viewed off-axis are brighter than the
SN. For observable optical off-axis afterglows the viewing angle is at most twice the
half-opening angle of the GRB jet. Radio off-axis afterglows should be detected with
upcoming radio surveys within a few hundred Mpc. We propose that these surveys
will act as “radio triggers,” and that dedicated radio facilities should follow-up these
sources. Follow-ups can unveil the presence of the radio supernova remnant, if present.
In addition, they can probe the presence of a mildly relativistic component, either
associated with the GRB jet or the SN ejecta, expected in these sources.

3.1

Introduction
Gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows are likely to be produced in the external

forward shock (e.g., [17, 32, 33]). In this framework, the GRB jet interacts with the
external medium and drives a relativistic shock, accelerating electrons that radiate
via synchrotron emission. The decelerating blast wave, initially highly collimated,
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transitions from a relativistic stage to a non-relativistic spherical stage at late times.
Hydrodynamical simulations are, nowadays, able to capture this long term evolution
of the blast wave and calculate multi-wavelength synchrotron light curves and spectra
(e.g., [30]), for observers located along the jet axis (“on-axis” observers) and at a large
angle (“off-axis” observers) (e.g., [34–39]). Off-axis afterglows can potentially be
observed without the detection of the prompt gamma-ray emission. For this reason,
they have been referred to as “orphan afterglows”. The detection of orphan afterglows
remains elusive to this date (e.g., [40, 41]). Current and upcoming surveys in the
optical (e.g., Pan-STARRS1, ZTF, LSST) and radio (e.g., LOFAR, VAST, VLASS,
SKA1) have the detection of orphan afterglows among their main objectives.
Long GRBs are also accompanied by supernovae (SNe) of the rare broad-line Ic
type. The sample of GRB-associated SNe are quite homogeneous, and the optical SN
emission from SN 1998bw serves as an excellent archetype (e.g., [42]). Modeling of
the SN optical emission reveals typically very energetic ejecta with kinetic energy of
several ×1052 erg, and fairly fast velocity of ∼ 0.1c (see, e.g, [43–45], and references
therein). The SN “remnant” also drives an external shock, accelerating electrons
that radiate via synchrotron emission (e.g., [46–48]). Recently, the emission from
this SN remnant (SNR) has been shown to produce a strong radio signal that could
potentially be observed ∼ 10 yrs after the GRB explosion [49].
Typical GRBs occur at cosmological distances. Current and near-future facilities
will be capable of detecting orphan afterglows from much closer distances: just ∼ a
few hundred Mpc. Therefore, future orphan afterglow observations should increase
the number of GRBs detected nearby. This carries the promise of following these
afterglows for decades in the radio, and studying the very late stages of the shock,
including the potential detection of the onset of the SNR emission.
The main objective of this paper is to calculate the emission that follows the GRB,
including the afterglow and the SNR, for an observer located at any angle with respect
to the jet axis. We assess the various strategies of detecting an orphan afterglow at
different wavelengths, especially optical and radio. In particular, in the optical band,
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we compare the expected afterglow emission with the optical emission from the SN
itself. We stress, in line with previous work, that radio frequencies constitute the best
observing strategy to detect the emission from an orphan afterglow (e.g., [50–58]).
It is likely that the two components that we have mentioned above, the GRB
jet and the SN ejecta, are not simply expelled from the central object with a single
velocity and a characteristic energy. Instead, the quasi-spherical SN ejecta is thought
to be composed of a range of energies that follow a power-law in velocity, with faster
parts of the ejecta carrying smaller energies, as expected in hydrodynamical explosions
(e.g., [10]). At the same time, a distribution of energies could also be present in the
GRB jet (e.g., [59]), or the GRB jet could be surrounded by a slower “sheath” (or
“cocoon”) of a larger opening angle (e.g., [60]; [61]). These possibilities motivate us
to consider the presence of a mildly relativistic component in the ejecta. In this paper
we calculate the radiative signatures of such a component.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe the emission from the
different components that follow the GRB prompt emission. In Section 3.3 we present
optical and radio light curves of these components. In Section 3.4 we comment on
their potential detection, and briefly discuss observing strategies and rates. We finish
with our conclusions in Section 3.5.

3.2

Modeling the emission that follows the GRB
The long-lasting emission that follows the prompt GRB emission has different

components: (i) the external forward shock emission that is initially strongly beamed
along the direction of propagation of the jet but that gradually turns spherical as
the blast slows down; (ii) the quasi-spherical SN optical emission powered by the
radioactive decay, and (iii) the quasi-isotropic SNR emission, which is produced by
synchrotron emission from electrons accelerated at the SN shock. For completeness,
we explore the possible contribution of: (iv) synchrotron emission from an external
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forward shock driven by mildly relativistic ejecta. We discuss all of these in the
following subsections.

3.2.1

GRB jet afterglow model

Afterglow library
We calculate the GRB afterglow light curves using the “Afterglow library” described in [30] (see, also, [62–66]).1 The library calculates the synchrotron light curves
and spectra (at a given frequency and for a given observer angle with respect to the
jet axis) using linear radiative transfer, which includes synchrotron self-absorption.
The library uses snapshots of hydrodynamical simulations of GRB jets to generate
these light curves. In this paper, we modify the library as described in [25]. This
modification allows us to consider the “deep Newtonian” regime, which is relevant for
the late time light curves calculation, where most of the shock-heated electrons are
non-relativistic, but mildly relativistic particles with Lorentz factor ∼ 2 contribute
to the bulk of the total electron energy (see, also, [67]).

Baseline: Optical and radio light curve on-axis modeling
We use the sample of optical on-axis GRB afterglow observations found in [68] as
a baseline for our study. This comprehensive sample has been extinction-corrected
and scaled to a common redshift z = 1 and common R-band (∼ 2 eV) magnitude. We
arrange these observed afterglows in descending order of their brightness at 1 day and
then divide them into ten groups. The first group contains the 10% brightest afterglows (9th decile), the second group contains the subsequent 10% brightest afterglows
(8th decile) and so on. For each decile, we produce an average optical afterglow light
curve so that we can use it to represent that decile. We also calculate the decile’s
1

The Afterglow Library (here we
http://cosmo.nyu.edu/afterglowlibrary.

use

the

“Boxfit”

code)

is

publicly

available

at
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average isotropic gamma-ray energy, Eγ,iso , which is the energy released during the
prompt GRB phase.
To model the representative afterglow light curve of each decile, we need several
parameters: Eiso , the isotropic equivalent kinetic energy of the jet; n, the number
density of the external medium (assumed constant); the microphysical parameters e
and B , the fraction of energy in the electrons and magnetic field in the shocked fluid,
respectively; and p, the power-law index of the electron energy distribution. Although
modeling of afterglow data of different GRBs indicates that these parameters are not
universal, we first assume a particular set of values (based on recent studies), and later
discuss how varying some of these parameters would affect our results (see Section
3.4 and the Appendix).
For each decile, we assume a GRB gamma-ray efficiency of ∼20%, so that Eiso ≈
5Eγ,iso (e.g., [69]), e ∼ 0.1 [70], p = 2.4 [71]. We assume n = 1 cm−3 , and then
find a suitable value of B to match the average optical brightness at 1 day for each
decile using the Afterglow library, which turns out to be ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 consistent
with, e.g., [72], [70], [69]. A large number of afterglow studies seem to point out that
e is quite constrained to be ∼ 0.1 (e.g., [70], see, also, particle-in-cell simulations
of [73]). It also seems that the prompt gamma-ray efficiency should not be too high
(e.g., [69]). Hence, we investigate below how changing the remaining parameters n and
correspondingly B , which seem to be the least constrained, affects our conclusions.
To illustrate this, we can analytically estimate the optical flux at 1 day, when the
optical band is likely to be above the minimum frequency, but below the cooling one.
It is given by (e.g., [20])
1/2

1.4 0.9
1.4
−2 −0.7
Fν ≈ (3mJy)e,−1
B,−4 Eiso,53
n0 t−1
d d27 ν14 ,

(3.1)

where we have used the parameters mentioned above, t is the observed time since the
explosion (in days), we have normalized the luminosity distance d to 300 Mpc, and
we have used the common notation Qx = Q/10x in c.g.s units. Since we consider
nearby sources, we take the redshift to be 1 + z ≈ 1 in our equations. For example,
for the 5th decile, Eiso,53 ∼ 2, the flux at 1 d (at 300 Mpc) at 2 eV is ∼ 5 mJy, and
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therefore, n = 1 cm−3 requires B ∼ 4 × 10−4 . This value of B agrees with the one
found using the Afterglow library within a factor of ∼ 2.
The final parameter needed is the half-opening angle of the jet, θj , which affects
the time of the “jet break” (e.g., [26]; [27]). Individual fitting of each of the light
curves is needed to do this, which is outside of the scope of this paper. Therefore,
we use a simple approach and consider θj = 0.1 (∼ 6◦ ) and 0.2 (∼ 11◦ ), which
spans the approximate range of typical opening angles inferred from observations
(e.g., [74]; [75] and references therein). We now introduce some terminology that
will be used throughout this paper. The afterglows in the 9th decile will be called
the “brightest afterglows.” We also group the GRBs in the 4th , 5th and 6th deciles
together and call these the “average afterglows,” since they yield the average optical
flux at 1 d of our sample.
Using the parameters described above, we predict the off-axis afterglow in the
optical (R-band). We also use these parameters to predict the on-axis and off-axis
radio afterglows (at 4.9 GHz, which is a typical observing radio band). Given that
radio on-axis afterglows observations are available, we use the average observed radio
afterglow light curve in [76] to compare with our predicted on-axis radio afterglows.

3.2.2

SN optical emission

The supernovae accompanying long duration GRBs are very similar in nature. At
∼ 10 d after the GRB, the GRB-SNe sample spans only a factor of

<4
∼

in bolometric

luminosity [45]. Also, in a systematic study recently done by [42], it was found that
SN 1998bw represents a typical supernova that accompanies a GRB. Hence, we will
use the derived physical parameters of 1998bw in this paper: a SN ejecta kinetic
energy of ESN ∼ 5 × 1052 erg and a velocity of 24,000 km/s, which is βSN ≈ 0.08 in
units of the speed of light (e.g., [77]). The optical data for SN1998bw were obtained
from [78].
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3.2.3

SN remnant (SNR) radio emission

At very late times, radio emission from the SNR may outshine the GRB afterglow [49]. Therefore, it proves useful to include this component in our late time
calculations. We follow the same procedure as in [49] to obtain the SNR light curve
for a 1998bw-like SN. To summarize their work, the SNR radio flux is
( 3
t
t < tdec,SN
Fν = Fp
−3(1+p)
t > tdec,SN ,
t 10

(3.2a)
(3.2b)

where the deceleration time of the SN ejecta is
−5/3

tdec,SN ≈ 29βSN,−1 (ESN,52.5 /n0 )1/3 yr,

(3.3)

and the peak flux (in µJy) at observed frequency ν at this time is given by
1+p

1+p

1+p

1−p

4
2
2
βSN,−1
ESN,52.5 n0 4 νGHz
d−2
Fp ≈ 440 ¯e,−1 B-SN,−2
27 ,

(3.4)

where ¯e ≡ 4e (p − 2)/(p − 1). It is important to note that these results are valid
for max(νa , νm ) < ν < νc , where νa , νm and νc are the synchrotron self-absorption,
minimum injection and cooling frequencies, respectively. We assume that the SNR
emission is quasi-isotropic; therefore, it is observable for any viewing angle.
Since SNR emission from a GRB-accompanying SN has not been observed, the
SNR physical parameters remain uncertain. In the following, we will use the same
values for density, e and p used for our GRB afterglows calculations, and we will use
the kinetic energy and velocity of the SN ejecta inferred from 1998bw (see Section
3.2.2). We will use a value of B-SN ∼ 0.01, inferred for “normal” Ibc young radio SNe
(e.g. [79]). Ideally, one could use very late time radio afterglow observations (∼ 10
yr) to constrain B and other parameters, and use them to calculate the radio SNR
emission. This can only be done for one GRB, so here we simply adopt a fixed value
of B (see [49]). A different choice of parameters would yield different fluxes according
to equation (3.4).
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3.2.4

Other possible mildly relativistic components

So far we have considered the light curves from two components with distinct
energies and distinct velocities: the ultra-relativistic jet and the non-relativistic SN
ejecta. Motivated by previous work, we consider the presence of a mildly relativistic
component (e.g., [59]) and predict its light curve. This extra component could be
related to the GRB jet or the SN ejecta. For simplicity, we will assume that it is
associated to the quasi-spherical SN ejecta. We will model the SN ejecta with a
continuous kinetic energy distribution as E ∝ (βΓ)−α with 0.1 ≤ βΓ, α varying from
1 to 5 (observations and theory seem to constrain α ∼ 5 for typical SNe), and we
normalize the total kinetic energy to that of the SN (e.g., [10], [80]). Faster parts
of the ejecta, which contain less energy, decelerate at earlier times; slower but more
energetic parts catch up with them later on, re-energizing the blast wave. In this
scenario, the Lorentz factor and energy of the blast wave are Γ ∝ t−3/(8+α) and
E ∝ t3α/(8+α) (e.g., [81]), while in the non-relativistic phase the velocity and energy
are β ∝ t−3/(5+α) and E ∝ t3α/(5+α) (see section 2.2). The synchrotron emission from
this blast wave yields light curves of the form Fν ∝ t−s ν −(p−1)/2 , with the temporal
decay index presented in [21]. During the non-relativistic phase, the blast wave will
transition to the deep Newtonian (DN) phase. The DN phase sets in when the
minimum Lorentz factor of the shocked electrons drops to γmin <
∼ 2 [25]. At this stage,
the mildly relativistic electrons contribute to the majority of the flux emitted, causing
a slight change in the slope of the light curves. The temporal decay indices in order
of appearance are

6(p − 1) − 3α





8+α


15p − 21 − 6α
s=

10 + 2α




3(1 + p) − 6α


10 + 2α

relativistic phase,

(3.5a)

non-relativistic phase,

(3.5b)

deep Newtonian phase.

(3.5c)

The transition from the relativistic to the non-relativistic phase occurs at βΓ = 1,
and the transition from the non-relativistic to DN phase occurs at a velocity βDN =
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−1/2

0.2¯e,−1 [25]. We note that for α → ∞, that is, when all energy is concentrated in a
single-velocity component of ∼ 0.1c, then the flux increases as ∝ t3 as the blast wave
coasts. For α = 0, which means constant blast wave energy (no energy injection),
one obtains the “usual” temporal flux decay for a decelerating blast wave in the
corresponding phases (e.g. [17, 22, 25]). When the slowest component, with ∼ 0.1c
velocity, catches up with the mildly relativistic component, energy injection ceases
and the flux decreases as ∝ t−3(1+p)/10 , see equation (3.2b). This occurs at tdec,SN given
by equation (3.3). Therefore, due to our choice of the kinetic energy normalization of
this mildly relativistic component, the radio SNR light curve will exhibit a modified
light curve before tdec,SN , but the normalization at tdec,SN and the light curve beyond
this time will remain the same as presented in Section 3.2.3.
As discussed above, the flux of the mildly relativistic component before tdec,SN is
given by Fν = Fp (t/tdec,SN )−s . When the blast wave is non-relativistic and energy
injection proceeds, then s takes the value in equation (3.5b) and the flux (in µJy) is
given by
1+p

40+11α+p(α−20)

4
Fν ≈ 440 ¯e,−1 B-SN,−2
βSN,−210+2α

3+5p

p(α−5)+5α+19
20+4α

10+2α
ESN,52.5
n0

1−p
2
νGHz
(1 + z)

× d−2
27

p(10−α)−5α−16
10+2α

 t −s (3.6)
,
29 yr

where we have left the redshift dependence since it is non-trivial. As an example, if
we let α = 5 and p = 2.4 this flux is given by (in µJy)
2.95
0.75
1.1 −0.7 −2 0.75
Fν ≈ 35 ¯e,−1 0.85
B-SN,−2 βSN,−2 ESN,52.5 n0 νGHz d27 tyr ,

(3.7)

which rises slower than ∝ t3 .
It is also instructive to determine the time when the decaying flux of the GRB
jet component (at this late time it is spherical and in the deep Newtonian regime)
is equal to the flux of the SNR (before tdec,SN ) as was done in [49]. Setting equation
(3.6) equal to the flux of the GRB afterglow (equation (7) in [49]), we obtain the time
after which the SNR outshines the GRB afterglow (we will call this the rebrightening
time, trb ). As an example, for α = 5 and p = 2.4, the rebrightening time is
−5

−1

−0.42
0.76
3
ESN,52.5
EGRB,51
n0 3 χ−0.48
.
trb ≈ (1.8yr) βSN,−1
B

(3.8)
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In this expression, EGRB is the true (beaming-corrected) energy of the GRB jet, and
χB ≡ B-SN /B .
Taking α → ∞ (i.e. assume no mildly relativistic component) and p = 2.4 gives
trb ∼ 9 yr, which is significantly longer. Therefore, the presence of a mildly relativistic
component in the SN ejecta naturally yields a radio SNR flux that exceeds the GRB
component at a much earlier time. We note that to obtain equation (3.8), we have
used the simplifying assumption that the GRB emission is in the deep Newtonian
phase and that the energy injection to the SN ejecta is in the non-relativistic phase.
As for the SNR emission, we assume that this mildly relativistic SN-component is
quasi-isotropic; therefore, it is observable for any viewing angle.
The results presented in this subsection are valid for max(νa , νm ) < ν < νc . At
early times, in the relativistic phase, the characteristic frequencies are larger; therefore the observing frequency could be either below νm or νa . We use the expressions
in [21] (see their equations 18 and 19) to estimate the location of the characteristic frequencies and the expected light curves. Whenever the characteristic frequencies cross
the observing band, a sharp break in the radio light curves occurs when max(νa , νm )
< ν < νc . At later times, the light curve transitions to the non-relativistic phase,
then to the deep Newtonian phase, and then finally to the time when energy injection
ceases (see Fig. 3.2).

3.3

Summary of results
In the following subsections we present the expected optical and radio light curves,

respectively, including all different components discussed above.

3.3.1

Optical emission

We have calculated the GRB optical afterglow for each decile for different viewing
angles, θv . We compare this emission with that of the optical emission of SN 1998bw.
As an example, the light curves for the “brightest afterglow” and the 5th decile are
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shown in Fig. 3.1 (we plot these for θj = 0.2). As can be seen, the SN optical emission
is brighter than any off-axis afterglow for which the viewing angle is larger than
θv,crit ∼ 20◦ ∼ 1.7θj . A similar conclusion holds for θj = 0.1 (we obtain θv,crit ∼ 15◦ ).

3.3.2

Radio emission

Using the parameters obtained from matching the optical data at 1 day, we have
calculated the GRB radio afterglow for each decile for different viewing angles. As an
example, the light curves for the “average afterglow” are shown in the top panel of
Fig. 3.2. We plot these for θj = 0.2. For θj = 0.1 the on-axis radio light curve peaks
only a factor of ∼ 2 earlier and with similar flux. The θj = 0.1 off-axis light curves
peak at similar times, although with weaker fluxes by a factor of ∼ 4, compared with
the θj = 0.2 case.
We present the SNR radio emission, and also the possible contribution of a mildly
relativistic SN component with α ≈ 5 (e.g., [80]), in the top panel of Figure 3.2. In
the bottom panel of Figure 3.2, we only include the on-axis radio afterglow for the
average afterglow, but include several possible distributions for the mildly relativistic
SN component: 1 ≤ α ≤ 5, and α → ∞, which corresponds to the case where the SN
ejecta has a single speed of ∼ 0.1c (no mildly relativistic component). As can be seen,
allowing for the presence of a mildly relativistic component yields a contribution to
the radio flux at earlier times.
Our predicted on-axis average radio light curve (predicted using the parameters
obtained from matching the optical data at 1 day) does fairly well in reproducing the
early (< month) average radio observations in [76]2 . However, it underpredicts the
late time (> months) radio observations. These late time data (> months) in [76] are
sparse: their average observed radio afterglow light curve at this stage is dominated
2

As pointed out by Chandra & Frail (2012), the bright radio data at < few days might be the result
of an extra component: the reverse shock emission, which should decay quickly afterward and will
not affect our radio light curves at late times.
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Fig. 3.1. Optical (∼ 2 eV) GRB afterglow light curves (lines) and the
SN optical emission (points); for the latter we use observations of SN
1998bw, which serves as a typical GRB-accompanying SN. The top
panel shows the model for the “brightest” afterglows in our sample,
while the bottom panel shows the model for the afterglow observed in
the 5th decile. In both panels we show the on-axis and off-axis afterglows (viewing angles are indicated in the legend, peak flux of light
curves decreases for larger viewing angles). The SN optical emission
outshines the off-axis afterglow emission unless the viewing angle is
very close to twice the half-opening angle of the GRB jet. An external density of n = 1 cm−3 was used (for other parameters, see Section
3.2.1). The source is placed at a distance dL = 300 Mpc. Afterglow
light curves are produced with the Afterglow Library ( [30]).
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only by a few bright long-lived afterglows. However, it does seem that some specific
radio afterglows do decay much slower than expected in the simplest external shock
model (see, e.g., [82]). We discuss this in the next section.

3.4

Discussion
In Fig. 3.1 we see that the brightest afterglows are visible up to a critical viewing

angle of θv,crit ∼ 20◦ , beyond which the SN emission becomes comparable to the optical afterglow. For fainter optical afterglows, the SN emission outshines the afterglow
at early times ( <
∼ 1 month), but it will still be detectable up to θv,crit . This pattern
is seen for afterglows up to the 5th decile. For optical afterglows in the ≤ 6th decile,
the critical viewing angle is < 20◦ . Therefore, optimistically, ∼ 50% of afterglows in
our sample outshine the optical SN emission as long as the viewing angle is < θv,crit .
From this, we can calculate the solid angle subtended by observers with viewing angle within θv,crit and divide this by the total solid angle to find the probability of
detecting such afterglows (including the counter jet). We find a small probability
Rθ
of 100 × 0.5 0 v,crit sinθdθ ≈ 3% to clearly identify the afterglow emission in a GRB
associated with a SN. If we consider θj = 0.1, this probability decreases to ∼ 2%. As
mentioned in Section 3.2.1, there are different sets of parameters that could be used
to match the optical on-axis fluxes. In the Appendix, we investigate the afterglow
light curves in Fig. 1 for different sets of Eiso , n and B . We find that our conclusions
do not change even when considering this degeneracy in the parameters.
In the radio band the afterglow is observable for various viewing angles and for
long times as shown in Fig. 3.2. At late times, the radio SNR emission outshines the
GRB afterglow [49]. The rebrightening time decreases significantly if the SN ejecta
contains a mildly relativistic component. Therefore, the time when the rebrightening
occurs can give us important information on the energy distribution of the SN ejecta.
The radio SNR emission does depend on the microphysical parameters of the SN
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Fig. 3.2. Top panel: Radio (4.9 GHz) GRB afterglow light curves for
the “average” afterglow of our sample for various viewing angles (see
legend, peak flux of light curves decreases for larger viewing angles).
Radio SNR emission, allowing for the presence of a mildly relativistic
component in the SN ejecta for different values of α (see legends in
both panels, higher values of α correspond to lower fluxes at 1 yr),
where the kinetic energy is injected to the blast wave as a function
of velocity ∝ (βΓ)−α . Bottom panel: The region between the dashed
lines indicates the location of the observed on-axis radio afterglows
from the sample of [76]. The mildly relativistic component generally
shows four breaks in its light curve: the crossing of the minimum
synchrotron frequency, the transition to the non-relativistic phase, the
transition to the deep Newtonian phase, and the cessation of energy
injection (in order of appearance, see Section 3.2.4). An external
density of n = 1 cm−3 was used (for other parameters, see Section
3.2.1), the source is placed at dL = 300 Mpc. Afterglow light curves
are produced with the Afterglow Library ( [30]). The SNR radio
emission is calculated as in [49].
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shock. Here, we used microphysical parameters similar to those obtained in young
radio SNe (e.g., [79], see discussion in [49]).
For a smaller density by a factor of 10 (n = 0.1 cm−3 , increasing B correspondingly, so that the optical flux at 1 day is matched), the on-axis radio afterglow peaks
earlier by a factor of ∼ 1.5 and has a similar flux as the n = 1 cm−3 case. The off-axis
radio afterglows peak a factor of

<4
∼

later in time with a factor of

<3
∼

smaller fluxes.

Also, for this smaller density, the peak time of the SNR radio emission increases by
a factor of ∼ 2, which is expected from equation (3.3). This causes the rebrightening
time to increase by a factor of ∼ 2.
As can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.2, our on-axis GRB radio afterglow
underestimates the late time (> months) average observed radio flux. Although the
data used in [76] to construct the late time average light curve are sparse, there are
some bursts that show a shallow radio light curve. Its origin has been studied by
[82], who have considered several possibilities (including time-varying microphysical
parameters, and energy injection to the reverse shock, among others), but it is clear
that it cannot have an external shock origin in the simplest model. The theoretically
calculated radio on-axis afterglows decrease too fast.
In order to account for the observed flat late-time radio curves, we consider a SN
ejecta with a mildly relativistic contribution with α = 1, which nicely follows the
late-time on-axis radio afterglow of [76]. Therefore, we can add both contributions
to the radio band: 1. the on-axis GRB afterglow and 2. the (quasi-spherical) mildly
relativistic SN ejecta component, to obtain the late time radio on-axis light curve.
The precise physical origin of the second component is outside of the scope of this
paper (it could be, e.g., a mildly relativistic component from the GRB jet itself, and
probably not related to the SN). Nevertheless, at these late times, the component
is most likely non-relativistic and quasi-spherical, allowing observers at any angle to
detect it. We present the contribution from both components for different viewing
angles in Figure 3. In light of this, radio fluxes presented in the top panel of Fig. 3.2
serve as lower limits.
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Fig. 3.3. The sum of the “average” radio (4.9 GHz) GRB afterglow
light curves (for different viewing angles, see legend, peak flux of light
curves decreases for larger viewing angles) and the radio emission from
an α = 1 mildly relativistic component, which is quasi-spherical (see
Fig. 3.2, bottom panel). An external density of n = 1 cm−3 was
used (for other parameters, see Section 3.2.1), the source is placed
at dL = 300 Mpc. Afterglow light curves are produced with the
Afterglow Library ( [30]).

After finding that the α = 1 component reproduces the observed late time on-axis
afterglow radio data quite well, we investigated the contribution of this component
in the optical band, i.e., its contribution to Fig. 3.1. We found that this component
outshines the SN optical emission after ∼ 3 months. However, for typical cosmological
GRBs, which occur at z >
∼ 1, the optical flux from the α = 1 component is too weak
to be observed. Nearby GRBs ( <
∼ 300 Mpc) might show a flattening in the optical
light curve at ∼ 3 months due to the contribution of this α = 1 component.
As mentioned above, the vast majority of off-axis optical afterglows are expected to
be weaker than the emission from the accompanying SN. This can make the detection
of off-axis optical afterglows a more difficult task than previously thought (e.g., [36,
39, 83]), even if they are stronger compared to their host galaxy emission. Optical
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off-axis afterglow studies should include the contribution from the SN emission, since
the SN-GRB association is firm.
Several radio surveys are coming online in the near future. We briefly mention
their potential in detecting radio off-axis afterglows for “average” GRBs in view of our
results (these “average” GRBs have isotropic equivalent energy Eiso ∼ 1053 ergs). We
consider one of those programs: VAST, which is the ASKAP Survey for Variables and
Slow Transients [84]. They have planned several surveys to detect radio transients
at ∼ 1.4 GHz. The “VAST-Wide” survey has a 1σ rms sensitivity of 0.5 mJy and
covers 104 deg2 per day. From Fig. 2, we see that the peak flux at θv ≈ 45◦ is
∼ 1 mJy for a frequency of 4.9 GHz (the flux at 1.4 GHz would be a factor of ∼ 2
larger). Therefore we deduce that this survey will be able to detect afterglows up to a
◦
distance of 300 Mpc provided θv <
∼ 45 . With the covered area of the survey and using

the beaming-corrected local GRB rate of3 ∼ 15 Gpc−3 yr−1 , we expect only ∼ 0.4
events per year. The “VAST-Deep Multi-field” survey has a 1σ rms sensitivity of 0.05
◦
mJy and covers 104 deg2 per year. Constraining θv <
∼ 45 , we expect to detect ∼ 13

events per year. Finally, the “VAST-Deep Single field” survey has a 1σ rms sensitivity
of 0.05 mJy but covers 30 deg2 per day, which yields ∼ 0.04 events per year (here
again we keep the same constraint on θv ). Since these surveys will last for a ∼ few
years, off-axis radio afterglows should be detected (see [57, 58]). Other radio surveys
such as Apertif on WSRT [87], MeerKat [88], surveys with the VLA [89] known as
VLASS, SKA1 [90], should also be able to detect orphan afterglows, provided that it
is possible to distinguish between them and other slowly evolving radio synchrotron
sources.
The calculations in the previous paragraph take into account the afterglow light
curves of Fig. 2, which were shown to underestimate the radio flux after a few
months. If we consider the presence of a mildly-relativistic quasi-spherical component
50
The local GRB rate is ∼ 1 Gpc−3 yr−1 [85] for events with gamma-ray isotropic luminosities >
∼ 10
erg/s. For the bursts energies considered in Fig. 3.2, the local rate would be a factor of ∼ 3 smaller
1
(see [58]). For θj = 0.2, the beaming correction is 2πθj2 /(4π) ∼ 50
(e.g., [86]). Therefore, the
−3
−1
beaming-corrected local rate is ∼ 15 Gpc yr .
3
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(see Fig. 3), the radio flux of the source for any observing angle is increased by one
order of magnitude. Thus even if a modest fraction of GRBs contain such a mildly
relativistic component, the number of orphan afterglows detected in the radio would
have a significant increase.
Since the nearby population of GRBs is likely to be dominated by low-luminosity
GRBs (llGRBs, e.g., [91]), we briefly discuss the detection of llGRBs in regards to
upcoming surveys. Even though they are more abundant and roughly isotropic, the
afterglows of llGRBs are a couple of orders of magnitude fainter than off-axis long
GRBs. This makes them quite hard to detect in upcoming radio surveys; SKA1 is the
only survey that will be able to detect them [58]. Nevertheless, detection and very
late time follow-up of the radio afterglows of llGRBs should give us insight into the
energy distribution of their blast waves and the emergence of the radio SNR [21, 49].

3.5

Conclusions
We have explored the different components present in a long GRB explosion: the

GRB jet, the SN ejecta and the possible contribution of a mildly relativistic component. The GRB jet interacts with the external medium and produces an afterglow,
which can in principle be detected for different viewing angles without the detection
of the prompt gamma-ray emission. The SN ejecta is generally quasi-spherical and
produces optical photons detected by observers at any angle.
Using a sample of optical on-axis afterglows, we predict that the vast majority of
optical off-axis afterglow will be too weak to be detected in excess of the emission
from the accompanying SN. In lines with previous work, radio observations provide
the best alternative to detect afterglow without an associated gamma-ray trigger.
Upcoming radio surveys should be able to detect off-axis afterglows within ∼
300 − 500 Mpc. These radio surveys can act as radio “triggers”. We encourage
the follow-up of newly found off-axis afterglows with dedicated facilities (e.g., VLA).
Follow-ups may discover the emission from the radio SNR that accompany long GRBs
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[49]. In addition, they can strongly constrain the energetics of any mildly relativistic
component (either associated to the SN ejecta or the GRB jet). Finally, the discovery
of nearby GRB sources could help us in identifying their central engines. For example,
bright soft gamma-ray repeater-like flares at a location coincident with that of the
afterglow could reveal that the GRB is associated with the birth of a magnetar [92].
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4. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON LATE-TIME
RADIO REBRIGHTENING OF GRB-SUPERNOVAE
Peters C., van der Horst, A. J., Chomiuk, L., Kathirgamaraju A. et al., 2019, The
Astrophysical Journal, 872, 28.
As coauthor, I was partly responsible for the write up of this article (∼ 15%) and
provided the analytic expressions which were used to constrain the observed results.

We present a search for late-time rebrightening of radio emission from three supernovae (SNe) with associated gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). It has been previously
proposed that the unusually energetic SNe associated with GRBs should enter the
Sedov-Taylor phase decades after the stellar explosion, and this SN “remnant” emission will outshine the GRB radio afterglow and be detectable at significant distances. We place deep limits on the radio luminosity of GRB 980425/SN 1998bw,
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, 10 − 18 years after explosion,
with our deepest limit being Lν < 4 × 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw.
We put constraints on the density of the surrounding medium for various assumed
values of the microphysical parameters related to the magnetic field and synchrotronemitting electrons. For GRB 060218/SN 2006aj and GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, these
density limits have implications for the density profile of the surrounding medium,
while the non-detection of GRB 030329/SN 2003dh implies that its afterglow will not
be detectable anymore at GHz frequencies.

4.1

Introduction
Due to the extreme luminosities of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), releasing ∼ 1051

erg of kinetic energy on a timescale of seconds, they can be detected out to very large
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redshifts and provide a unique way to study physics in extreme conditions e.g., [93–96].
GRBs can emit long-lasting synchrotron emission spanning X-ray to radio frequencies,
known as afterglows [97–99]. The radio emission of a GRB, sometimes spanning hours
to years after the initial outburst, is dominated by this synchrotron emission produced
by the GRB ejecta, which start out as a collimated jet and gradually spread to expand
more isotropically e.g., [26, 100]. When the ejecta interact with the ambient medium,
they amplify the magnetic field and accelerate particles to relativistic speeds [101].
Radio observations play an essential role in understanding GRB afterglows, as they
provide information about the energetics of the explosion, the ambient medium, shock
physics, and the relativistic expansion velocity in the jets (for a review, see [102]).
Jets are not the only ejecta expelled in the GRB event; if there is an associated
supernova (SN), a spherical outflow is also present. Long-duration GRBs, unlike
short GRBs, have been found to have associated SNe and may provide insights into
the deaths of massive stars [103, 104]. The SNe associated with GRBs are of Type Ic
and feature broad lines in their optical spectra, implying fast moving ejecta with
velocities ∼ 0.1 times the speed of light c [105, 106]. These broad-line Type Ic SNe
display kinetic energies that are ∼10 times greater than those of GRBs or normal
Type Ic SNe (∼ 1052 erg; [106–110]).
Although the SN ejecta have a slower maximum velocity, they are much more massive (∼ 1 − 12 M , [111–113]) than GRB jets (∼ 10−6 M ; [114]) and are expected to
coast a longer time before decelerating. After the explosion, the SN ejecta will remain
in free expansion for a few decades, and will sweep up material from the surrounding
medium. The SN ejecta interact with the surrounding medium, accelerating particles
to relativistic speeds and amplifying the magnetic field, producing radio synchrotron
emission much like in a typical SN remnant [115–117].
This radio emission peaks when the SN has swept up an equivalent mass to the
initial ejected mass, at the Sedov-Taylor time [15, 16]. For typical SNe, the SedovTaylor time is ∼ 1, 000 years after the explosion (e.g., [118]). The Sedov-Taylor time
may be ∼2 orders of magnitude shorter for the more energetic GRB/SNe, due to
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their large expansion velocities [116]. Because of the likeness to typical SN remnants
(SNRs), we refer to GRB/SN radio emission on decades-long scales as “SNR emission”
throughout the rest of this paper. After peaking at the Sedov-Taylor time, the radio
emission will decline throughout the Sedov-Taylor phase, as the SNR blast wave
decelerates [116–119].
In the first few years after a GRB/SN explosion, while the SN ejecta coast in
a free expansion phase, the GRB shock decelerates from ultra-relativistic to nonrelativistic speeds. Around 10 years after the burst, the radio emission from the
SN shock approaches the same prominence as the emission from the GRB shock.
Ultimately, the SNR emission dominates the total emission due to its higher kinetic energy. [116] and [117] modeled the GRB afterglow and SNR emission, and
find that SNRs accompanying nearby GRBs should become detectable with sensitive modern radio telescopes some ∼20–50 years after explosion (assuming that the
GRB/SN is interacting with a 1 cm−3 medium, and is at a nearby distance of z
< 0.2;
∼

see [116]). Here we present our search for the radio SNRs associated with three

nearby, well-studied GRB/SNe: GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, GRB 030329/SN 2003dh,
and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj. Radio emission on timescales from days to years has
previously been detected in these GRB/SN systems.
Detecting the radio rebrightening of a GRB/SN would mark the first time that
we have watched a SN transform into an SNR. Although there have been efforts to
detect the radio re-brightening which defines the start of the SNR phase decades after
SN explosion (e.g., [120,121]), this has yet to be done successfully. Our study focuses
on sources that should reach the Sedov-Taylor time faster and have higher luminosity,
compared to SNe with more typical energetics (i.e. ∼ 1051 erg). Indeed, GRB/SNe
may present some of the best prospects for detecting this rebrightening radio emission,
despite being much further away than the SNe in the [120] sample. Detection of the
SNR radio emission would also develop our understanding of particle acceleration and
magnetic field amplification in ∼ 0.1 c shocks. Finally, the radio rebrightening offers
a chance to study the properties of a GRB/SN system, including constraining the
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density of the ambient medium and potentially settling if the SNe associated with
GRBs truly are extra-energetic.
In Section 4.2, we describe the models for radio SNR emission from a GRB/SN.
Section 4.3 introduces our sample of three GRB/SN sources, and the observations
of these sources are described in Section 4.4. The results of the observations and
analysis are discussed in Section 4.5, and our conclusions are laid out in Section 4.6.

4.2

Models of early SNR radio emission
When we began this study of GRB/SN systems, we followed the predictions by

[116] to estimate radio emission from the SN ejecta at the time of our observations
(∼ 10−20 years after explosion). While our observations were being conducted, more
sophisticated models of the SNR emission from GRB/SN systems were published
[117]. Within this paper, we use our deep limits and the models of [117], which build
on the models of [116, 122], to constrain parameters which determine the SNR radio
luminosity. Here we outline the details of the calculations and models of [117]. We
discuss the implications of these models with our observational limits in more detail
in Section 4.5.
The flux from an SNR reaches a maximum flux density (Fp ) at the deceleration
time of the SN (tdec ; essentially, the Sedov-Taylor time). The equations for these
quantities are given in [116] as:
−5/3

tdec ≈ 29 βSN,−1 (ESN,52.5 /n0 )1/3 (1 + z) yr
1+p

1+p

1+p

1−p

4
2
2
βSN,−1
ESN,52.5 n0 4 νGHz
Fp ≈ 440 ¯e,−1 B,−2

× (1 + z)

1−p
2

d−2
27

(4.1)

(4.2)

µJy

Here, e and B are the fraction of the post-shock energy transferred to the relativistic
electrons and amplified magnetic field, respectively (in the above equation, they are
scaled to convenient values, B,−2 = B /0.01 and e,−1 = e /0.1). The power-law index
of the non-thermal electron energy distribution accelerated by the SN blast wave is p,
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and ¯e,−1 ≡ 4e,−1 (p − 2)/(p − 1). The volume number density of the external medium
is n0 in units of cm−3 . ESN,52.5 is the energy of the SN normalized to 1052.5 erg, and
βSN,−1 is the ratio of the mass-averaged speed of the SN ejecta and the speed of light
(v/c) normalized to 0.1. The observing frequency in GHz is νGHz , d27 is the luminosity
distance normalized to 1027 cm, and z is the redshift. The above equations assume
we are observing within max(νa , νm ) < ν < νc , with νa , νm , and νc being the selfabsorption frequency, peak frequency, and cooling frequency, respectively. We note
that the numerical pre-factor of equation 4.2 has a p dependence and p = 2.5 has been
assumed. We do not include the pre-factor’s p-dependence in Equations 2, 4, or 5 for
simplicity. The effect of changing p on this pre-factor can be easily incorporated, and
we refer interested readers to the work of [123] for more information. Throughout the
analysis in this paper, We assume p = 2.5, but leave p in our equations for readers to
see where this dependence occurs.
We assume the ejecta are homologously expanding with a range of velocities,
meaning that the velocity of the ejecta is linearly proportional to the radius (i.e.,
the fastest moving ejecta are outermost, while the inner ejecta expand slowest). The
ejecta expanding with β = v/c have associated energy E, this energy is distributed
as E ∝ (βΓ)−α for β ≥ βSN , and the integrated energy distribution is normalized to
ESN . Here, we take α = 5, consistent with the theory for outer SN ejecta [124, 125].
The radio light curve of the SN both before and after tdec can be expressed as
Fν = Fp (t/tdec )−s , where s depends on the energy distribution of mass in the SN
blast wave. Then s becomes


15p−21−6α


, t < tdec ; non-relativistic phase


 10+2α
s = 3(1+p)−6α , t < tdec ; deep Newtonian phase
10+2α





 3(1+p) ,
t > tdec
10

(4.3)

These expressions for s and the corresponding fluxes are given in [117]. The deep
−1/2

Newtonian phase sets in when the speed of the blast wave decreases to βDN = 0.2¯e,−1 ,
a few years after explosion [123].
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Fig. 4.1. Radio light curves of GRB 030329/SN 2003dh at 1.85 GHz
(left) and 6 GHz (right), including the published GRB afterglow and
our late-time upper limits (black triangles). Model radio light curves
of the radio SNR rebrightening are superimposed as blue and grey
bands; each panel shows six models with varying B and n0 . For
B , we adopt values of 0.1 (grey lines) and 10−3 (blue lines). For
the ambient density, we adopt values of n0 = 0.1 cm−3 (dot-dashed
lines), n0 = 1 cm−3 (dashed lines), and n0 = 10 cm−3 (solid lines).
For these models, we use the SN energy and velocity of SN 2003dh
given in Table 1 (the bands surrounding each model line represent
the uncertainties in the SN energy), and assume e = 0.1, p = 2.5
and α = 5. GRB 030329 afterglow data (filled circles and squares) are
from [126–131].
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During the deep Newtonian phase, when tDN < t < tdec , the flux density in µJy
increases with time as:
1+p

α(11+p)

3+5α+p(3+α)

11+p

10+2α
10+2α
4
ESN,52.5
n0 20+4α
Fν ≈ 440 ¯e,−1 B,−2
βSN,−1
 t  6α−3(1+p)
1−p
8−5α−p(α+2)
10+2α
2
× νGHz
(1 + z) 10+2α d−2
27
29 yr

(4.4)

If t is greater than tdec,SN , the flux density decreases with time as:
1+p

3(1+p)
20

11+p

4
10
Fν ≈ 440 ¯e,−1 B,−2
ESN,52.5
n0
 t  −3(1+p)
10
−2
× d27
29 yr

1−p
2
νGHz
(1 + z)

4−p
5

(4.5)

In this paper, we create model light curves by melding together equations 4.4 and
4.5 at their intersection point, which is approximately the Sedov-Taylor time. The
combination of these equations is what we refer to as our model radio light curves
and are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Each figure assumes the appropriate explosion
parameters for the observed GRB/SN (Table 1). The range of model parameter
values (B and n0 ) are chosen specifically to allow the figures to center and focus
on the observational upper-limits for each GRB/SN. We explore a larger parameter
space in Figure 4.4. Given our observation times in this paper, we typically expect
to be in the deep Newtonian phase (tDN < t < tdec ), hence equation 4.4 would be the
relevant equation for the flux density evolution.
We can use this theoretical framework to constrain parameters like e , B , ESN ,
and n0 from a measurement of Fν . Rearranging equation 4.4 and taking α = 5, we
find
1+p
4

7+2p
10

¯e,−1 B,−2 n0


<
∼

Fν
440 µJy



(11+p)
− 20

t
29 yr

p−1
2

 3(p−9)
20

× ESN,52.5 νGHz (1 + z)

−

(55+5p)

20
βSN,−1
17+7p
20

(4.6)

d227

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the degeneracies between B , ESN , and n0 , given observational constraints on GRB 980425/SN 1998bw. We discuss Figures 1–4 in more detail
in §5.
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Table 4.1.
Basic Data on Target GRB/SNe: a [133]; b [134]; c [135]; d [136] errors
are taken as 20%; e [137]; f [138]; g [?, 105]; ∗ Value confirmed via
private communication with Mazzali.

4.3

υ [103 km/s] ESN [1051 erg]

GRB

SN

z

030329

2003dh

0.1685a

29 ± 5.8d

40 ± 10e

060218

2006aj

0.0335b

19 ± 3.8d

2 ± 0.5f

980425

1998bw

0.0083c

24 ± 4.8d

50 ± 5g∗

Sample
In an effort to detect the predicted radio emission from the GRB/SN remnant,

we considered the sample of long GRBs with associated SNe. We calculated which of
these were most likely to show a detectable radio re-brightening using the methods outlined in §3.1 of [116]. We took sources that had a time since explosion
of over 10 years and were nearby (z < 0.1). This narrowed the pool down to
two events: GRB 980425/SN 1998bw and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj. We also included
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh, which is also >10 years old but further away (z = 0.17), as it
is a very well-monitored event with the longest radio afterglow ever detected [130,132].
For all other GRB/SNe, the radio SNR is predicted to be faint due to the explosion
being either too distant or too recent [116]. Our target sample can be found in Table
1, along with redshifts, SN ejecta velocities at ∼ 10 days after explosion [105], and
SN energies.
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh is at a low redshift, z = 0.1685 [133], for a GRB with
typical luminosity (compared to the low-luminosity GRBs that are often detected at
such low redshifts). It is one of the most well-studied GRB afterglows with radio
coverage between 0.64 and 95 GHz from only a half day out to almost a decade after
the initial gamma-ray detection [126–131]. We show the radio observations of the
afterglow in Figure 4.1. Original data were obtained at 1.4 and 4.9 GHz; we scaled
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Table 4.2.
Log of radio observations
Source

GRB 030329/

RA

Dec

(h:m:s)

◦ 0 00

( :: )

10:44:50.02

+21:31:18.10

SN 2003dh

GRB 060218/ 03:21:39.67

SN 1998bw

VLA

UT Date

Band & Central

Observed

Frequency

(GHz)

Source

2016 Mar 23

C-band (6 GHz)

4 GHz

30 min

L-band (1.5 GHz)

1 GHz

54 min

(C-config)

+16:52:02.20

SN 2006aj

GRB 980425/ 19:35:03.17

Telescope

VLA

2016 Feb 18

(C-config)

−52:50:46.1

LBA

2015 Nov 16

Bandwidth Time on

C-band (6 GHz)

4 GHz

30 min

L-band (1.5 GHz)

1 GHz

54 min

L-band (1.65 GHz)

32 MHz

320 min
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Fig. 4.2.
Radio upper limits (black triangles) for
GRB 060218/SN 2006aj at 1.85 GHz (left) and 6 GHz (right),
overplotted on model radio light curves. The light curve models,
assumptions, and symbols are the same as for Figure 1, except we
use the SN energy and velocity of SN 2006aj from Table 1. Observations of the GRB 060218 afterglow are not shown, as the GRB
flux decreased rapidly and would not be visible over the timescales
featured in this plot.

them respectively to our observing frequencies of 1.85 and 6 GHz using the observed
radio spectral index, Fν ∝ ν −0.54 [130]. VLBI observations complement the radio
light curve data and provide measurements of the source size and evolution [139–141].
There has also been detailed optical study of the associated SN 2003dh [142], which
had a high kinetic energy of 4 × 1052 erg [137].
GRB 060218/SN 2006aj is located at a redshift of z = 0.0335 [134]. Despite being closer than GRB 030329, it had a lower intrinsic luminosity [143]. The
GRB radio afterglow has been detected, but was faint and had sparse sampling over
time [144, 145]. Therefore the GRB blast wave parameters are not well constrained.
However, SN 2006aj was well-studied at optical wavelengths (e.g., [146]), yielding a
measurement of the SN kinetic energy substantially lower than SN 2003dh (2 × 1051
erg; [138]).
GRB 980425/SN 1998bw The third GRB with associated SN in our sample
is GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, at a redshift of 0.0083 [135]. This was the first GRB
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found to have an associated SN [103], and a radio counterpart was well-detected and
monitored at radio wavelengths [147], although we do not show it in Figure 3 because
it had faded by 1 year after explosion [148]. Modeling of the GRB data is consistent
with a viewing angle misaligned with the GRB jet axis [149,150]. Optical observations
and modeling of SN 1998bw imply a kinetic energy comparable to SN 2003dh, 5 × 1052
erg [77].

4.4

Observations
In order to detect the radio re-brightening of GRB/SNe, we observed the three

objects described in Section 4.3 in 2016. Both GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and GRB
060218/SN 2006aj were observed using the NSF’s Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA). GRB 980425/SN 1998bw is a southern source not visible to the VLA, and
the host galaxy has bright radio emission, so we observed it with the Australian Long
Baseline Array (LBA; Table 2).
Below is a summary of the observations conducted at each telescope.

Each

GRB/SN was observed in L band (1 – 2 GHz) and both GRB 030329/SN 2003dh
and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj were observed in C band (4 – 8 GHz). These particular bands were chosen as a trade-off between sensitivity, resolution, and brightness.
Higher frequencies (e.g., C band) are more sensitive than lower frequencies at the
VLA, and provide higher resolution on the GRB/SN while resolving out the host
galaxy flux. However, the GRB/SNe should be emitting optically-thin synchrotron,
and should therefore be brighter at lower frequencies (e.g., L band). To improve our
chances of detection, we therefore observe in both L and C bands with the VLA, as the
image resolution is limited. Observations with the LBA are much higher resolution
but are limited in sensitivity, so in this case we focus on L band observations.
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Table 4.3.
Summary of Measurements from Radio Observations: a 3σ limit on
the spectral luminosity assuming redshifts listed in Table 1.
Source

GRB 030329/
SN 2003dh

GRB 060218/
SN 2006aj

GRB 980425/
SN 1998bw

Frequency Image r.m.s.

3σ Upper Limit

Time since SN

Luminositya

(GHz)

(µJy/beam)

(µJy)

(yr)

(1027 erg s−1 Hz−1 )

6

5.0

17.6

13.0

< 13.8

1.85

55

170

13.0

< 133

1.22

80

245

13.0

< 192

6

5.1

15.3

10.0

< 0.4

1.85

55

165

10.0

< 4.1

1.22

91

281

10.0

< 6.9

1.65

90

270

17.6

< 0.42
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4.4.1

VLA Observations

During the VLA’s 2016 C-configuration, we observed GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and
GRB 060218/SN 2006aj with the VLA (Program ID VLA/16A-309). Both GRB/SNe
were observed for 54 minutes in L band (1 – 2 GHz) and 30 minutes in C band (4 –
8 GHz). The L-band observations had 16 spectral windows with a width of 64 MHz
each. The C-band observations had 32 spectral windows, each 128 MHz wide. All
spectral windows were sampled with 64 channels, and all observations were carried
out in full polarization mode.
For GRB 030329/SN 2003dh, we used 3C286 as the flux calibrator and J1103+2203
as the phase calibrator. For GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, we used 3C147 as the flux
calibrator and J0318+1628 as the phase calibrator. The data were edited and reduced
using standard routines in both AIPS and CASA [151, 152]. Images were created in
AIPS, using a Briggs Robust value of 0. We split the data from each receiver band
into two or more frequency chunks and imaged them separately, to assuage imaging
artifacts borne of the large fractional bandwidths. As all images yield non-detections,
in each receiver band we smoothed the higher-frequency image to the resolution of
the lower-frequency image, and then averaged the images together using appropriate
noise-based weights in AIPS’ comb.
GRB 060218/SN 2006aj has a very bright source less than a degree away (∼8 Jy
at 1.4 GHz; [153]), so our images of this GRB/SN suffered from strong artifacts
and dynamic range issues. We intensively self-calibrated images to reach the noise
thresholds listed in Table 4.3; note that the L-band data were much more severely
affected by this source than the C-band data.
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh is surrounded by many sources, but none comparable
in flux to the bright source in the GRB 060218/SN 2006aj images. Again, we selfcalibrated our images to reach the noise thresholds listed in Table 4.3, and the L-band
data were more severely affected by imaging artifacts than the C-band data.
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A summary of the observations can be seen in Table 4.2, and the results are
listed in Table 3. Our observations were conducted 10 and 13 years after the initial
explosions of GRB 060218/SN 2006aj and GRB 030329/SN 2003dh, respectively. Neither GRB/SNe were detected in either L or C band, so our observations provide 3σ
upper-limits on the flux densities (Table 3). These upper-limits are plotted on top of
light curve models in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

4.4.2

LBA Observations

GRB 980425/SN 1998bw was observed with the LBA using an array comprising
the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA; phased array of five 22-meter dishes),
Ceduna, Hobart and Parkes, on 16 November 2015 (Program ID V541A). The observing setup used 2×16 MHz subbands in dual polarization, Nyquist sampled with
2 bits (256 Mbps data rate), and centred on a sky frequency of 1.65 GHz. A summary
of the observations can be seen in Table 4.2, and the results are listed in Table 3.
The observation had a duration of 12 hours, and GRB 980425/SN 1998bw was
phase referenced to J1934−5053 which has 290 mJy of unresolved flux at a separation
of 2◦ from the target. Fringe finders 3C273, 1921−293 and 0208−512 were regularly
observed to provide delay calibration; and a compact source, 1519−273, was used
to bootstrap the intra-array flux calibration. The calibrator J1923−5329, located 3◦
from J1934-5053, was observed in a few scans in a phase referencing style similar
to that used for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, to confirm that phase transfer over a few
degrees was successful.
All four Stokes parameters were correlated and, after calibration overheads, an
on-source time of approximately 5 hours and 20 minutes on GRB 980425/SN 1998bw
was achieved. Due to a partial disk failure at ATCA, about 35% of the data from
that station, randomly distributed throughout the experiment, were lost prior to correlation. The data were correlated on the LBA DiFX correlator [154] and calibrated
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Fig. 4.3. Model radio light curves of GRB 980425/SN 1998bw at 1.85
GHz, with our observational limit over-plotted (black triangle). The
light curve models, assumptions, and symbols are the same as for
Figure 1, except we use the SN energy and velocity of SN 1998bw
from Table 1. Observations of the GRB 980425 afterglow are not
shown, as the GRB flux decreased rapidly and was not observed over
the timescales featured in this plot.

in NRAO’s AIPS package in the standard way for LBA phase referencing using a
pipeline implemented in the ParselTongue interface [155].
The resultant naturally-weighted image noise was 90 µJy/beam. GRB 980425/SN
1998bw was not detected, giving a 3-σ upper limit of 0.27 mJy, 17.6 years after the
initial explosion. Analysis of the quality of phase transfer from the check source,
J1934−5053, indicate that phase calibration was good and thus the non-detection
can be safely ascribed to weakness of the source rather than instrumental issues.
This upper limit is the lowest limit published for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw [156], and
shown on top of light curve models in Figure 4.3.
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Fig. 4.4. Given our radio upper limit on GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, 17.6
years after explosion, we can constrain the possible parameter space
of B , n0 , and ESN using Equation 4.6. The three panels illustrate
how these three parameters depend on each other, assuming p = 2.5,
α = 5, e = 0.1, and v = 24, 000 km s−1 . The points on the plot
refer to the fiducial values we assume in our previous figures. Color of
the markers represents values of B , where black symbols correspond
to B = 0.1, blue symbols to B = 0.001, and gray symbols assume
nothing about B . The shape of markers corresponds to the values
of n0 , where circles are 0.1 cm−3 , squares are 1 cm−3 , diamonds are
10 cm−3 ; and crosses are assuming nothing about the density. The
arrows attached to each marker point to the regions of the parameter
space allowed by our radio upper limits. For example, the square
marker in the second panel assumes n0 = 1 cm−3 and ESN = 1052.5 erg
(the energy for SN 1998bw in Table 1); our radio upper limit therefore
−4
implies B <
for those values of n0 and ESN .
∼ 10

4.5

Analysis
Here, we interpret our radio upper limits in the context of the radio rebrightening

during the transition to the Sedov-Taylor phase. We note that non-detections of these
GRB/SN sources also imply non-detections of GRB counter jets (the light emitted
from a GRB jet that is expelled in a direction away from an observer, which means
that the light will reach an observer at a later date than the jet expelled in the direction of the observer). We also conclude that the GRB radio afterglow is no longer
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detected at GHz frequencies for any of the three GRB/SN—even for GRB 030329,
where the afterglow was traced for almost a decade (Figure 4.1). Our observation
of GRB 030329/SN 2003dh was made almost five years after the last of these observations, and our non-detection presented here demonstrates that any future radio
detection of GRB 030329/SN 2003dh at GHz frequencies will likely originate from the
SN ejecta rather than the GRB afterglow.

4.5.1

Interpreting Radio Upper Limits

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show model light curves (described in §4.2) for each of
the target GRB/SNe and our observational limits on flux density. In each of these
figures we vary B and n0 , while keeping the other model parameters fixed. For B
we adopt values of 0.1 and 10−3 —the former being equal to the assumed value for
e (i.e., equipartition) and the latter in the range of values that has been derived
from GRB afterglow modeling [102]. For GRB afterglows, it has been shown that e
is fairly narrowly distributed around 0.1 e.g., [157], and e = 0.1 is also commonly
used for SNe Ib/c [158]. We note that for the slower shocks in “normal” SNRs (with
velocities around a few thousand km s−1 ), e and B can be one to two orders of
magnitude lower than assumed here e.g., [119]. The ejecta of the GRB/SNe have
high kinetic energies and should therefore maintain large velocities (around an order
of magnitude faster than the velocities seen in typical SNRs), even as they transition
to the Sedov-Taylor phase [117]. Therefore, we take e = 0.1, but upper limits can
be interpreted with other values of e using Equation 6. For lower e or B , we place
less stringent constraints on the ambient density or SN energy with our radio upper
limits (Equation 4.6, Figure 4).
For n0 we adopt values of 0.1, 1 and 10 cm−3 , spanning a range of most common
values found in GRB afterglow modeling [102]. We can use our radio upper limits to
constrain the density of the ambient medium surrounding a GRB/SN. Figures 4.1,
4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate how variations in n0 affect the radio luminosity. We see that
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the density of the surrounding medium plays a large role in not only the Sedov-Taylor
time but also the light curve peak flux.
The predicted radio light curves also depend on the energy and ejecta velocity of
the SN. With higher velocities, we expect that the radio luminosity would peak at
earlier times and higher luminosities (Equations 1 and 2). For larger ejecta masses,
the radio luminosity would peak at later times and higher luminosities. While ejecta
velocities are well constrained by observations, measurements of ejecta mass and
ESN are model-dependent and have substantial uncertainty, with possible values for
SN 2003dh ranging by an order of magnitude (Table 4.2). We take the SN energies
listed in Table 4.3 as fiducial parameters, but can quantify how our upper limits
depend on ESN (Figure 4.4). Note that we assume p = 2.5 and α = 5, which are both
typical for SN modeling [158].
Clearly, the light curves depend on multiple uncertain parameters, e.g., e , B ,
n0 , and ESN . If we assume values for three of these parameters, we can then place
clear constraints on the fourth. In Figure 4.4, we use our 1.65 GHz upper limit
for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw to constrain the three more uncertain input parameters
(B , n0 , and ESN ) and illustrate the degeneracies between them, while fixing the other
parameters (p = 2.5, α = 5, and e = 0.1). The three different panels demonstrate
how a third parameter depends on the other two. For example, if a viewer of the the
left panel of Figure 4 selected a value for ESN and B , they could read off the value
of the corresponding density contour to place an upper limit on n0 . The blue point
in this panel marks fiducial values of B = 0.001 and ESN = 1052.5 erg, and lands
−3
between the n0 = 1 cm−3 and n0 = 0.1 cm−3 contours, implying that n0 <
∼ 0.3 cm

under these assumptions.
Although we do not include similar plots for GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and GRB
060218/SN 2006aj, the same ideas can be followed and we can calculate the range of
expected densities for these sources. For these calculations, we turn to the C-band
(6.0 GHz) observations, as they are more constraining than the L-band. We keep the
same assumed parameter range for B (0.1 and 0.001) and ESN is allowed a range
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that spans the uncertainty on the measurements from Table 4.3. For both GRB
−3
030329/SN 2003dh and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj we find n0 <
∼ 0.3 − 9 cm .

4.5.2

Implications for GRB/SN Environments

Our radio upper limits probe the density of the circumstellar material (CSM)
or interstellar medium (ISM) at the location of the SN forward shock at the time
of observation. By estimating the radii of the ejecta and using our upper limits to
constrain n0 , we can comment on the environments of GRB/SNe.
We estimate the radius of the SN shock as Rs = vtobs , where v is the SN ejecta
velocity (Table 1) and tobs is the time elapsed between explosion and observations
(10.0–17.6 yr; Table 3). We find radii of Rs ≈ 0.2 pc for GRB 060218/SN 2006aj and
Rs ≈ 0.4 pc for GRB 980425/SN 1998bw and GRB 030329/SN 2003dh. These radii
are in fact lower limits, with the true blast-wave velocity a factor ∼3 larger, as the SN
has not yet reached the Sedov-Taylor stage, implying that the velocity of the fastest
SN ejecta are faster than βSN .
In order to place constraints on the density of the sources that we have observed,
we turn to what environments are found around similar sources. Several authors have
shown that there is a wide range of densities surrounding long GRBs, spanning many
orders of magnitude [102, 159]. [76] suggest that GRB radio samples are biased to a
narrow range of CSM densities (1–10 cm−3 ), as the radio emission will be weak at
low densities and self-absorbed at high densities. In a fraction of cases, the radio
light curves of long GRBs can be well-fit by expansion into a uniform medium, and
this is what we assume here (Section 4.2). However, a uniform-density CSM is almost
certainly over-simplistic, as the environments of GRB/SNe should be strongly affected
by the evolution and mass loss from the progenitor star e.g., [160, 161].
A simple model for the progenitor’s evolution in the years leading up to explosion
might be a fast wind (∼1000 km s−1 ) sustained for ∼ 105 years, as expected for a WolfRayet star [162]. Such a progenitor should blow a bubble filled with a ρ ∝ r−2 wind,
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implying low densities at radii ∼0.1–10 pc [163]. More realistic stellar progenitors
yield substantially more complex circumstellar environments. Take for example the
29 M star whose late stages of evolution are modeled in Figure 3 of [160]. The star
is surrounded by a Wolf-Rayet wind-blown bubble, but the bubble is both smaller
and denser than one might naively expect because it is expanding into a dense wind
from the red supergiant phase that preceded the Wolf-Rayet phase. In this particular
simulated CSM, the Wolf-Rayet bubble has a diameter of ∼0.3 pc and density ∼10
cm−3 , and is surrounded by a dense shell of material of density ∼ 102 − 104 cm−3 .
These examples highlight how difficult it is to predict the CSM around a GRB/SN.
Even a question as simple as whether the ejecta are expanding into a medium that
is enhanced in density over the ISM or evacuated of ISM is difficult to answer and
depends on the detailed mass loss of the progenitor star.
Adding to the complexity of the CSM, the SN blast waves studied here are expanding into a medium that has already been shaped by the lower-mass, higher-velocity
GRB ejecta. For example, the afterglow of GRB 030329 is best modeled by interaction with a uniform density medium, with n0 values ranging about an order of
magnitude around 1 cm−3 out to a radius
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh has a radius

>1
∼

< 0.8
∼

pc e.g., [130, 132]. The SN ejecta in

pc at the time of our observations, 13

years after explosion. Therefore, our observations probe the SN blast wave while it is
interacting with the GRB-evacuated cavity. Figure 4.1 shows that for equipartition
with e = B = 0.1 the density should be below 1 cm−3 , consistent with only some of
the density values found in broadband modeling of the GRB emission. For e = 0.1
and B = 10−3 the density is less well constrained, n0 < 10 cm−3 , which is consistent
with all the density values derived from modeling GRB 030329.
The radio afterglow of GRB 060218 can be fit with a stellar wind density profile
or a uniform density medium of n0 ≈ 102 cm−3 [144,164,165]. Our upper limit shown
in Figure 4.2 provides constraints on the density similar to those for GRB 030329:
n0 < 1 cm−3 for e = B = 0.1, and n0 < 10 cm−3 for e = 0.1 and B = 10−3 .
Those limits on n0 are still below the value derived from modeling the GRB 060218
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afterglow with a uniform density medium. This may indicate that the density of the
CSM drops with radius, implying a stellar wind density profile, which means that
our upper limit may be breaking the degeneracy between possible density profiles
for modeling this GRB afterglow. We emphasize that this depends on the e and B
values, which can both be lower than the ones we show in Figure 4.2.
Finally, the radio emission from SN 1998bw is best modeled by interaction with a
stellar wind rather than a uniform CSM [166, 167]. Predictions for the SNR emission
associated with a GRB/SN expanding into a wind CSM are outside the scope of this
paper. However, Figure 4.3 shows strong constraints on the density: even for e = 0.1
and B = 10−3 , the upper limit on n0 is 0.1 cm−3 at Rs = 0.4 pc; see the right panel
of Figure 4.4 for the correlation between B and n0 . This would be consistent with
the density expected for a stellar wind with mass loss rate of Ṁ = 6 × 10−7 M yr−1
for an expansion velocity vw = 1000 km s−1 [166]. This mass loss rate is quite low for
typical Wolf-Rayet stars and mass loss rates derived from GRB modeling, although
not unprecedented for the latter [168].

4.6

Conclusions
In this paper, we presented observations of three long GRBs with associated SNe in

an effort to detect rebrightening radio emission from the SN ejecta entering the SedovTaylor phase. We observed GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and GRB 060218/SN 2006aj with
the VLA, and GRB 980425/SN 1998bw with the LBA. Our observations resulted in
2
27
−1
non-detections, with Lν <
Hz−1 . By choosing fiducial values for
∼ [0.4−10 ]×10 erg s

parameters describing the SN energetics and shock microphysics, we place upper limits
on the density surrounding the GRB/SNe at radii ∼0.2–0.8 pc from the explosion site.
We find that the density limits for GRB 030329/SN 2003dh are similar to the density values derived from afterglow modeling, while the limits for GRB 060218/SN 2006aj
and GRB 980425/SN 1998bw are quite low. For GRB 060218/SN 2006aj, the limits
on n0 may break the degeneracy between possible density profiles for modeling the
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GRB afterglow, i.e. they prefer a stellar wind profile over a homogeneous CSM,
unless e and B are significantly below 0.1 and 10−3 , respectively. In the case of
GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, the limits on the density imply a low but not unprecedented
mass loss rate of the progenitor’s stellar wind.
While our observations resulted in non-detections, our upper limits are ruling
out significant fractions of parameter space for some of the physical parameters of
GRB/SNe. A future detection of the SNR emission from decades-old GRB/SNe will
enable a better understanding of the environments of long GRBs and illuminate the
transition from SN to SNR.
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5. OFF-AXIS SHORT GRBS FROM STRUCTURED JETS
AS COUNTERPARTS TO GW EVENTS
Kathirgamaraju A., Barniol Duran R., Giannios D., 2018, Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society, 473, L121.

Binary neutron star mergers are considered to be the most favorable sources that
produce electromagnetic (EM) signals associated with gravitational waves (GWs).
These mergers are the likely progenitors of short duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).
The brief gamma-ray emission (the “prompt” GRB emission) is produced by ultrarelativistic jets, as a result, this emission is strongly beamed over a small solid angle
along the jet. It is estimated to be a decade or more before a short GRB jet within
the LIGO volume points along our line of sight. For this reason, the study of the
prompt signal as an EM counterpart to GW events has been sparse. We argue that
for a realistic jet model, one whose luminosity and Lorentz factor vary smoothly
with angle, the prompt signal can be detected for a significantly broader range of
viewing angles. This can lead to an “off-axis” short GRB as an EM counterpart. Our
estimates and simulations show that it is feasible to detect these signals with the aid
of the temporal coincidence from a LIGO trigger, even if the observer is substantially
misaligned with respect to the jet.

5.1

Introduction
The monumental discovery of gravitational waves by the LIGO collaboration en-

ables us to observe our Universe at a new wavelength ( [169, 170]). In particular,
gravitational waves allow us to study the merger of compact objects and their properties, offering exquisite tests of general relativity ( [171]). The next related major
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quest in astronomy is the discovery of an electromagnetic signal produced during
such a merger that accompanies the gravitational waves. We will refer to this specific
electromagnetic signal as an electromagnetic “counterpart.”
By far the most promising source of gravitational waves (GWs) and accompanying
electromagnetic (EM) signals are double neutron star (NS-NS) mergers (or neutron
star-black hole mergers), hereafter referred to as simply “mergers” (e.g., [172]). Such
mergers make for promising detectable GW sources by LIGO within a few hundreds of
Mpc ( [173]). There are several lines of indirect evidence that suggests these mergers
are the most likely progenitors of short GRBs ( [174–176]). However, a simultaneous
GW and GRB detection would provide a most conclusive evidence that short GRBs
are indeed produced during binary mergers.
The “prompt” γ-ray emission from short GRBs is believed to be strongly beamed
along an ultra-relativistic jet with half opening angle θj and Lorentz factor Γcore >
∼ 30
(e.g., [175]). If Γcore θj > 1, it will be extremely difficult to detect the prompt emission
from a short GRB jet that is misaligned by an angle θ > θj with respect to Earth.
In fact, the observed rate of short GRBs indicates that it will be a decade or more
before the luminous core of a GRB is detected within the LIGO detectability volume of neutron star mergers (e.g., [177]). This has tended to steer investigations of
EM counterparts away from the prompt emission (see however [178–180]), and more
towards the less prompt signals that follow days to months after the merger/GW
detection; such as “macronova” or “kilonova”, off-axis afterglows and radio flares
(e.g., [181–187]). Given the poor localization of LIGO ( [188]), the faintness of these
signals, and their long delay, such detections and their association to the merger will
be challenging (e.g., [183]).
Here we investigate a different, prompt signal from the merger; that of the prompt
emission from the moderately relativistic Γ ∼ a few part of the jet, the “sheath”, that
beams its emission towards the observer (who is located at a substantial angle with
respect to the jet’s core). In this letter, we argue that by exploiting the timing
from a LIGO trigger, one can reliably detect the prompt emission even if the jet is
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significantly misaligned with respect to Earth. This is because, in any realistic jet
model, there is expected to be a slower, under-luminous sheath surrounding the bright
jet core (e.g., [189, 190]). To quantify this claim, we perform large-scale relativistic
magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) simulations, which follow the jet from the launching
region, through the confining ambient gas and the break out distance where its slower
sheath forms. We also provide a calculation to estimate the observed luminosity for
an observer located at an arbitrary angle with respect to the jet axis. We find that
this endeavor is quite promising.

5.2

Our Model: a structured jet
Just prior to the merger of a binary neutron star system, gravitational and hy-

drodynamical interactions expel some neutron star material, forming the “dynamical
ejecta” (e.g., [191, 192]). The neutron star merger may be followed by the launching
of an ultra-relativistic jet. As investigated by previous hydro simulations, the jet is
initially collimated by the dynamical ejecta until it breaks out from the surrounding
gas ( [193–195]). At a larger distance, it dissipates its energy, resulting in a short
GRB which lasts for

<2
∼

s and peaks at ∼ MeV energies ( [175,176]). In the majority

of previous models, this jet consists of a core having uniform luminosity (Lcore ) and
Lorentz factor (Γcore ) that discontinuously disappears for angles θ > θj . However,
these models are not physical and greatly underestimate the prompt emission that
may be received by observers who are not aligned within the core of the jet (i.e.,
off-axis observers).
Recent numerical (e.g., [196, 197]) and theoretical (e.g., [198]) studies show that
once a magnetized jet breaks out of the collimating medium, it is expected to develop
some “lateral structure”. This means that the jet’s luminosity and Lorentz factor
depend on the polar angle θ (see Fig. 5.1). We find that this extended lateral
part, though slower and less luminous, can contribute a significant amount of prompt
emission for angles larger than θj . As a result, it is possible to detect the prompt
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Fig. 5.1. A schematic of a short GRB jet. Mergers produce GWs
detectable by LIGO and are the likely progenitors of short GRBs. The
prompt emission from the jet’s luminous core (routinely observed as a
short GRB) is strongly beamed and can only be detected by observers
located within θj from the jet axis. However, the jet is expected to
have a lateral structure that moves slower and is fainter than the
luminous core. Given the proximity of a LIGO-triggered short GRB,
Fermi and Swift can potentially detect the prompt emission from this
lateral structure even if the jet is misaligned with respect to our line
of sight (see Section 5.2.1).

emission from a structured jet for observing angles (θobs ) much larger than θj . We
call this prompt emission detected by observers with θobs > θj an “off-axis” short
GRB, this is not off-axis as defined in the traditional sense because our jet does not
abruptly vanish at θj . Below we provide an estimate for the prospects and feasibility
of detecting this “off-axis” prompt emission and mention some of its advantages over
other EM counterparts.

5.2.1

Feasibility of detecting the prompt emission from a structured jet

There are currently more than thirty short GRBs with measured redshift ( [199]),
and their average redshift is ∼0.5 ( [176]). Let us now pick a typical short GRB with
known redshift, assume it takes place within the LIGO detectability volume, and
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estimate its off-axis prompt emission. Had short GRB101219A (see table .1) taken
place at a distance of ∼ 200 Mpc, it would have resulted in an extremely bright source
with a count rate of ∼ 106 photons/s at the Fermi/GBM detector. This is a factor
of f ∼104 above the count rate required for a robust detection of a source coincident
with a LIGO trigger by Fermi ( [200]). With such a large on-axis count rate, even a
steeply declining luminosity for the lateral structure of the jet will provide a significant
amount of off-axis emission that can be detectable by, e.g., Fermi. Assuming, for the
sake of an estimate, a jet with a core of luminosity Lcore and half opening angle θj ,
we can take the luminosity for angles θ > θj (i.e for the lateral structure of the jet) to
drop sharply as Lobs (θ) = Lcore (θ/θj )−6 ( [201]). Such a jet can still be detected by an
observer up to an angle θobs ∼ f 1/6 θj ∼ 5θj . This makes it (θobs /θj )2 ∼ 20 times more
likely to observe the sheath of the jet in comparison to its core emission. Instead of
detecting about 1 EM counterpart per decade from the prompt core emission, the
sheath potentially results in ∼a few events per year for an instrument with Fermi’s
field of view, increasing the chances to detect such events tremendously. Therefore,
the prompt emission from a short GRB could be detected even if the jet is significantly
misaligned.
It is quite likely that the off-axis γ-ray emission, by itself, is not sufficiently bright
enough to result in a detector trigger. Nevertheless, using the timing of a LIGO
trigger can make even a faint γ-ray signal a statistically significant detection. A faint
γ-ray signal must come within several seconds after a LIGO trigger to make such a
detection possible ( [200]). Here, we estimate the temporal difference of these signals.
The GW signal, as detected by LIGO, is expected to peak approximately when the
merger takes place. The merger will probably initially give birth to a fast-rotating,
massive proto-neutron star and can take ∼ hundred milliseconds to collapse to a black
hole (e.g., [202]). It is likely that the jet forms a few dynamical times later or, all
in all, ∼ 0.1 − 1 sec after the GW signal peak, then the jet has to breakout of the
collimating medium which can take a few hundreds of msec ( [193]), and expand to
a radius rjet , where it radiates. The emission from the jet will, therefore, be further
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delayed by rjet /Γ2 c, where and Γ is the Lorentz factor of the patch of the jet directed
towards the observer. The fast rise and variability of short GRBs indicates the jet
core is characterized by rjet /Γ2core c ∼ 10 msec. In Section 10.6, we argue that the
sheath emission is also likely characterized by a delay of rjet /Γ2 c ∼a few seconds, i.e.,
making a very prompt signal.
The misaligned or “off-axis” prompt emission of short GRBs has largely been
ignored. The community has rather focused its efforts on studying off-axis afterglows from short GRBs, the “macronova/kilonova” and radio flare produced by the
dynamical ejecta, and the emission from other components (e.g., the cocoon emission; [203, 204]). These signals are expected to peak ∼ days to ∼ years after the
merger and are fainter compared to the prompt emission (e.g., [183, 205]). Coupled
with the fact that current GW detectors have very poor localization, associating
these signals to a GW source will be difficult. This is where the “off-axis” prompt
signal has a considerable advantage, since we expect to detect the prompt emission
a few seconds after the GWs, we can capitalize on its temporal coincidence to make
the detection. This will also make follow-up searches for the off-axis afterglow and
macronova/kilonova easier. Hence, it is very likely that the first detected EM counterpart of a LIGO trigger involving a NS-NS merger will be the fainter, “off-axis”
prompt emission from a short GRB jet.

5.3

Numerical simulations
We have recently run relativistic MHD simulations of AGN jets ( [207]; hereafter

BTG17) using the HARM code ( [208]), with recent improvements ( [209, 210]). The
initial conditions and numerical scheme of these simulations are adapted to the physical setup relevant to this work. We initiate the jets via the rotation of the central
magnetized compact object. The jets are, therefore, launched magnetically dominated. By adjusting the density of the gas in the injection radius, the jet is launched
with magnetization µ = 2pmag,0 /ρ0 c2 ' 25, where pmag,0 is the magnetic pressure
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Table 5.1.
Observed parameters of GRB 101219A. From left to right, the
columns indicate: GRB identifier, burst duration, fluence in the 15150 keV band, photon-number index β as a function of frequency
dN/dν ∝ ν −β , and the burst’s redshift. In Section 5.2.1, we use
this particular GRB to show that a typical short GRB placed at 200
Mpc (LIGO volume) will be very bright. Consequently, the “off-axis”
prompt emission could be detectable even for substantially misaligned
observers. This increases the likelihood to detect these objects, using a LIGO trigger, even in the absence of a GRB trigger (data
from [199, 206]).
GRB

T90

Fluence

β

z

101219A

0.6 s

4.6 × 10−7 erg cm−2

0.6

0.72
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and ρ0 is the density at the base of the jet. The initial magnetization µ determines
maximum Lorentz factor of the jet. We do not take into account neutrino heating
which may affect the structure of the jet (e.g., [211, 212])
We considered a scenario in which a low-density funnel is carved along the zaxis at the start of the simulation and we have confined the jet to propagate along
high-density walls (similar to “model B” simulations in BTG17). Our simulations,
performed in both 2D and 3D, follow jets from the compact object to a scale ∼ 103 ×
larger. These large scale simulations allow us to follow the jet acceleration through
conversion of its magnetic energy into kinetic energy. In the context of short GRB
jets, as the jet breaks out from the confining medium, it essentially travels through
vacuum (or at least very low ambient gas). This is quite advantageous since BTG17
have shown that these type of jets are almost identical in 2D and 3D runs and that
they are fairly axisymmetric (see also [210]). For this reason, we focus our efforts on
axisymmetric 2D simulations, which are considerably less computationally expensive
and can be better resolved numerically.
We mimicked the boundary of the dynamical ejecta by setting the ambient gas
density of our previous simulations (see BTG17 model B-2D-vhr for details on jet
and ambient gas parameters and numerical resolution) to be essentially zero beyond
∼ 100 times the size of the compact object as displayed in Fig. 5.2, which shows
both density and velocity (Lorentz factor) contours. After the jet breaks out from
the dynamical ejecta, a rarefaction wave crosses the jet and it spreads sideways and
accelerates further ( [196,197]). For this work, we simulate “steady state” jets that will
maintain the conditions at the central engine constant. This means that the rotation
of the black hole and the magnetic field strength is kept constant, so that the jet has
a constant power throughout the duration of the simulation. Future simulations will
explore short-lived jets.
The distance where the radiation from the jet takes place is uncertain; the prompt
emission may originate at the transparency radius of the jets or further out, at optically thin conditions (see next Section). The distance at which the jet produces the
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γ-ray radiation lies beyond our simulated region. However, we argue that the dynamical range of our current simulations is sufficient for the objectives of our estimates.
This is due to the fact that after the phase of lateral expansion and the crossing of
the rarefaction wave, the jet becomes approximately conical and its properties “freeze
out” as a function of angle (see Fig. 5.4). Therefore, the lateral structure of the jet,
which is the key aspect of our study, is set at this distance. It is no longer necessary
to follow the jet beyond this point since its properties can be safely extrapolated at
larger distances ( [196]). Our current simulations with a dynamical range of ∼ 103
already point towards this jet feature after breakout. Future simulations in 2D with
even larger dynamical range will be able to test this effect in detail.

5.4

Results and Discussion
We have extracted the jet luminosity L(θ) and Lorentz factor Γ(θ) from our sim-

ulation in Fig. 5.2 at different radii from the central object, see Fig. 5.4. The
luminosity L(θ) is the total (magnetic, kinetic and thermal) luminosity per solid angle of the jet L(θ) = dL/dΩ. We note that close to the jet axis (z-axis) the luminosity
is very low and the velocity is quite small. The jet is characterized by a fast and
luminous core of opening angle of θj ∼ 10o . The typical cosmological GRB is observed through its core emission. However, for larger angles, the jet Lorentz factor
and luminosity drop steeply but remain substantial. These features have been seen in
MHD jets before (see, e.g., [213] and references therein), but the exact profiles of L(θ)
and Γ(θ) should depend on their profiles right before breakout, which in turn depend
on the properties of the dynamical ejecta (see Section 5.3). Future simulations will
explore more realistic dynamical ejecta models (e.g., [191, 193]). Recent hydrodynamical simulations also find an energetic component at large angles (e.g., [204]), and
this component is ascribed to the “inner” cocoon (shocked jet material). However in
our simulations, the effect of the cocoon on the jet structure is minimized because
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Fig. 5.2. Numerical simulation of a jet that is collimated by and
breaks out from the dynamical ejecta. We show 2D cuts of density
(left panel) and Lorentz factor (right panel), where r0 stands for a few
times the radius of the central compact object. The jet accelerates
as it breaks out from the dynamical ejecta and spread sideways. At
large distance the jet turns conical and its lateral structure is fixed.
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Fig. 5.3. Jet luminosity, L(θ) (arbitrary units), and jet Lorentz factor,
Γ(θ), for different radii r from the compact object for our numerical
simulation in Fig. 5.2, r0 stands for a few times the radius of the
central compact object. The luminosity and Lorentz factor profiles
are very similar for increasing radii, hence we can assume that the
jet structure ”freezes out” beyond a certain radius. This allows us to
safely extrapolate the jet structure to even larger radii.

we initiate our setup with an evacuated funnel, and the extended component (the
“sheath”) we obtain consists of rarefied magnetized jet.
As seen in Fig. 5.4, far beyond the breakout radius, there is evidence that quantities “freeze out”, i.e., the jet shows a similar profile as a function of angle for increasing
radii. We will make use of this fact and show how the observed luminosity can be
extracted from our MHD simulations.
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5.4.1

Calculating observed luminosity

We now briefly describe how to calculate the observed luminosity as a function
of θobs for a given L(θ) and Γ(θ). All quantities in the local co-moving frame will be
denoted with a prime and we employ spherical coordinates. Consider an infinitesimal
patch of the jet located at a polar angle θ from the jet axis and azimuthal angle of ϕ
(where we take the observer to be located at θobs and ϕ = 0, see Fig. 5.4.1). The portion of the jet within this patch moves with Γ(θ) at an angle α with respect to the line
of sight of the observer, where α is given by cos α = cos θobs cos θ + sin θobs sin θ cos ϕ.
Suppose this patch subtends a solid angle dΩp on the jet-surface, the luminosity
through this patch will be Lp = L(θ)dΩp . Using a Lorentz transformation, the luminosity within this patch in the co-moving frame can be expressed as L0p = Lp /Γ2 (θ).
We assume a fixed fraction (η) of this luminosity is converted into radiation. For simplicity, we further assume that the radiation is released instantaneously, is isotropic
in the jet co-moving frame and is emitted at a fixed distance rjet , which is justifiable
since the jet structure “freezes out” at the distances we are considering, therefore the
total luminosity from a gradual dissipation would give similar results. The radiated
luminosity per unit solid angle in the co-moving frame is therefore ηL0p /4π. This
luminosity per solid angle has to be boosted to the lab frame, taking into account the
inclination α. Therefore, each patch of the jet contributes
dLobs

ηL0p
ηL(θ)dΩp
= Γ(θ)δ
=
.
4
4π
4πΓ (θ)[1 − β(θ)cos α]3
3

(5.1)

Finally, we add the contribution from all patches of the jet which amounts to an
integral over the solid angle of the jet, hence,
Z 2π Z
Lobs (θobs ) =
0

θe

dLobs ,

(5.2)

0

where θe signifies the poloidal extent of the jet. This calculation shows that by
extracting L(θ) and Γ(θ) from our simulations we can estimate the prompt emission
seen by an observer at any angle. The observed luminosity of the core can be scaled
to the observed average luminosity of on-axis short GRBs, which in turn can give
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us a count rate at a detector (e.g., Fermi or Swift). Fig. 5.4.1 shows the observed
luminosity Lobs (θobs ) (normalized to the peak luminosity) for our simulation in Fig.
5.2, using L(θ) and Γ(θ) shown in Fig. 5.4, taking θe ∼ 23◦ , which marks the extent of
−2
the jet with substantial magnetization (σ >
∼ 10 ). The observed luminosity decreases

quickly as the angle from the jet axis increases; however, at large angles a significant
contribution exists. In this example, the jet luminosity at ∼ 40o is a factor of ∼300
fainter than that of the jet core. Nevertheless, it is clear from the estimates presented
in Section 2.1 that such a misaligned jet can be still detected, provided that it takes
place within the Advanced LIGO detectability volume.
If we had considered the uniform core model for the jet with Γcore ≈ 20, the ratio
o
of the observed luminosity at θobs ≈ 40o to the on-axis (θ <
∼ 10 ) luminosity would

be L(θobs )/Lcore ' (Γcore θobs )−6 ∼ 10−7 , which would be negligible. Hence, the “offaxis” prompt emission from a structured jet is significantly larger than that from the
uniform jet model, which greatly increases the prospects of detecting it.
The steady jet assumption considered above is valid as long as the GRB duration
(defined for an on-axis observer) is TGRB > rjet /Γ2 c, where rjet is the radius at which
the jet dissipation occurs, and the γ-rays for an on-axis observer are produced. If
this condition is not satisfied then (i) the onset of the emission is delayed by ∼
rjet /Γ2 c and (ii) the luminosity drops by a factor of ∼ Γ2 cTGRB /rjet with respect
to the steady jet calculation performed above. This evidently depends on rjet and
Γ(θ), and therefore on a particular jet dissipation model. For an estimate, we will
consider the photospheric model (e.g., [214,215]) for the prompt GRB emission. This
model predicts that the emission comes from the Thomson photosphere of the jet:
rjet = rph = LσT /4πΓ2 µmp c3 . The corresponding delay of the prompt signal will
−1
be ∼ rjet /2Γ2 c ' LσT /8πΓ4 µmp c4 ∼ 5L48 Γ−4
0.5 µ1.5 sec, where we use the notation

A = 10x Ax and cgs units. Here we see, that depending on the exact parameters, the
signal from the sheath moving with Γ ∼ 3 and of luminosity L ∼ 1048 erg·sec−1 could
be delayed by a few to few tens of seconds with respect to the GW signal.
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Fig. 5.4. Top panel: Geometry of the conical jet, we use spherical
coordinates with the origin at O. The observer is located at (D, θobs ,
0). We consider a patch of this jet (red dot) at (rjet , θ, ϕ) moving with
Lorentz factor Γ(θ) with a corresponding angle α between its velocity
and line of sight of the observer. Bottom panel: Observed luminosity
(normalized to peak) as a function of observer angle, Lobs (θobs ), for
our jet simulation output presented in Fig. 5.4. The calculation was
performed at r = 800r0 , r0 is a few times the size of the compact
object. In this example, the jet luminosity at ∼ 40o is a factor of
300 fainter than that of the jet core. Nevertheless, such a misaligned
jet can be detected by a γ-ray instrument if it takes place within the
Advanced LIGO detectability volume.
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5.5

Conclusions
In this work, we investigate a different electromagnetic counterpart of gravita-

tional wave events, which is the “off-axis” prompt emission form the associated short
GRB. We argue that in a realistically structured jet, the prompt emission can still be
detected for substantially misaligned observers and we have performed simulations
to support this claim. Even though this prompt signal is much fainter compared to
an on-axis short GRB, we stress that the temporal coincidence with a LIGO trigger will be crucial in order to make it a significant detection. The localization of
the “off-axis” prompt emission γ-rays will greatly facilitate the source localization,
host galaxy identification and detection of longer wavelength signals expected days
to years after the burst.
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6. THE BINARY NEUTRON STAR EVENT LIGO/VIRGO
GW170817 A HUNDRED AND SIXTY DAYS AFTER
MERGER: SYNCHROTRON EMISSION ACROSS THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
Margutti R., Alexander, K. D., Xie, X., Sironi, L., Metzger, B. D., Kathirgamaraju,
A. et al., 2018, The Astrophysical Journal, 856, L18.
As coauthor, I helped interpret observations using the theory from our previous works
and by comparing light curves from different jet models. I also aided in the write up
of the text.

We report deep Chandra, HST and VLA observations of the binary neutron star
event GW170817 at t < 160 d after merger. These observations show that GW170817
has been steadily brightening with time and might have now reached its peak, and
constrain the emission process as non-thermal synchrotron emission where the cooling frequency νc is above the X-ray band and the synchrotron frequency νm is below
the radio band. The very simple power-law spectrum extending for eight orders of
magnitude in frequency enables the most precise measurement of the index p of the
distribution of non-thermal relativistic electrons N (γ) ∝ γ −p accelerated by a shock
launched by a NS-NS merger to date. We find p = 2.17 ± 0.01, which indicates
that radiation from ejecta with Γ ∼ 3 − 10 dominates the observed emission. While
constraining the nature of the emission process, these observations do not constrain
the nature of the relativistic ejecta. We employ simulations of explosive outflows
launched in NS ejecta clouds to show that the spectral and temporal evolution of the
non-thermal emission from GW170817 is consistent with both emission from radially
stratified quasi-spherical ejecta traveling at mildly relativistic speeds, and emission
from off-axis collimated ejecta characterized by a narrow cone of ultra-relativistic ma-
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terial with slower wings extending to larger angles. In the latter scenario, GW170817
harbored a normal SGRB directed away from our line of sight. Observations at
t ≤ 200 days are unlikely to settle the debate as in both scenarios the observed
emission is effectively dominated by radiation from mildly relativistic material.

6.1

Introduction
The joint discovery of gravitational waves [216] and photons from the first binary

neutron star (BNS) merger event GW170817 established that gravitational-wave detected BNS mergers can be accompanied by detectable emission across the electromagnetic spectrum, including γ-rays [217, 218]. During the first ∼ 15 days the spectrum
consisted of a combination of thermal emission powered by the radioactive decay of
heavy elements freshly synthesized in the merger ejecta (i.e. the kilonova emission,
KN; [219–231]) and non-thermal synchrotron emission dominating in the X-rays and
radio bands [232–236]. The thermal component later subsided. During ∼ 160 days
of intense monitoring, the non-thermal emission brightened with time [237–241] and
might have now reached its peak as we show below (see also [241, 242]). The most
pressing question regards the intrinsic nature of GW170817.
A first possibility is that GW170817 is an intrinsically sub-luminous event with
total gamma-ray energy released Eγ,iso ∼ 6 × 1046 erg. As a comparison, classical cosmological Short Gamma-Ray Bursts (SGRBs) typically have Eγ,iso ∼ 1050 − 1052 erg
[243, 244]. In this scenario, GW170817 did not produce a successful collimated relativistic outflow (i.e. no observer in the Universe observed a classical SGRB in association with GW170817), the emission from GW170817 is quasi-spherical and powered
by energy deposited by the interaction of the unsuccessful jet with the BNS ejecta
( [245]). The simplest incarnation of this model (i.e. the uniform fireball) fails to reproduce current observations, but a more complex version with highly stratified ejecta
with energy E(> Γβ) ∝ (Γβ)−5 (where Γβ in this context is the specific momentum
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Table 6.1.
X-ray Spectral Parameters and inferred flux ranges (1 σ c.l.). Upper
limits are provided at the 3 σ c.l. a 0.5-8 keV count-rate upper limit
of 1.2 × 10−4 cps from [235], with updated flux calibration performed
with an absorbed power-law model with Γ = 1.4 as inferred from our
joint fit of the CXO observations with IDs 19294 and 20728. b This
work.
c
From [235].
d
From a joint spectral fit of CXO observations, IDs 19294 and 20728.
This work.
e
Flux from [233] re-scaled to the Γ = 1.4 spectrum. This work.
Obs ID

Time since merger

Γ

(days)

Flux (0.3-10 keV)

Unabsorbed Flux (0.3-10 keV)

(10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 )

(10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 )

18955

2.34

1.4

< 1.8a

< 1.9a

19294

9.21

0.95+0.95
−0.19

(4.2 − 9.3)b

(4.4 − 9.6)b

1.4+0.9
−0.1

(2.7 − 6.8)d

(2.9 − 7.3)d

1.6+1.5
−0.1

(3.0 − 5.6)c

(3.1 − 5.8)c

1.4+0.9
−0.1

(3.7 − 7.3)d

(4.0 − 7.8)d

20728

15.39

18988

15.94

1.4

(3.8 − 7.5)e

(4.1 − 8.0)e

20860/1

109.39

1.62+0.16
−0.16

(20. − 25.)b

(22. − 28.)b

20936/7/8/9-20945

158.50

1.61+0.17
−0.17

(22. − 27.)b

(24. − 29.)b

of the outflow) successfully accounts for the observed properties of GW170817. This
model was favored by [224, 234, 237, 246, 247].
Here we present deep radio, optical and X-ray observations of GW170817 ∼
110−160 d after merger (Sec. 6.2) and offer an alternative interpretation. We employ
hydrodynamical simulations of the jet interaction with the BNS ejecta to show that
a core of ultra-relativistic material can successfully break through the closest environment and power a classical SGRB in association with GW170817, in agreement
with the recent results by [248, 249]. We further demonstrate in Sec. 6.3 that the
very simple power-law spectrum extending for eight orders of magnitude in frequency
allows a precise measure of the properties of electrons accelerated at the shock front.
In particular it enables inferences on the slope of the non-thermal tail of acceler-
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ated particles from which we derive robust constraints on the shock velocity which
are independent from the morphology of the outflow (collimated vs. spherical). We
demonstrate that all these properties are consistent with a SGRB-like outflow originally directed away from our line of sight (Sec. 6.3). In this scenario GW170817 is
not intrinsically subluminous and its unusual observed properties result from a different viewing angle than classical SGRBs, which are viewed along the jet axis. We
conclude in Sec. 6.4.
We assume that all electrons are shock accelerated to a power-law energy distribution N (γ) ∝ γ −p , i.e. ξN = 1, which is the standard assumption in GRB studies.
If only a fraction of electrons ξN < 1 is accelerated into the non-thermal tail, the
inferred density should be re-scaled as n/ξN . We adopt the convention Fν ∝ ν −β and
Γ = β + 1, where β is the spectral index and Γ is the photon index. We assume a
distance to NGC 4993 of 39.5 Mpc (z = 0.00973) as listed in the NASA Extragalactic
Database. 1 σ c.l. uncertainties are listed unless otherwise stated. In this manuscript
we employ the notation Qx ≡ Q/10x .

6.2

Observations and data analysis

6.2.1

Chandra X-ray Observations

We observed GW170817 with the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) on 2017
August 19.71UT, δt ≈ 2.3 d after the GW trigger (observation ID 18955; PI: Fong;
Program 18400052), leading to a deep X-ray non-detection with Lx < 3.2×1038 erg s−1
( [235]) that sets GW170817 apart from all previous SGRBs seen on-axis ( [250]).
Further CXO observations obtained at δt ≈ 9 d ( [236], observation ID 19294; PI:
Troja; Program 18500489) and δt ≈ 15 d ( [233, 235, 236], observation IDs 18988,
20728; PIs: Haggard, Troja; Programs 18400410,18508587) since merger revealed
X-ray emission at the location of GW170817 with rising temporal behavior.
We independently re-analyzed the CXO observations acquired δt ≈ 9 d postmerger (ID 19294) and originally presented in [236]. Chandra ACIS-S data have
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Table 6.2.
VLA observations of GW170817.
Time since merger Mean Freq

Freq Range

On-source

Flux Density

(days)

(GHz)

(GHz)

Time (hr)

(µJy)

80.10

6.0

3.976 − 7.896

1.5

37.4 ± 4.2

112.04

5.0

3.796 − 5.896

1.5

69.7 ± 7.5

112.04

7.0

5.976 − 7.896

1.5

57.7 ± 4.7

115.05

2.6

2.088 − 2.984

0.57

82.3 ± 20.7

115.05

3.4

2.888 − 3.784

0.57

95.8 ± 11.0

115.05

9.0

7.976 − 9.896

0.69

56.4 ± 10.4

115.05

11.0

9.976 − 11.896

0.69

52.5 ± 10.1

115.05

13.0

11.976 − 13.896

1.59

42.3 ± 5.7

115.05

15.0

13.976 − 15.896

1.59

45.2 ± 7.0

115.05

17.0

15.976 − 17.896

1.59

44.0 ± 7.9

162.89

2.6

2.088 − 3.016

0.58

104.5 ± 22.3

162.89

3.4

3.016 − 3.912

0.58

91.2 ± 17.4

162.89

5.0

4.000 − 6.000

0.70

80.8 ± 12.5

162.89

7.0

6.000 − 8.000

0.70

61.1 ± 7.3

162.89

9.0

8.000 − 10.000

0.70

55 ± 9.9

162.89

11.0

10.000 − 12.000

0.70

34.4 ± 10.

162.89

13.0

12.000 − 14.000

1.84

41.7 ± 6.3

162.89

15.0

14.000 − 16.000

1.84

38.9 ± 7.2

162.89

17.0

16.000 − 18.000

1.84

43.5 ± 7.7
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been reduced with the CIAO software package (v4.9) and relative calibration files,
applying standard ACIS data filtering as in [235]. Using wavdetect we find that
an X-ray source is clearly detected with significance of 5.8 σ at the location of the
optical counterpart of GW170817. The inferred count-rate in the 0.5-8 keV energy
range is (2.9 ± 0.8) × 10−4 c s−1 (exposure time of 49.4 ks), consistent with the results
from [236]. We employ Cash statistics to fit the spectrum. We adopt an absorbed
power-law spectral model with index Γ and Galactic neutral hydrogen column density NHmw = 0.0784 × 1022 cm−2 [251] and use MCMC sampling to constrain the
spectral parameters. We find Γ = 0.95+0.95
−0.19 . We find no statistical evidence for intrinsic neutral hydrogen absorption and place a limit NHint < 7 × 1022 cm−2 (3 σ c.l.).
For these parameters the 0.3-10 keV flux is (4.2 − 9.3) × 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 (1 σ c.l.),
corresponding to an unabsorbed flux of (4.4 − 9.6) × 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 .
Comparison with the X-ray spectrum of GW170817 at δt ≈ 15 d (ID 20728) that
we presented in [235] indicates a possibly harder emission at early times (Γ = 0.95+0.95
−0.19
at δt ≈ 9 d vs. Γ = 1.6+1.5
−0.1 at δt ≈ 15 d). While we find this possibility intriguing, the
limited number statistics of the two spectra does not allow us to draw conclusions as
the two Γ values are statistically consistent. A joint spectral fit of the two epochs
22
−2
indicates Γ = 1.4+0.9
−0.1 (1 σ c.l.) with a 3σ upper limit NHint < 2.7 × 10 cm . The

corresponding flux ranges are reported in Table 6.1. Our results from the joint fit are
broadly consistent with the findings from [236].
Deep X-ray observations of GW170817 have been obtained as soon as the source
re-emerged from Sun constraint (PI Wilkes, observation IDs 20860, 20861; Program
18408601; [239, 240, 252, 253]). The CXO started observing GW170817 on 2017 December 3.07UT (107.5 d since merger, ID 20860) for 74.1 ks. An X-ray source is
clearly detected at the location of GW170817 with significance of 33.4 σ and net
count-rate (1.47 ± 0.14) × 10−3 c s−1 (0.5-8 keV). The CXO observed the field for
an additional 24.7 ks starting on 2017 December 6.45UT (110.9 d since merger, ID
20861). The X-ray source is still detected with a significance of ∼ 15.0 σ and net
count-rate of (1.41 ± 0.24) × 10−3 (0.5-8 keV). The joint spectrum can be fit with an
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absorbed power-law spectral model with photon index Γ = 1.62 ± 0.16 (1 sigma c.l.),
consistent with the results from [238]. We find no evidence for intrinsic neutral hydrogen absorption and constrain NHint < 0.7 × 1022 cm−2 (3 σ c.l.). These properties
are consistent with the X-ray spectral properties of GW170817 at t ≤ 15 days. The
0.3-10 keV inferred flux range is (2.0 − 2.5) × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 , (unabsorbed flux of
(2.2 − 2.8) × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 ). This result indicates substantial brightening of the
X-ray source during the last ∼ 95 d with no measurable spectral evolution (Fig. 6.1).
Further CXO observations have been obtained between 2018 January 17 and 28,
153.4-163.8 d since merger (PI Wilkes, observation IDs 20936, 20937, 20938, 20939,
20945; Program 19408607, total exposure time of 104.8 ks). GW170817 is detected
with high confidence in each observation. The total source count-rate is 157.1 ± 12.7
(0.5-8 keV), corresponding to (1.50 ± 0.12) × 10−3 c s−1 . We do not find evidence for
statistically significant spectral evolution during the entire observation. We also do
not find evidence for statistically significant temporal variability of the source during
the observation. The joint spectrum can be fit with an absorbed power-law spectral
model with photon index Γ = 1.61±0.17 and NHint < 1.0×1022 cm−2 (3 σ c.l.). These
results are broadly consistent with the preliminary analysis by [241] and [254]. The
corresponding 0.3-10 keV observed flux range is (2.2 − 2.7) × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 , while
the unabsorbed flux is (2.4 − 2.9) × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 . This result indicates that the
source did not experience significant temporal and spectral evolution between ∼ 100
d and ∼ 150 d since merger. Our findings do not support the claim of declining
emission from GW170817 by [242], but suggest that the non-thermal emission from
GW170817 is now close to its peak.

6.2.2

HST Observations

We obtained 1 orbit of Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) observations of GW170817
on 1 January 2018 (137 d since merger) using the Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS) with the F606W filter (PID: 15329; PI: Berger). We produced a drizzled
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image corrected for optical distortion using the astrodrizzle task in the drizzlepac
software package provided by STScI. We detect a faint source at the location of
the optical counterpart of GW170817, confirmed by relative astrometry with our
ACS/F625W image from 27 August 2017 [222]. To measure the flux of the source
we first subtract a model of the galaxy surface brightness profile determined using
GALFIT v3.0.5 [255]. Using aperture photometry and the ACS/F606W zeropoint
provided by the HST team, we find an observed AB magnitude of 26.90 ± 0.25
mag. Correcting for Galactic extinction with E(B − V ) = 0.105 mag [256], the
extinction corrected AB magnitude is 26.60 ± 0.25 mag. As a comparison, at 110 d
since merger, [257] find m = 26.44 ± 0.14 mag.

6.2.3

VLA Observations

Our radio observations of GW170817 from 0.5 − 39 d since merger have been
reported in [232]. We continued observing GW170817 with the Karl J. Jansky Very
Large Array (VLA) under program 17A-231 (PI: Alexander), obtaining observations
on 5 November 2017 (δt ∼ 80 d since merger) at a mean frequency of 6 GHz (C
band), using a bandwidth of 4 GHz. These new observations were taken in the
VLA’s B configuration. We analyzed and imaged the VLA data using standard
CASA routines [258], using 3C286 as the flux calibrator and J1258−2219 as the
phase calibrator. We fit the flux density and position of the emission using the imtool
program within the pwkit package [259]. We clearly detect the source with a flux
density of 37 ± 4 µJy. The in-band spectral index is poorly constrained, but is clearly
optically thin (Table 6.2.1).
We obtained further multi-frequency VLA observations under the same program
on 7 December 2017 (C band) and under program 17B-425 (PI: Alexander) on 10
December 2010 (S, X, and Ku bands, spanning the frequency range 2–18 GHz).
New observations spanning 2-18 GHz (S, C, X, and Ku bands) were obtained under
program 17B-425 on 27 January 2018. We reduced the data using the same procedure
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outlined above and cross-checked our results against the automated CASA-based VLA
pipeline. The flux densities obtained with each method are fully consistent to within
the error bars at all frequencies; we choose to report the pipeline flux densities here
because the images have slightly lower rms noise. GW170817 is clearly detected at
all radio frequencies and has continued to brighten, enabling us to split the data into
narrower frequency bandwidths for imaging. At S band, we divided the data into two
1 GHz subbands, although the effective bandwidth of each after flagging is closer to
750 MHz due to RFI. At higher frequencies, we split the data into 2-GHz bandwidth.
We report the measured flux densities in Table 6.2.1. As before, uncertainties were
calculated using the imtool package and represent the uncertainty on a point source
fit. The December measurements clearly indicate an optically thin spectrum with
spectral index βR = 0.47 ± 0.08. This value is consistent with the X-ray spectral
index βX = 0.62 ± 0.16 (Γ = β + 1) obtained a few days before (Sec. 6.2.1). The
latest VLA observations in January are also optically thin with βR = 0.55 ± 0.10, in
good agreement with the CXO spectral index βX = 0.621 ± 0.17 around the same
time.

6.2.4

Joint X-Ray and Radio analysis

A joint spectral fit of radio data obtained at δt ∼ 111 − 114 d and X-ray data
obtained around δt ≈ 109 d with a simple power-law model Fν ∝ ν −βXR constrains
βXR = 0.588 ± 0.005. This value is consistent with the spectral indexes βX and βR
derived from individual fits within the X-ray and radio bands (Sec. 6.2.1,6.2.3), and
shows that at t ≈ 110 d the broad-band X-ray to radio emission from GW170817
originates from the same non-thermal spectral component.
To refine our measurement of the X-ray to radio spectral slope βXR at ∼ 110
d we account for the (mild) temporal evolution of the afterglow flux adopting the
iterative procedure that follows. We initially assume a fiducial spectral index value
βi = 0.60, which is used to construct a “master” radio light-curve of GW170817 at a
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given frequency using the entire set of radio observations available at all frequencies.
Radio data have been compiled from [232], [234], [260] and [237]. We fit the master
radio light-curve with a power-law model Fν ∝ tα . The best-fitting α is then used to
renormalize the flux densities measured at δt = 111 − 114 d to a common epoch of
109 d since merger (to match the time of CXO observations). Finally, we estimate βf
from a joint fit of the broad-band radio-to-X-ray spectrum at 109 d. This procedure
is repeated until convergence (i.e. βf = βf within error bars). We find βXR =
0.585 ± 0.005 and α = 0.73 ± 0.04 (Fig. 6.1). As a comparison, from the analysis of
radio data alone at t < 93 d [237] infer βR = 0.61 ± 0.05, consistent with our results.
Our measurement of the spectral slope benefits from the significantly larger baseline
of eight orders of magnitude in frequency, and is consequently more precise. We
plot in Fig. 6.1 the HST measurement obtained by [257] at 110 d. This comparison
shows a remarkable agreement with our bestfitting SED and demonstrates that at
110 d since merger the optical emission from GW170817 is of non-thermal origin and
originates from the afterglow.
The X-ray and radio light-curves suggest that GW170817 might be now approaching its peak of non-thermal emission. From a fit of the radio-to-X-ray SED at ∼ 160
d we find βXR = 0.584 ± 0.006, consistent with the value at 110 d.
We compile in Fig. 6.1 the radio-to-X-ray SEDs of GW170817 at 15 d and 9 d
(orange and blue symbols). At these epochs the thermal emission from the radioactive
decay of freshly synthesized heavy elements (i.e. the kilonova) dominates the UVoptical-NIR bands. Fig. 6.1 shows that a re-scaled version of the βXR = 0.585
spectrum that best-fits the 110 d epoch adequately reproduces the X-ray and radio
emission from GW170817 at all times. Interestingly, the extrapolation of the X-ray
flux density at 9 d with a ∝ ν −0.6 spectrum matches the 6 GHz measurement reported
by [234] as a potential — but possibly spurious — detection, suggesting that the 6
GHz measurement is in fact a real detection (and the earliest radio detection of
GW170817).
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Based on these results we conclude that the non-thermal emission from GW experienced negligible spectral evolution across the electromagnetic spectrum in the last
∼ 150 d, and that the radio and X-ray radiation from GW170817 continue to represent the same non-thermal emission component. This component of emission is now
approaching its peak.

6.3

Interpretation and discussion

6.3.1

A synchrotron spectrum from particles accelerated by shocks with
Γ ≈ 3 − 10

The simple power-law spectrum extending over eight orders of magnitude in frequency indicates that radio and X-ray radiation are part of the same non-thermal
emission component, which we identify as synchrotron emission. At all times of our
monitoring the synchrotron cooling frequency νc is above the X-ray band, νm is below
the radio band and the observed radio and X-ray emission is on the Fν ∝ ν −(p−1)/2
spectral segment, where p is the index of the non-thermal electrons accelerated into
a power-law distribution Ne (γ) ∝ γ −p at the shock front. From our best-fitting βXR ,
we infer p = 2.17 ± 0.01.
The precise measurement of the power-law slope p (ultimately enabled by the very
simple spectral shape) allows us to test with unprecedented accuracy the predictions
of the Fermi process for particle acceleration in relativistic shocks. The power-law
index in trans-relativistic shocks will lie in between the value p = 2 expected at
non-relativistic shock speeds [261–263] and p ' 2.22 at ultra-relativistic velocities
[264–267]. From [266], we estimate that the measured p = 2.17 ± 0.01 implies a shock
Lorentz factor of Γ ∼ 5 at 110 d (the 3 σ c.l. is Γ ∼ 3 − 10). The straightforward
implication is then that we are seeing electron acceleration in trans-relativistic shocks
in action.1
1

We remark, though, that a power-law electron spectrum with slope p might not necessarily result
in the canonical radiation spectrum Fν ∝ ν −(p−1)/2 , if one of the following conditions are met: (i )
the radiative signature has an appreciable contribution from electrons that cool in the precursor,
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Fig. 6.1. Evolution of the broad-band radio-to-X-ray SED of
GW170817 from 9 d until 160 d since merger. The radio and X-ray
data are dominated by non-thermal synchrotron emission from the
GW170817 afterglow at all times and consistently track each other
on a Fν ∝ ν −0.6 spectral power-law segment. At early times t ≤ 15 d
the optical-NIR is dominated by radioactively powered emission from
the KN. By day 110 the KN component has faded away and the detected optical-NIR emission is dominated by the Fν ∝ ν −0.6 afterglow
radiation. Filled circles: CXO data. Filled squares: VLA. Note that
while [234] consider their 6 GHz measurement at ∼ 10 days only as
a potential detection, here we show that it does naturally lie on the
∝ ν −0.6 extrapolation of the X-ray data, which suggests that this is in
fact a real detection (and the earliest radio detection of GW170817).
Filled diamonds at 15 and 9 d: optical-NIR data from [231]. For day
9 we show the actual data from [222,224,228,229], while for day 15 we
show the extrapolated values from the best fitting model from [231].
Black dashed line: Fν ∝ ν −βXR afterglow component with βXR = 0.6
that best fits the observations at 110 d and 160 d. Dashed red and
blue lines: same afterglow model renormalized to match the observed
flux level at 15 d and 9d. Dotted line: best fitting KN component.
The SED at 15 d and 9 d have been rescaled for displaying purposes.
The HST observations from [257] obtained at 110 d (filled diamonds)
are shown here for comparison but have not been used in our fits.
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As the non-thermal spectrum of GW170817 showed negligible evolution (Fig. 6.1),
a similar line of reasoning applies to the previous epochs at t ≤ 15 d, from which we
conclude that the observed non-thermal radiation from GW170817 at t < 115 d is
always dominated by emission from material with relatively small Γ ∼ 3 − 10.
These findings are consistent with the picture favored by [237] (see also [224, 234,
247, 278]) of emission from a quasi-isotropic mildly relativistic fireball with stratified
ejecta and no surviving ultra-relativistic jet (i.e. their “choked jet cocoon” scenario),
but do not represent a unique prediction from this model as we detail below (see
also [247] for an independent study that reached a similar conclusion). A value
Γ ∼ 3 − 10 is significantly smaller than the initial Γ ∼ a few 100 inferred for the
luminous SGRBs, which are powered by ultra-relativistic jets seen on axis (which
have consistently larger inferred values of p [243]). However, one expects that even a
blast wave with large energy Ek,iso ∼ 1052 erg propagating in a low density medium
with n ∼ 10−4 −10−5 cm−3 will have decelerated to Γ ∼ 4−5 by ∼ 110 d since merger,
i.e., the shock is mildly relativistic, in excellent agreement with the estimate above
based on the physics of particle acceleration at shocks. Current observations are thus
also consistent with a scenario where the BNS merger successfully launched an outflow
with a collimated ultra-relativistic core (initially pointing away from our line of sight)
and less collimated mildly-relativistic wings that dominate the early emission (i.e. the
“successful structured jet” model of Sec. 6.3.3; [?, 31, 236, 241, 242, 249, 279, 280]). In
this latter scenario the emission that we observe is also always dominated by radiation
from ejecta with relatively small Γ at all times.
We conclude that the observed optically-thin non-thermal spectrum clearly identifies the nature of the emission as synchrotron radiation from a population of electrons
accelerated at trans-relativistic shocks with Γ ∼ 3 − 10. This property, however, is
i.e., upstream of the shock front, which has the effect of hardening the observed spectrum [268,269];
or (ii ) the magnetic field self-generated by the shock is not uniform in the post-shock region, but
decays away from the shock [267,270–274]. In this case, the observed synchrotron spectrum encodes
important information on the decay profile of the turbulent post-shock fields [275–277].
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common to both successful structured-jet scenarios and choked-jet scenarios and does
not identify the nature of the relativistic ejecta.

6.3.2

Off-Axis Relativistic Top-Hat Jets

The late onset of the X-ray and radio emission of GW170817 rules out relativistic
jets with properties similar to those of SGRBs seen on-axis ( [224,232–238,282,283]).
Relativistic jets originally pointing away from our line of sight can instead produce
rising X-ray and radio emission as they decelerate into the ambient medium (see
e.g. [284]).
We first consider top-hat relativistic jets, i.e. jets characterized by a uniform
angular distribution of the Lorentz factor within the jet Γ(θ). This is the simplest
jet model and likely an over simplification of real jets in BNS mergers (e.g. [246, 285–
288]). The simple top-hat jet model is expected to capture the overall behavior of
the observed synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons at the shock fronts only
after the core of the jet enters into our line of sight, leading to a peak of emission.
Before peak, top-hat jets will underpredict the observed emission when compared to
structured jets with similar core (Sec. 6.3.3), i.e. jets with with non-zero Γ(θ) in
higher-latitude ejecta at θ > θj .
Figure 6.2 shows an update of our modeling of GW170817 with top-hat jets following the same procedure as in [232,235,289] with BOXFIT [290]. We show two representative models for two jet opening angles. Within the top-hat scenario, the most
successful models share a preference for low densities n ∼ 10−4 cm3 and large energies
Ek,iso ∼ 1052 erg, with off-axis angles θobs ∼ 15◦ − 25◦ . As these plots demonstrate,
top-hat jets viewed off-axis fail to reproduce the larger X-ray and radio luminosities
of GW170817 at early times t <
∼ 25 days and do not naturally account for the mild but
steady rise of the non-thermal emission from GW170817. This is expected if the jet
in GW170817 has similar core properties as the uniform jets that we are considering
here but with Γ(θ > θj ) > 0 (i.e. a structured jet) and the core of the jet has yet
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Fig. 6.2. Best-fitting top-hat off-axis jet models with θj = 5◦ (upper
panel) and θj = 15◦ (lower panel) for p = 2.1. These models fail to
reproduce observations at early times and do not naturally account for
the still-rising light-curve, which is a potential signature of structure
Γ(θ) in the jet, with an ultra-relativistic core still out of our line of
sight. This is explored and quantified in Sec. 6.3.3.
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Fig. 6.3. Kinetic energy structure of the ejecta of GW170817 for quasispherical outflows from [237] (grey lines) and for the structured jet
that we present here (red line). Orange filled dots: kinetic energy of
the red, purple and blue kilonova component associated to GW170817
as derived by [231]. Blue lines: SGRBs. For the SGRB slow ejecta we
report a representative limit derived from the analysis of very latetime radio observations from [281], while the shaded area mark the
beaming-corrected Ek of the jet component in SGRBs as derived by
[243] for B = 0.1 (note that smaller values of B would lead to Ek that
would extend to larger values, see e.g. [243], their Fig. 7). This plot
highlights the difference between quasi-spherical outflows (which lack
an ultra-relativistic component and require a large amount of energy
to be coupled to slowly moving ejecta Γ < 2) and structured ultrarelativistic outflows (which have properties consistent with SGRBs
and can be energetically less demanding). The peak time of the nonthermal light-curve of GW170817 will constrain the minimum Γβ of
the ejecta in quasi-spherical models.
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to enter into our line of sight (Sec. 6.3.3). The X-rays suggest that GW170817 is
reaching its peak of emission, which, in this scenario, would imply that the emission
from the core of the jet is now close to entering our line of sight.
In summary, the failure of the simple top-hat jets motivates the exploration of
more realistic structured jets models in Sec. 6.3.3 and should not be interpreted as
evidence to discard the notion that GW170817 harbored a fully relativistic outflow
directed away from our line of sight.

6.3.3

Successful Off-Axis Relativistic Structured Jets

Deviation from the simple top-hat jet picture is naturally expected as the relativistic jet has to propagate through the BNS merger immediate environment (e.g.
[246, 248, 280, 285–288, 291]), polluted with ∼ 0.01 M of neutron-rich material that
was ejected during the merger (the same material produces the radioactively powered
KN, e.g. [219]). Here we consider the scenario where the fully relativistic collimated
outflow successfully survived the interaction with the BNS merger ejecta and we refer to this model as successful off-axis relativistic structured jet. In this model the
outflow has Γ ≡ Γ(θ) and Ek,iso ≡ Ek,iso (θ).
This scenario is clearly different from choked-jets, pure-cocoon models and spherical models (favored by [224,234,237,245,247,278]) where no collimated ultra-relativistic
outflow (even when there) survived the interaction with the BNS ejecta. This is clear
from Fig. 6.3, where we show the Ek structure of the two types of outflows. The
two classes of models have important implications for the nature of GW170817. As
the emission from the slower jet wings is subdominant at all times when seen onaxis, GW170817 would be consistent with being a canonical SGRB seen from the
side, if indeed powered by a successful off-axis structured relativistic jet. GW170817
would be instead a subluminous event and intrinsically different from the population
of known SGRBs in the choked-jets and pure-cocoon models. From Fig. 6.3 it is
also clear that quasi-spherical outflows require significantly larger amounts of energy
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coupled to slow material with Γ ∼ 1 ( >
erg for the “fast model” from [237]). The
∼ 10

quasi-spherical outflows in these models are powered by energy deposited by failed
jets. However, observed successful jets in SGRBs have ≤ 3 × 1050 erg (shaded region
in Fig. 6.3). The two notions can be reconciled only if the most energetic jets never
manage to break out, which we find contrived.
Structured off-axis jets have been specifically discussed in the context of GW170817
by [?, 224, 234, 236, 237, 241, 242, 245, 247, 249, 257, 280, 288, 289]. These jets typically
have large Ek,iso (θ) and Γ(θ) close to the axis of the jet, that decrease for larger angles,
resulting in a jet with a narrow, ultra-relativistic core and a wider, mildly relativistic
sheath. For off-axis observers, the afterglow is initially dominated by the less collimated emission from the mildly relativistic wings2 (which would be also responsible
for the detected γ-ray emission). As time progresses, the jet decelerates, beaming effects become less pronounced and the observer will gradually see the more-luminous,
initially ultra-relativistic jet core.
We use the moving-mesh relativistic hydrodynamics JET code [292] to simulate
the dynamics of explosive outflows launched in neutron star ejecta clouds using an
engine model [286] and density structure similar to [224, 245]. We then compute synchrotron light curves from the simulation data using standard synchrotron radiation
models ( [293]). We show in Fig. 6.4 the results for two representative sets of jetenvironment parameters that successfully account for current observations across the
spectrum (a full description of the jet simulations is presented in [294]). Specifically,
the jet has a narrow ultra-relativistic core of θc ∼ 9◦ with Γ ∼ 100 surrounded by
◦
<
a mildly relativistic sheath with Γ ∼ 10 at 10◦ <
∼ θ ∼ 60 (see inset of Fig. 6.4) and

propagates in a low-density environments with n = 10−5 − 10−4 cm−3 . At t ∼ 100 s,
the energy in the ultra-relativistic core is ∼ 4.4 × 1050 erg while the sheath carries
∼ 1.4 × 1050 erg (see [294] for details). The observer is located at θobs ∼ 17 − 20◦
from the jet axis. We adopt e = 0.02 (e = 0.1), B = 0.001 (B = 0.0005) with
2

This component of emission is missing in top-hat jets, which, as a consequence, show a characteristic
∝ t2 rise and underpredict the early time observations as shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.4. Results from our simulation of a successful off-axis relativistic
jet with structure Γ(θ) and Eiso (θ) displayed in the insets, propagating into a low-density environment with n ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 cm−3 and
viewed ∼ 20◦ off-axis. We use p = 2.16 and the microphysical parameters reported in the figure. These two representative models can
adequately reproduce the current set of observations and predict an
optically thin synchrotron spectrum at all times, in agreement with
our observations (upper panel). The open blue circle is the XMM
X-ray measurement from [242]. Insets: Eiso (θ) and average Γ(θ) from
our simulations (black solid lines) at t = 100 s, compared to the
jet structure from [249] (grey lines). The jet in our simulation has
α
quasi-gaussian structure, with Eiso ∝ e−(θ/θc ) and α ∼ 1.9, θc ∼ 9◦
(red dashed line). Future observations will be able to constrain the
jet-environment parameters.
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Fig. 6.5. Comparison of models that fit current observations of
GW170817 at radio frequencies (6 GHz). Red and orange lines:
quasi-spherical stratified ejecta models from [237] and cocoon model
from [245] where no ultra-relativistic jetted component survived the
interaction with the BNS ejecta (i.e. no observer in the Universe observed a regular SGRB associated with GW170817). Blue lines: structured jet models from [249] (dark blue-line, their best-fitting model)
and this work (light-blue lines) where an off-axis ultra-relativistic collimated component is present and contributes to the emission at some
point (i.e. GW170817 is consistent with being an ordinary SGRB
viewed off-axis). The parameters of our models are the same as in Fig.
6.4. At t ≤ 100 days all the models displayed predict an extremely
similar flux evolution (and spectrum), with no hope for current data
to distinguish between the two scenarios. The model by [245] and
the structured jet model by [249] predict a continued rise of the radio emission until very late times, and are disfavored by the latest
observations at ∼ 160 d, which suggest instead a flattening of the
radio light-curve. All off-axis jet models have a similar θobs ∼ 20◦
and the different late-time evolution is a consequence of the different
jet-environment parameters.
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Fig. 6.6. Comparison of successful models at 1 keV. Same color coding
as Fig. 6.5. For the spherical models by [237] and [245] we adopt
the best fitting spectral index β = 0.61 from [237] to convert their
best fitting radio models into X-rays. These models underpredict the
observed X-ray flux. This is a clear indication of a flatter spectral
index as we find in Sec. 6.2.3. Using βXR ∼ 0.58 would bring the
models to consistency with the observations. The model by [245] and
the structured jet model by [249] predict a continued rise of the Xray emission until very late times, and are disfavored by the latest
observations at ∼ 150 d, which suggest instead a flattening of the Xray light-curve. Thick gray line: expected flux from fall-back accretion
onto the remnant black hole Ffbobs = Ffb e−τX for the fiducial parameters
of Sec. 6.3.4.
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p = 2.16, within the range of our inferred values (Sec. 6.3.1) for the n = 10−4 cm−3
(n = 10−5 cm−3 ) simulation.
Our model predicts an observed broad-band optically thin synchrotron spectrum
that extends from the radio to the X-ray band on a Fν ∝ ν −(p−1)/2 spectral segment,
from the time of our first observations at t ∼ 10 d until now (at the low densities
n ∼ 10−5 − 10−4 cm−3 favored by our modeling νc is not expected to cross the Xray band at t < 104 d, see Fig. 6.4, upper panel). These findings are consistent
with the independent results by [249] and [257], and demonstrate that the persistent
optically-thin non-thermal spectrum Fν ∝ ν −0.585 that characterizes GW170817 is
not a unique prediction of choked-jets and/or pure-cocoon models. Instead it is a
natural expectation from fully-relativistic structured outflows with properties similar
to those of SGRBs but viewed from the side. Together with the very similar flux
temporal evolution (see Fig. 6.5-6.6), this makes these two classes of models virtually
impossible to distinguish based on current observations.
We compare the results from our simulations to those presented by [249] in Fig.
6.5-6.6. The major difference is the flux evolution at t ≥ 200 d, with the [249] models steadily rising until t ∼ 600 d after merger. As the microphysics parameters
(B = 0.002, e = 0.02, p = 2.13) and observing angle (θobs = 21◦ ) are very similar to the values of one of our simulations, the different behavior can be ascribed
to the combination of possibly different assumptions in the code and a narrower
ultra-relativistic core, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.4 (which effectively places
the observer more off-axis) more slowly decelerating into a lower density environment (n ∼ 10−5 cm−3 vs.

n ∼ 10−4 cm−3 ).

In general, outflows with a fully-

relativistic core with isotropic energy ∼ 1052 erg, propagating into environments
with n ≤ 10−5 cm−3 and viewed ∼ 20◦ off-axis will reach a peak at tp ≥ 600 days
1/3

(tp ∼ 2.1 Ek,iso,52 n−1/3 ((θobs − θj )/10◦ )8/3 days, e.g. [295]).
[224, 234, 237, 245, 247] disfavor the structured off-axis model based on circumstantial evidence related to the energetics of the relativistic core needed to power
GW170817 compared to SGRBs. We emphasize that these authors do not rule out
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structured off-axis jets in GW170817 but consider this possibility unlikely based on
the large Ek,iso ≥ 1052 erg required. We show in Fig. 6.3 the comparison of the kinetic
energies in the different components of the outflow of GW170817 from our simulation
with the values inferred for SGRBs from [243]. We conclude from this plot that the
Ek in the ultra-relativistic ejecta of GW170817 is not unprecedented among SGRBs
(shaded blue area, see also [243], their Fig. 7) and that GW170817 is consistent with
having harbored a normal SGRB directed away from our line of sight. The shaded
blue area cover the range of Ek for an assumed B = 0.1. Ek would extend to larger
values for smaller B = 0.01 (e.g. [243], their Fig. 7), thus reinforcing our argument.
In our model the ultra-relativistic component dominates the energetics of the outflow.
Some observational tests to distinguish between the successful structured jet scenario that we support here and the choked-jet/stratified ejecta scenarios have been
proposed, including VLBI imaging and the acquisition of a larger sample of GW events
with electromagnetic counterparts [234, 237, 249]. Here we note that if a collimated
outflow of fully relativistic material survived the interaction with the BNS ejecta,
the observed light-curve will experience two temporal breaks in the future, which are
apparent from Fig. 6.4 (see also Fig. 6.6-6.5): a peak when radiation from the jet
core enters the line of sight at tp (the flattening of the X-ray and radio light-curves is
suggesting that GW170817 is approaching its peak of emission), and a jet-break when
the far edge of the jet comes into view. In the case of collimated outflows a counter-jet
signature is also expected when the jet transitions into the non-relativistic phase at
tNR ≈ 1100 (Ek,iso,53 /n)1/3 days. For Ek,iso ≥ 1052 erg and n ≤ 10−4 cm−3 which are
relevant here, tNR ≥ 30 yrs and the appearance of the counter-jet will create a bump
in the light-curve at a flux level below the sensitivity of current observing facilities.

6.3.4

X-rays from the central compact remnant

Another source of potential X-ray emission is that originating directly from the
central compact remnant, as discussed in detail in [296]. We first consider an accreting
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black hole. The ≈ 2.5M black hole created following the merger will still be accreting
fall-back debris from the merger event (e.g. [297, 298]). The accretion luminosity at
the present epoch t can be estimated as
2

38

LX,fb = 0.1Ṁfb c ≈ 3 × 10 erg s

−1

Ṁfb (t = 1s)
10−3 M s−1

!

t
120 d

−5/3
,

(6.1)

where we have assumed that the fall-back accretion rate follows a ∝ t−5/3 decay with
a value at 1 second post merger normalized to 10−3 M s−1 (a characteristic value,
which is however uncertain by at least an order of magnitude). The LX,fb estimated
above is thus close to the Eddington luminosity LEdd ≈ 3 × 1038 erg s−1 of the black
hole remnant.
The X-ray emission from the central engine is only visible if not absorbed by the
kilonova ejecta along the line of sight. Given the estimated ejecta mass of

> 10−2 M
∼

and mean velocity vej ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 c (e.g. [231] for an updated modeling), the optical depth through the ejecta of radius R ∼ vej t and density ρ ∼ Mej /(4πR3 /3) is
approximately given by
τX ' ρRκX




−2
κX
Mej
vej −2
t
≈ 1.2
103 cm2 g−1
10−2 M
0.2 c
120d

(6.2)

where κX ∼ 103 cm2 g−1 is the expected bound-free opacity of neutral or singly-ionized
heavy r-process nuclei at X-ray energies ∼ a few keV (e.g. [219]). Thus, depending on
the precise ejecta column along our line of sight, we could have τX <
∼ 1 at the present
epoch. Even in the case of negligible opacity to X-ray radiation at the present epoch,
LX,fb is  than the observed X-ray luminosity ∼ 5 × 1039 erg s−1 . The constant radio
to X-ray flux ratio over 110 d provides an independent line of evidence against LX,fb
dominating the X-ray energy release at late times. Figure 6.6 shows that LX,fb never
dominates the X-ray emission from GW170817.
We now consider the spin-down luminosity from a magnetar remnant as potential
source of X-ray radiation at late times. A long-lived magnetar remnant is already
disfavored by the KN emission (e.g. [222–227, 229, 231]), particularly the inferred
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Fig. 6.7. Red lines: spin-down luminosity for a supramassive NS remnant with magnetic field B = 1013 −1016 G. Black squares: GW170817
bolometric luminosity from [222]. Blue filled circles: X-ray luminosity. The spin-down luminosity is always larger than the bolometric
energy release from GW170817 at early times, which argues against
a long-lived magnetar remnant.
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presence of lanthanide-rich material created from very neutron-rich ejecta (neutrinos
from a long-lived neutron star remnant would transform outflowing neutrons back into
protons; see [299]). Here we provide an independent argument against the long-lived
magnetar scenario. Fig. 6.7 shows the spin-down luminosity Lsd for a supramassive
NS remnant (Eq. 32-33 from [219]).
At ∼ 10 d Lsd greatly exceeds the detected X-ray luminosity for any reasonable
magnetic field strength B ≤ 1017 G. However, this argument alone cannot be used
to rule out magnetar remnants because at this time τX  1, thus significantly suppressing the X-ray luminosity that can escape the system and reach the observer, as
we showed in [235] (see also Eq. 2 above). [300] reached the opposite conclusion, as
they did not take into account the effects of bound-free opacity from the KN ejecta
into their calculations (which, however, is significant). However, as we show in Fig.
6.7, the same magnetar engines would produce luminous optical emission at early
times [301] in excess to the observed bolometric luminosity from GW170817 and for
this reason are ruled out. Finally, one can rule out the formation of a long-lived magnetar in GW170817 by the large rotational energy

> 1052
∼

erg it would have injected

into its environment, either into the GRB jet or the kilonova ejecta. As a comparison, in classical SGRBs, long-lived magnetars with rotational energy in the range
> 1051
∼

− 1054 erg are also ruled out [281, 302].

We conclude that a central engine origin of the detected X-ray emission is disfavored at all times.

6.4

Summary and Conclusions
Deep Chandra, HST and VLA observations of the BNS event GW170817 ∼ 100

d after merger show a steadily rising emission with F ∝ t0.7 ν −0.585 across the electromagnetic spectrum, before flattening at ∼ 160 d without showing any sign of spectral
evolution. These findings rule out simple models of top-hat jets viewed off-axis (which
predict F ∝ t2 before peak) and uniform spherical outflows (which predict F ∝ t3 ).
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We use the very simple power-law spectrum extending from the X-rays to the radio
band to estimate that the emission is powered by mildly relativistic material with
Γ ∼ 3 − 10. This estimate is solely based on the theory of particle acceleration at
shocks (and does not depend on other details of GW170817).
Models of GW170817 where no ultra-relativistic collimated component survives
and the outflow is powered by mildly relativistic stratified ejecta (like those favored
by [237]) successfully reproduce these observations.3 Here we offer an alternative
interpretation. We employ simulations of the explosive outflows launched in NS ejecta
clouds to show that a powerful relativistic core of material can survive the interaction
with the BNS ejecta, producing a successful relativistic structured jet (Sec. 6.3.3). In
this case, the observed emission is also effectively powered by mildly relativistic ejecta
if the ultra-relativistic core is directed away from our line of sight. In this paper we
showed one particular model (part of a family of successful models) that fits current
observations. A detailed description of the jet simulations using the moving mesh
relativistic hydrodynamics code JET [292] and light curves is presented in [294].
A key distinction between the two sets of models is that in the former scenario
GW170817 would be intrinsically different from classical SGRBs and the first of a
new class of transients. In the latter scenario GW170817 can be instead reconciled
with an ordinary SGRB viewed from the side (in SGRBs we are not sensitive to
the presence of lateral structure in the jet as the emission is always dominated by
the brighter relativistic core). Distinguishing between these models is of paramount
importance, as it has direct implications on the intrinsic nature of GW170817 and the
potential existence of a new class of quasi-spherical transients powered by NS mergers.
However, we show here that at the present time the two sets of models predict very
similar flux temporal evolution and spectrum. Observations at t ≥ 300 days, able
to track the evolution of νc (which evolves much faster ∝ t−2 in spherical models,
3

We note that to reproduce the flattening of the emission within these models it is necessary to
introduce a cut into the velocity distribution of the ejecta at some minimum Γβ value.
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Fig. 6.8. Evolution of the X-ray emission from GW170817 as seen by the CXO.

e.g. [237]) and to constrain the presence of temporal breaks in the flux evolution are
the most promising to discriminate between the two scenarios.
We conclude that current observations do not distinguish the nature of the relativistic ejecta and cannot be used to rule out the presence of an off-axis originally
ultra-relativistic core of collimated ejecta in the outflow of GW170817. The existence
of a new class of BNS merger transients is not required by current observations and
GW170817 is consistent with being a classical SGRB viewed off-axis.
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7. EM COUNTERPARTS OF STRUCTURED JETS FROM
3D GRMHD SIMULATIONS
Kathirgamaraju A., Tchekhovskoy A., Giannios D., Barniol Duran R., 2019, Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 484, L98.

GW170817/GRB170817A has offered unprecedented insight into binary neutron
star post-merger systems. Its Prompt and afterglow emission imply the presence of
a tightly collimated relativistic jet with a smooth transverse structure. However, it
remains unclear whether and how the central engine can produce such structured jets.
Here, we utilize 3D GRMHD simulations starting with a black hole surrounded by
a magnetized torus with properties typically expected of a post-merger system. We
follow the jet, as it is self-consistently launched, from the scale of the compact object
out to more than 3 orders of magnitude in distance. We find that this naturally results
in a structured jet, which is collimated by the disk wind into a half-opening angle
of roughly 10◦ , its emission can explain features of both the prompt and afterglow
emission of GRB170817A for a 30◦ observing angle. Our work is the first to compute
the afterglow, in the context of a binary merger, from a relativistic magnetized jet selfconsistently generated by an accreting black hole, with the jet’s transverse structure
determined by the accretion physics and not prescribed at any point.

7.1

Introduction
The conjoint detection of the first binary neutron star (NS) merger, GW170817,

in both gravitational and electromagnetic waves heralds a new era in multi-messenger
astronomy [303, 304]. One of the electromagnetic (EM) counterparts associated with
this event was a burst of gamma rays detected about 1.7 seconds after the merger and
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lasted for ∼ 0.6 seconds (GRB 170817A) (e.g., [305, 306]). This detection provides
the most conclusive evidence yet that binary NS mergers are indeed a progenitor of
short gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) as hypothesized a few decades ago [174, 307–309].
However, this short GRB and its associated afterglow emission exhibit some peculiar
characteristics that are unlike any other burst. For example, it was a faint short GRB
despite being, by far, the closest detected to date, and its afterglow showed a shallow
rise for several months as opposed to typical afterglows that show a decline from the
beginning (e.g., [236, 310, 311]).
In standard GRB theory, the EM emission is produced by a highly relativistic
jet launched by a compact object, either a NS or a black hole (BH). In the case of
short GRBs, this jet is believed to be produced by the remnant of a binary NS or
NS-BH merger (for a review see e.g., [172, 175, 312]). The brief flash of high energy
X-rays and gamma rays typically lasting less than 2 seconds (the ‘prompt’ emission
associated with the sGRB) is attributed to an internal mechanism within the jet that
is not yet well understood. As the jet propagates through the external, interstellar
medium (ISM), it drives a shock that sweeps up and accelerates external particles
which in turn radiate predominantly via synchrotron emission (the GRB ‘afterglow’)
that can last up to several months. The most widely used jet model when calculating
the emission from a GRB jet is a ‘top-hat’ jet, where the jet is a conical outflow
and the properties of the jet within this cone (e.g., Lorentz factor and energy) are
assumed to be constant. Beyond this cone, the jetted outflow ceases abruptly. In
the past, the top-hat jet has been able to reproduce the observed characteristics of
GRBs, but it fails to explain both the prompt and afterglow emission of GW170817
(e.g., [313]). The key difference is that due to the gravitational wave trigger and
impressive follow-up effort of GW170817, it might be the only known GRB viewed
at an angle larger than the jet’s core (i.e. “off-axis”), for which the prompt and
afterglow emission has been detected. The emission received by off-axis observers can
vary greatly depending on how the jet’s power and Lorentz factor vary as a function
of polar angle. Previous studies have suggested that a more realistic model is that
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of a structured jet, where the Lorentz factor and energy flux vary smoothly within
the jet as a function of polar angle (e.g., [29, 189, 285, 314]). Recent works have used
structured jet models to investigate the characteristics and feasibility of detecting the
prompt and afterglow emission from such jets as possible EM counterparts to GW
events [?, 187, 323]. Now, a year after the detection of GW170817, the structured
jet model has been able to successfully reproduce the observed afterglow and can
explain some of the peculiar characteristics related to the prompt emission of the short
GRB, leading to the interpretation that GRB 170817A may have been a regular short
GRB but viewed off-axis (e.g., [242, 294, 315–321]). The detection of superluminal
motion in the outflow also provides strong observational evidence for the structured
jet model [322].
How the jet distributes its power as a function of the polar angle and distance
from the central engine remains an open question. Most numerical studies initiate
jet simulations in post merger systems by injecting the jet at a length-scale of a few
orders of magnitude larger than that of the central engine. In particular, top-hat jets
are injected into an ambient gas to follow its hydrodynamic interactions as it breaks
away from the confining medium. Sufficiently far from the break out scale, the jet
turns conical and its structure can be determined. A more realistic investigation
into jet structures must begin at the central engine, taking into account the initial
conditions of the compact object and its surroundings. It must include a consistent
jet launching mechanism from the compact object and follow the jet as it collimates
and accelerates out to large distances. In this work, we use 3D general relativistic
magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations to study the jet structure with many
of the factors above taken into account. We start with a black hole torus system
with properties typically expected from a binary NS post-merger system, and follow
the MHD-driven jet, launched self consistently via the accretion and rotation of the
compact object, as it is initially collimated by the surrounding disk winds, up to a
point where these interactions with the disk winds become insignificant, after which
the structure of the jet is extracted. Building upon our previous work [323], we
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calculate the emission profiles (prompt and afterglow) produced by the structured jet
from these improved simulations.
In Section 7.2 we describe the simulation setup. In Section 10.4 we present the
simulation results, which include the jet structure, its emission profile and comparison
with the latest observations of GRB 170817A. We discuss these results and conclude
in Section 7.4.

7.2

Numerical setup
A detailed description of the simulation setup can be found in [324] (their model

B3d1 ) and will be summarized here. Simulations are carried out using HARMPI2 ,
an enhanced version of the serial open-source code HARM [325, 326] with modifications that consider additional physical processes such as neutrino cooling and nuclear
recombination. The initial setup consists of 3 solar mass (M ) BH with spin 0.8, surrounded by a torus of ∼ 0.03 M embedded with a poloidal magnetic field prescribed
by the vector potential Aφ ∝ r5 ρ2 and having a maximum field strength of 4 × 1014
G, where r is the radius in spherical coordinates and ρ is density. Although the initial
magnetic field may likely be dominated by toroidal components, numerical studies of
NS mergers do find the development of a strong poloidal field, of similar magnitude
as used here, in the post-merger system ( [202]). The top panel of Fig. 7.2 shows a
contour plot of the density and magnetic field of the initial setup. Regions outside
the BH and torus are set to the floor density, which initially drops off with radius
as ∝ r−2 , therefore density contributions from the post-merger and dynamical ejecta
are not considered in this setup (e.g., [191, 327]). Following the onset of accretion,
a jet is launched ∼ 10−2 ms after the start of the simulation and ∼ 90% of the jet
(in energy) is ejected within the first ∼ 1.5 seconds, which is consistent with the
duration of the prompt phase of GRB170817A . The bottom panel of Fig. 7.2 shows
1

These simulations were run before GW170817 was detected, thus it does not use the properties
inferred from observations of this event.
2
Available at https://github.com/atchekho/harmpi
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a contour plot of the density and magnetic field at ∼ 50 ms. The polar, under-dense
region consists of the jet which is surrounded by the denser disk winds that initially
collimate the jet. By the time the jet reaches a length-scale of ∼ 1000 rg (rg = GM/c2
is the gravitational radius of a BH with mass M ), it propagates out of the confining
winds and becomes conical, travelling radially outwards. The simulation is able to
accurately track the jet starting from its launching region near the compact object,
up to a distance of a few ∼ 1000 rg .

7.3

Results

7.3.1

Jet structure from simulations

In order to calculate the observed emission from the jet we first need to extract
its structure from the simulations. The required quantities are the Lorentz factor and
energy per solid angle of the jet as a function of the polar angle θ, the energy here
includes the electromagnetic, thermal and kinetic energy (without rest mass). Current
3D GRMHD simulations are unable to follow the jet to the scales where the prompt
emission and afterglow emission take place (beyond ∼ 106 rg ). We are therefore
only able to extract the quantities up to the distance where the simulations are still
accurate (∼ 2000 rg ), and this structure is plotted in Fig. 7.2. The dashed line in
Fig. 7.2 shows the normalized energy per solid angle (dE/dΩ) of the jet versus polar
angle θ, obtained by summing the energy flux over time at a fixed radius of ∼ 2000 rg
and averaging over azimuthal angle φ. The jet is dominated by electromagnetic and
kinetic energy with a small thermal component. This distribution roughly follows a
power law decline ∝ θ−3.5 between ∼ 5 − 15◦ , the total energy of one jet is ∼ 1051 erg.
The next quantity we require is the Lorentz factor distribution of the jet, however the
jet may not have undergone complete acceleration at the distances mentioned above.
Therefore we find the ratio of the total energy flux to mass flux (µ), which determines
the maximum achievable Lorentz factor in MHD jets, and use µ as an estimate for the
terminal Lorentz factor of the jet. We calculate the energy-flux–weighted µ averaged

106

Fig. 7.1. 2D plots (vertical slice) of density and magnetic field line
contours of the initial setup (top) and at ∼ 0.05 seconds (bottom),
axes are in units of rg (the gravitational radius) and ρ0 ≈ 7 × 1016
g cm−3 . The compact object is at the origin, and the bottom panel
shows only one of the two jets. The jet is initially collimated by the
disk winds and eventually breaks out at z ∼ 1000 rg , after which it
propagates conically.
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Fig. 7.2. Jet structure self-consistently obtained from our post-merger
remnant disk simulations showing the Lorentz factor of the jet Γ0
(solid line, calculated as energy-flux-weighted ratio of energy flux to
mass flux averaged over time, see Sec.7.3.1) and normalized jet energy
per solid angle (dashed line). Both quantities have been averaged over
azimuthal angle φ at a fixed radius of ∼ 2000 rg .

over time and φ at a fixed radius of ∼ 2000 rg , as a reliable estimate for the terminal
Lorentz factor (Γ0 ) of the jet as follows
R
µ Tr dφ dt
Γ0 = R r t
,
Tt dφ dt

(7.1)

where Ttr is the component of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor containing the
radial energy flux (electromagnetic, thermal and kinetic energy with the rest mass
energy subtracted). The solid line in Fig. 7.2 shows the jet Lorentz factor as a
function of θ: it remains roughly constant at the value of ∼ 100 up to ∼ 10◦ and then
declines rapidly as a power law ∝ θ−11 to ∼ 1 at 15◦ . In the next subsections, we
will use the jet structure in Fig. 7.2 to calculate the observed emission in both the
prompt and afterglow phases.
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7.3.2

Prompt emission profile

Using the jet structure in section 7.3.1 we can calculate a luminosity profile for
the prompt emission: the total prompt luminosity an observer can expect to receive
versus observing angle. Following the calculations done in [323], we estimate the
prompt emission luminosity as a function of the observing angle, θobs , which is the
angle between the jet axis and the line of sight towards the observer. We assume a
fixed fraction of the energy is radiated instantaneously and isotropically in the comoving frame of the jet, and transform it to the observer frame (addressing dissipation
mechanisms for the prompt emission is beyond the scope of this work). Fig. 7.3
compares the prompt emission profile of observed luminosity Lobs (normalized to
the peak luminosity Lpeak ) versus observing angle θobs for our simulated structured
jet and a top-hat jet. We adopt a structured jet profile from the simulation, using
the energy and Lorentz factor distributions in Fig. 7.2, and only take into account
material with Lorentz factor

>3
∼

◦
(corresponding to θ <
∼ 13 ) as implied by observations

and constrained by the fact that slower components might initially be too optically
thick to contribute to the prompt phase of GRB 170817A [311, 328]. The top-hat
jet has half opening angle 13◦ and a constant initial Lorentz factor of 100 which
roughly correspond to the extent and maximum Lorentz factor of our structured
jet, respectively. The total energy of the top-hat jet is set to be equal to that of
the structured jet, thus enabling a fairer comparison. If the count rate of a typical
sGRB is scaled to within the LIGO detectability distance (∼ 200 Mpc at design
sensitivity; [173]), it would be an extremely bright source of ∼ 106 counts/s (e.g.,
[199]), and since these typical short GRBs are viewed on axis, we can translate the
normalized Lobs profile in Fig. 7.3 to a count rate by scaling the peak of this profile to
106 . The required count rate for a robust detection of short GRB that is coincident
with a LIGO trigger is estimated to be ∼ 103 counts/s [200], which correspond to
Lobs /Lpeak ∼ 10−3 . This limit is indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 7.3,
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Fig. 7.3. Normalized observed luminosity versus observing angle (θobs )
for the prompt emission of structured (solid line) and top-hat (dashed
line) jets. Structure of the jet is obtained from simulations (Fig. 7.2).
The top-hat jet has half opening angle 13◦ (the same angular extent
taken for our structured jet – see Sec. 7.3.2) and initial Lorentz factor
100 (equal to the Lorentz factor of the core of our structured jet). Horizontal dashed line indicates an estimate for a robust detection limit
of a sGRB with an accompanying GW trigger by LIGO taking place
at ∼ 200 Mpc. The emission from the structured jet is detectable
up to an observing angle of ∼ 20◦ whereas the emission from top-hat
jet falls much more steeply and is detectable up to ∼ 14◦ . For closer
events like GW170817, this detectability limit can be ∼ 10 times less
(at Lobs /Lpeak ∼ 10−4 ), allowing detection up to a viewing angle of
∼ 30◦ in the case of a structured jet.

and it gives us a robust detectability limit for a short GRB with an associated GW
trigger from LIGO.
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7.3.3

Afterglow emission

The afterglow is calculated using the standard synchrotron emission techniques
from forward shocks in an external medium of uniform density (e.g., [17]). Jet spreading is taken into account following [329], who utilize simulations to derive analytic
expressions for the dynamics of a spreading jet. Although these expression were de◦
rived for a top-hat jet, they are still applicable to the core of our structured jet ( <
∼ 5 ),

where the energy and Lorentz factor do not change by more than a factor ∼ 2. In
order to calculate the afterglow we first need the initial structure of the blast wave,
which is obtained from the Lorentz factor and energy profile of our simulated jet in
Fig. 7.2. The synchrotron emission is obtained semi-analytically by dividing up the
blast wave into 104 patches (100 uniform segments along the θ and φ directions), calculating the synchrotron emission associated with the forward shock of each patch,
and then summing the emission from all patches to obtain the total afterglow emission. We assume each patch coasts at its initial Lorentz factor (Γ0 , shown in Fig. 7.2)
until the energy in the swept up, shocked medium is comparable to the initial energy
of the patch, after which each patch decelerates as Γβ ∝ E 1/2 R−3/2 , where E, R are
the kinetic energy and spherical radius of the blast wave respectively and β = β(θ),
Γ = Γ(θ) are the 3-velocity and Lorentz factor of the blast wave respectively during the deceleration phase. The dependence of Γβ on R will steepen when the jet
begins to spread and its observable implications will be discussed in Sec. 7.4. We
assume the synchrotron emission from each patch is radiated isotropically in the rest
frame of the emitting region, and then transform this to the observer frame. The
total afterglow emission is obtained by summing over all patches, covering the entire
solid angle of the jet, and taking into account differences in the photon arrival time,
R
Tobs = dR
(1 − β cos α), where Tobs is the time in the observer frame, α is the angle
βc
between velocity vector of a patch of the jet and its line of sight towards the observer,
β is the velocity of the patch of the jet and c is the speed of light.
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Figure 7.4 shows afterglow light curves from our simulated structured jet and
observed data points of GRB170817A afterglow for comparison. We neglect the
counter-jet because its afterglow will be too faint to be detected. The parameters
used to calculate the light curves in Fig. 7.4 are Ej = 5 × 1050 erg, n ≈ 0.05 cm−3 ,
e ≈ 0.01, B = 10−4 , p = 2.17, θobs = 30◦ , where Ej is the true energy of the jet
(without rest mass energy), e , B are the fractions of the total energy in the shocked
electrons and magnetic fields respectively, n is the number density of the uniform external medium and p is the power law slope of the distribution of shocked electrons.
In reality, the value of Ej depends on the radiative efficiency of the prompt emission. From observations, this efficiency varies between a few percent to more than
90% ( [199]), therefore we will assume a median value of 50% efficiency, which means
Ej ≈ 5 × 1050 erg (half the value of the jet energy obtained from our simulations).
The shallow rise in the afterglow (between ∼ 20 − 200 days) occurs as the entirety
of the jet becomes visible to off-axis observers. In our modelling, the slope of this
rise (in a uniformly dense external medium) depends only upon the jet structure and
observing angle. Since the jet structure is fixed from our simulations, we vary the observing angle and find that θobs ≈ 30◦ produces a rise that matches the observations.
The value of p is inferred from observations ( [319]) and rest of the parameters are
adjusted to match the peak time and flux. These parameters are largely consistent
with other works which model the afterglow (e.g., [318,321]). Admittedly, the prompt
radiative efficiency (and therefore Ej ) can vary by a factor ∼ 2, which would require
a change in the external density and microphysical parameters by a similar factor.
However, these changes will not affect the slope of the rise in the afterglow. We find
that the observed frequency lies between the minimum and the cooling frequencies,
in agreement with observations ( [319]).
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Fig. 7.4. Afterglow light curves for our simulated structured jet (from
Fig. 7.2) and observed data for comparison in radio (3 GHz, red
points) and X-ray (1 keV, blue squares) (from [315, 319]). Relevant
parameters used are Ej ≈ 5 × 1050 erg, n ≈ 0.05 cm−3 , e ≈ 0.01,
B = 10−4 , p = 2.17, θobs = 30◦ .
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7.4

Discussion and Conclusions
Determining how the power and Lorentz factor of a jet are distributed as a func-

tion of angle is a multi-scale endeavor. The simulations and analysis carried out in
this work start at the central engine, where a jet is self consistently launched, and
follows the jet out to larger distances as it collimates, accelerates and interacts with
surrounding disk winds. The result is a more realistic description of the transverse
jet structure that naturally produces an emission profile consistent with both the
prompt and afterglow EM counterparts of GW170817. One aspect not considered
here is interactions with the post-merger and dynamical ejecta that can take place at
larger scales: in some extreme cases, this may even choke the jet and prevent it from
breaking out (e.g., [330]). However, it is likely that jet interactions with the ejecta
will result in more energetic outflows at wider angles (e.g., [193, 195, 212, 331, 332]),
that can potentially brighten the emission for off-axis observers at earlier times. This
could be a reason why the first X-ray point at ∼ 10 days in Fig. 7.4 is brighter than
the afterglow model of our structured jet.
As seen in Fig. 7.2, the transverse jet structure in Lorentz factor remains approximately constant over most of the jet core before sharply declining at larger angles. In
contrast, the energy per solid angle shows a much shallower decline for the majority of
the jet’s transverse extent. However, ∼ 90% of the jet’s energy is concentrated within
a polar angle of 10◦ , indicating a narrow, energetic jet core in agreement with afterglow fits and the observations (e.g., [321, 322]). The prompt and afterglow emission
calculated using this structure obtained from our simulations match the observed data
of GRB170817A well. The prompt emission profile in Fig. 7.3 shows that for an event
within the LIGO detectability volume, the count rate due to the prompt emission at
an observing angle of ∼ 25◦ is the order of ∼ 102 − 103 counts/s (Sec. 7.3.2). These
values match the data obtained and inferred from GRB170817A (e.g., [304, 333]). In
comparison, producing a similar result for the prompt emission with a top-hat jet
◦
would require θj >
∼ 20 (which is also the case for the afterglow; [318]), this is not sup-
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ported by observations of GRB170817A. As mentioned previously (e.g., [190, 323]),
the prompt emission profile for a structured jet has a much shallower drop off for
larger observing angles compared to the emission profile of a uniform top-hat jet.
Tied with a coincident LIGO trigger, this enables the detection of the prompt emission for substantially misaligned observers, making this signal a more feasible EM
counterpart than previously thought. Indeed, Fig. 7.3 indicates the prompt emission
would be detectable, with the aid of a coincident LIGO trigger, up to an observing
angle of ∼ 20◦ off-axis for a source at the edge of the LIGO detectability volume (∼
200 Mpc), and up to ∼ 30◦ for events like GW170817 that are much closer. Let us assume the prompt emission of all short GRBs, from GW events detected by LIGO, are
detectable up to a viewing angle of 20◦ . Then by integrating the detection probability
of GW events ( [334]) from an inclination angle of 0◦ to 20◦ , we find that a fraction of
∼ 0.2 GW events (out of all that produce short GRBs) will have a detectable prompt
emission. However this fraction could change appreciably for different jet structures
(e.g., [335]).
The afterglow light curves from our structured jet reproduce the observed rise,
peak and decline of GRB170817A. The core of the jet begins to spread after it decelerates, which will steepen the decline in the afterglow light curve after the peak (for
off-axis observers). The slope of the decline in our afterglow is ≈ −2.4, in agreement
with afterglow models where jet spreading is taken into account (e.g., [321]). From
the afterglow modelling of our structured jet, we find that the temporal dependence
of the observed rise strongly constrains the viewing angle to be close to 30◦ , since
larger (smaller) viewing angles will produce a steeper (shallower) rise in the afterglow.
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8. OBSERVABLE FEATURES OF GW170817 KILONOVA
AFTERGLOW
Kathirgamaraju A., Giannios D., Beniamini P., 2019, submitted to Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society, arXiv:1901.00868.

The neutron star merger, GW170817, was followed by an optical-infrared transient
(a kilonova) which indicated that a substantial ejection of mass at trans-relativistic
velocities occurred during the merger. Modeling of the kilonova is able to constrain
the kinetic energy of the ejecta and its characteristic velocity but, not the highvelocity distribution of the ejecta. Yet, this distribution contains crucial information
on the merger dynamics. In this work, we assume a power-law distribution of the
form E(> βΓ) ∝ (βΓ)−α for the energy of the kilonova ejecta and calculate the nonthermal signatures produced by the interaction of the ejecta with the ambient gas. We
find that ejecta with minimum velocity β0 ' 0.3 and energy E ∼ 1051 erg, as inferred
from kilonova modeling, has a detectable radio, and possibly X-ray, afterglow for a
broad range of parameter space. This afterglow component is expected to dominate
the observed emission on a timescale of a few years post merger and peak around
a decade later. Its light curve can be used to determine properties of the kilonova
ejecta and in particular the ejecta velocity distribution α, the minimum velocity β0
and its total kinetic energy E. We also predict that an afterglow rebrightening, that
is associated with the kilonova component, will be accompanied by a shift of the
centroid of the radio source towards the initial position of the explosion.
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8.1

Introduction
The gravitational wave source GW170817 marks the first merger of neutron stars

ever detected ( [336]). A variety of electromagnetic (EM) counterparts were detected following the GW170817 trigger ( [337]). These counterparts are powered
by ejecta and outflows produced from the merger which range from relativistic to
non-relativistic velocities. The relativistic outflows are associated with collimated
jets, that produce the EM transient known as a gamma-ray burst (GRB). The
trans-relativistic and non-relativistic ejecta consists of material that has become
unbound during the merger and outflows released by the remnant material following the merger (e.g., disc winds), which powers the transient known as a kilonova
(KN; [181, 182, 338, 339]).
Both a GRB and KN were detected in GW170817, which, for the first time, directly
pointed their origin to NS mergers (e.g., [305, 306, 340–345]). The KN consisted of
thermal optical/infrared emission which peaked a few days after the detection of
GW170817 and is in general agreement with expectations from KN models ( [182,
346–348]). The KN is believed to be produced by the radioactive decay of the heaviest
elements synthesized in this ejecta. Modeling the multi-wavelength light curves of the
KN, one can infer a characteristic ejecta velocity of ∼ 0.1c−0.3c and kinetic energy of
E ∼ 1051 erg (e.g., [349–351]). However, it is not clear how this energy is distributed
within the ejecta, which could contain important information on the merger dynamics
(e.g., [352]).
The outflows from a NS merger drive an external shock as they propagate through
the surrounding medium, this shock accelerates the particles in the external medium
causing them to radiate primarily by synchrotron emission. This non-thermal emission associated with the shock is called the afterglow, we will refer to the afterglow
associated with the jet as the “GRB afterglow” and the afterglow associated with the
KN ejecta as the “KN afterglow” in this manuscript.
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The GRB including its long term X-ray to radio afterglow that has been detected
from GW170817 so far can be explained as originating from a structured jet with a
narrow core (with an opening angle of ∼ 2◦ − 6◦ ) which is misaligned by ∼ 20◦ − 30◦
with respect to our line of site (e.g., [31,187,241,242,294,315,318,319,323,353–355]).
Observation of the rather steep decline of this afterglow after its peak indicates the
entire jet has come into view. The jet’s true energy can, therefore, be constrained by
the afterglow modeling and is inferred to be ∼ 1050 erg (e.g., [356]), not unlike that
of other short-duration GRBs [199].
In addition to the GRB afterglow, the KN will have its own afterglow. However,
the KN ejecta is slower compared to the jet (but has comparable, if not more, energy),
which will lead to the KN afterglow peaking at much later times compared to the
GRB afterglow ( [352, 357–360]). The KN afterglow contains important information
on how the energy is distributed within the KN ejecta and its light curve will be
sensitive to any velocity stratification within this ejecta. The KN afterglow is the
focus of this paper, we will investigate how the KN afterglow differs for a fairly
general energy distribution and develop an analytic framework which can be utilized
to constrain properties of the KN ejecta using detections (or even non-detections) of
the KN afterglow, with an application to GW170817 as an example.
The structure of the paper is the following. Sec. 8.2 describes our modeling of the
KN ejecta, its interaction with the ambient gas, as well as the resulting synchrotron
emission from these interactions. In Sec. 8.3, we apply the KN afterglow model
to GW170817, making specific predictions on when this afterglow component could
be observed and which ejecta properties can be probed by observations. Sec. 8.4
summarizes our conclusions.

8.2

The KN blast wave and its afterglow
During the neutron star merger, a modest fraction of a solar mass is expected

to be ejected. The total mass ejected and the angular and velocity distribution of
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the ejecta depend on the total mass of the progenitor system, the mass ratio of the
neutron stars, and the nuclear equation of state (see, e.g., [361] for a review). In Sec.
2.1, we present a quite general parametrization of the ejecta velocity distribution and
proceed to calculate the velocity profile of the shock driven by the ejecta into the
ambient gas. Sec. 2.2 focuses on the synchrotron emission from electrons accelerated
at this shock.

8.2.1

Properties of the kilonova ejecta and Dynamics of the blast wave

About half a day after the GW170827 trigger, an optical counterpart, AT2017gfo,
was discovered ( [362–365]). The observed emission started out blue in color, before
rapidly evolving over the following days. Broad spectra at day ∼2.5 post trigger
indicate the presence of distinct optical and near infrared emission components. Subsequently, the blue component fainted rapidly and the overall spectrum softened,
peaking in the near-infrared. The widely accepted interpretation for this emission is
the KN model ( [337, 349, 350, 366–370]). The red KN is likely to be associated with
slower ejecta (β ∼ 0.1), while the blue KN can be powered by faster (β ∼ 0.3) ejecta.
The former component may have become unbound due to tidal interactions and is
predominantly distributed along the equatorial plane while the latter is possibly associated with remnant disk outflows and shock ejected material primarily distributed
away from the equatorial plane ( [184, 191, 324, 346, 371–375]; see, however, [376, 377]
for a different interpretation).
Independent of the details and assumptions involved in the light-curve modeling,
the post-merger ejecta appear to be fairly massive with total mass

> 0.05M
∼

and

velocity ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 c, corresponding to a kinetic energy in excess of ∼ 1051 erg.
These ejecta masses are broadly consistent with the estimated r-process production
rate required to explain the heavy element abundances of the Universe, providing
the first direct evidence that binary neutron star mergers can be a dominant site of
r-process enrichment ( [348, 378–383]).
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The modeling of the KN emission is mostly sensitive to the low-end of the velocity
distribution of the ejecta1 , with which the bulk of the ejecta is moving. Modeling of
this thermal transient does not give much information about any high-velocity tail
of the ejecta. However, simulations studying NS mergers find that ejecta powering
the KN are likely to be broadly distributed in energy as a function of βΓ, where Γ is
the Lorentz factor of the ejecta (e.g., [324,352,360]). Motivated by these findings, we
assume a power law distribution of the form E(> βΓ) ∝ (βΓ)−α for the energy of the
KN blast wave, where α typically varies between 3 to 5. The distribution is normalized
to the total energy (E) at some minimum velocity (β0 ). Guided by observations of
GW170817, we can assume E(> β0 Γ0 ) = E = 1051 erg and β0 = 0.3 (0.1) for the fast
(slow) component.
The stratified ejecta expands driving a shock into the ambient gas. We assume
a uniform external medium and approximate the total energy of the blast wave as
E ∝ (βΓ)2 R3 , with R the radius of the blast wave. This expression encapsulates the
dynamical evolution of the blast wave during the relativistic ( [5]) and non-relativistic
( [16]) phases. Given the assumed power law distribution for the ejecta’s kinetic
3

energy E, the blast velocity initially evolves with radius as βΓ ∝ R− α+2 , where the
blast wave is continuously refreshed by slower, more energetic ejecta governed by the
power law index α. This continues until the total energy in the shocked external
medium is comparable to that of the ejecta, after which point the total energy of the
blast wave remains constant (assuming an adiabatic evolution) and the blast velocity
3

evolves as βΓ ∝ R− 2 . The radius at which this transition occurs will be called the
1

“deceleration” radius and is given by Rdec = (3Eiso /4πΓ0 (Γ0 − 1)nmp c2 ) 3 , where mp
is the proton mass, c is the speed of light and Eiso is the isotropic equivalent energy
of the blast wave. The Rdec corresponds to the deceleration radius of the slowest
material (which also carries the majority of the energy).
1

However, lanthanide-rich materials moving at slower velocities could also be missed in the optical,
near infrared as the emission in those bands starts being dominated by the GRB afterglow.
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The isotropic equivalent energy Eiso of each component is related to the true
R
energy (E) by E = fΩ Eiso = 12 Eiso sinθdθ, with fΩ the solid angle fraction of the
blast wave. Employing spherical coordinates, we assume the ejecta is distributed
uniformly in the azimuthal direction from φ = 0 to 2π, and divide the polar extent
of the blast wave into two main components. Since the slower, “red” component is
likely to be distributed on the equatorial plane, we assume θ = 60◦ − 120◦ for its
polar extent. The fast component (associated with the “blue” KN) is assumed to be
distributed within θ = 15◦ − 60◦ for one hemisphere and θ = 120◦ − 165◦ for the other
hemisphere. Changing the angular extent and viewing angle will not considerably
affect our results since bulk of the KN ejecta is not relativistic, making beaming
effects modest (see last paragraph of Sec. 8.2.2 for further details).

8.2.2

Modeling the KN afterglow

The KN blast wave drives a shock through the external medium, energizing the
swept up particles and causing them to radiate via synchrotron emission. This emission is termed the afterglow. We assume that the electrons are accelerated into a
power-law distribution above a minimum Lorentz factor γ > γm . The analytic expressions for the radiated flux used or derived below are applicable only if the observing
frequency is between the minimum (νm ) and cooling (νc ) frequencies. The plotted
light curves, however (which are calculated semi-analytically), include the effects of
synchrotron and Compton cooling of the electrons, which can lower the overall emission at higher frequencies (e.g., in X-rays), where the spectrum is in the fast cooling
regime (ν > νc ). The semi-analytic calculations takes into account mission during
the “deep-Newtonian” phase as well. This phase occurs when the minimum Lorentz
factor of the electrons γm ∼ 1, the transition to this phase will be accompanied by a
late time flattening of the light curves ( [123]).
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The KN afterglow emission peaks at the deceleration radius, and the peak flux
density can be expressed as (e.g., [357])
p+1

p+1

5p−7
2

p−1
4
Fν,pk ≈ (115 µJy) e,−1
B,−3
n−24 β0

1−p

E51 ν9.52 d−2
26 ,

(8.1)

where the prefactor is determined for p = 2.2, but does not change by more than a
factor 3 when p is varied from 2.1–2.5. Here e and B are the fractions of the total
energy in the shocked electrons and magnetic fields of the shocked fluid respectively,
n is the number density of the uniform external medium, p is the power law slope of
the distribution of shocked electrons, E is the true energy (integrated over velocity)
of the KN blast wave, ν is the observing frequency and d is the distance to the source.
All quantities are in cgs units and we use the notation Qx = Q/10x .
The time of peak can be obtained by relating the observer time to the radius of the
RR
dr
blast wave (R), and substituting R = Rdec to obtain tdec ≈ 0 dec β(r)c
(1 − β(r)). Here
we assume the observer is within line of sight of the KN blast wave. The minimum
velocity (β0 ) is expected to be, at most, mildly relativistic, in this we can assume
β0 <
∼ 0.5, and obtain an analytic approximation for the observed peak time as



1
Eiso,51 3 − 23
2+α
tdec = tpk ≈ (3.3yr)
β0
−1 .
n−2
β0 (5 + α)

(8.2)

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, α typically varies between 3−5 and will be closely examined
in this work. For comparison, we will also consider an extreme case α → ∞, which
corresponds to a single velocity component for the blast wave. For the cases where
α is between 3 and 5, one finds that the peak times vary by less than a factor ∼ 1.5,
hence for these cases, we can fix the value of α (here we will use α = 4). Then the
peak time can be well approximated by a much simpler form

1
Eiso,51 3 − 136
<
<
tpk (3 ∼ α ∼ 5) ≈ (8.5yr)
β0,−0.5 .
n−2

(8.3)

When α → ∞ (corresponding to a single velocity component) the peak time can be
approximated as

tpk (α → ∞) ≈ (22.5yr)

Eiso,51
n−2

 13

−5

3
β0,−0.5
.

(8.4)
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Before the peak (especially at early times of ∼ 1 yr), the blast wave can be mildly
relativistic. For these situations the slope of the light curve can be expressed as
( [384, 385])
s=

3α − 6(p − 1)
,
8+α

(8.5)

where for α → ∞, we obtain the expected t3 rise for associated with a spherical,
single velocity component blast wave. Hence, the KN afterglow light curve (before
peak) can be expressed as a function of time as
 s
t
Fν,KN (t) = Fν,pk
.
tp

(8.6)

We now have three observables which can be used to constrain the properties of
the KN, the peak flux (Fν,pk ), peak time (tpk ) and slope (s).
Fig. 8.1 shows afterglow light curves for the fast (associated with the “blue”
KN) and slow (associated with the “red” KN) components having β0 = 0.3 and 0.1
respectively, in a uniform external density n = 0.1 cm−3 , for an observing angle θobs =
30◦ (except for the dot-dashed line). The KN afterglow light curves are produced
semi-analytically following the same method as in ( [31]). Where analytic expressions
for the synchrotron emission in a forward shock (e.g., [17, 386]) are used to find
the radiated flux in the co-moving frame of the shock, transforming this flux to
the observer frame and summing the flux over the entire blast wave while taking
into account differences in photon arrival time. These calculations also take into
account cooling of the electrons due to synchrotron and self-synchrotron Compton
energy losses (e.g., [69]), and emission during the deep-Newtonian phase ( [25]), with
modifications to include an energy distribution in the blast wave as described in Sec.
8.2.1. Synchrotron self-absorption is not considered in these calculations, which is
justifiable since we have verified that the turn-over frequency always lies below the
observed bands. This is because the emitting region at ∼ 1 yr after the burst is very
extended and thus remains optically thin down to very low frequencies.
The afterglow of the slow component (thin lines in Fig. 8.1) peaks much later
(∼ 100 yrs) compared to the fast component (∼ 10 yrs). Therefore, focusing on the
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Fig. 8.1. KN afterglow light curves for the fast (β0 = 0.3, thick lines)
and slow (β0 = 0.1, thin lines) components in radio (3GHz, solid
lines) and X-ray (1 keV, dashed lines) wavelengths. The magnitude
of the X-ray flux density has been multiplied by 104 . The parameters
used are α → ∞, E = 1051 erg, e = 0.1, B = 10−3 , θobs = 30◦
(except for the dot-dashed line), n = 0.1 cm−3 . The density is on
the higher end compared to typical afterglow models of GW170817
to give a best case scenario for the detectability of the KN afterglow.
It is evident that even for this best case, the rise and peak of the
slow component occurs much later and is fainter compared to that
of the fast component. Therefore, in this work we will only focus on
the afterglow of the fast component, which is relevant for the current
timescale of GW170817. Dot-dashed line shows radio afterglow of fast
component for θobs = 60◦ and is almost identical to the θobs = 30◦ light
curve, demonstrating that viewing angle effects are not significant for
the KN afterglow.
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current timescales of ∼ 1 yr since GW170817, we will restrict our discussion to the
afterglow of the fast component throughout this manuscript. The dot-dashed line in
Fig. 8.1 shows the radio light curve of the fast component for θobs = 60◦ , with all
other parameters kept the same as before. This light curve is almost identical to the
θobs = 30◦ light curve, which demonstrates that the exact angular geometry and its
affect on beaming are of minor importance here (as mentioned in Sec 8.2.1).

8.3

Application to GW170817
In this section we apply our KN afterglow model to GW170817 as an example case,

with focus on how properties of the ejecta can be constrained using detections (or
even a non-detection) of the KN afterglow emission. In Sec 8.3.1, we present general
expressions with the prediction of the afterglow flattening/rebrigheting associated
with the emergence of the KN afterglow, and summarize what we can learn from this
emergence. Sec. 8.3.2 focuses on the much smaller parameter space of the model for
which one can fit the observed GRB afterglow with a structured jet model. In this
case, our predictions for the expected emission from KN component become much
more definite.

8.3.1

Constraining the KN of GW170817

In order to produce example light curves for the KN afterglow, we have to assume
some values for the microphysical parameters (e , B , particle index (p)), and the
external density (n). As a guide for our choice, we use typical parameters inferred
from the fitting and observations of GRB170817A afterglow (associated with the jet),
as well as typical parameters inferred for other afterglows of short GRBs, which are,
e = 0.1, B = 10−3 , n = 10−2 cm−3 , p = 2.2 [69, 70, 199, 319, 387–392].
Fig. 8.2 shows KN afterglow of the fast component in radio (3 GHz) and X-ray
(1 keV) for different values of α with the “typical” parameters mentioned above.
In the same plot we show observed data points for the afterglow of GRB170817A
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(data obtained from [315, 319, 393, 394]) along with the theoretical prediction of the
afterglow from the structured jet model presented in [31]. The KN afterglow light
curves are produced semi-analytically following the same method as detailed in Sec.
8.2.
Equation 8.6 accurately reproduces the radio afterglow shown in the top panel of
Fig. 8.2, the slope before peak matches the value obtained from equation 8.5 and
the peak times of ∼ 15 yr for α = 3 − 5 and ∼ 30 yr for α → ∞ is consistent
with equations 8.3 and 8.4 respectively. However, this equation does not apply to
the X-ray afterglow (bottom panel) since at 1 keV, the spectrum is above the cooling
frequency for the timescales shown and parameters chosen. The slope of the light
curve during the fast cooling phase (the fast cooling analog of equation 8.5) can be
derived following a similar method presented in [384, 385] to obtain
sν>νc =

2(α + 2) − 6p
,
8+α

(8.7)

which is in good agreement with the X-ray light curves presented in the bottom panel
of Fig. 8.2.
It might be more difficult to detect the KN afterglow in the X-ray band if it is
in the fast cooling regime, therefore, we will focus our analysis on the radio emission
for the remainder of this work. An X-ray detection of the KN afterglow, for more
favorable parameters than our reference case, is however possible.
Fig. 8.2 and equation 8.5 show that observations of the rise in the afterglow can
be used to constrain α well before the peak (provided p is known, e.g., from multifrequency observations). The peak time and flux can be used to constrain quantities
such as β0 and E. However, as we show below, even a non-detection of the KN
afterglow can be used to constrain properties of the KN outflow.
We have observed the peak in the afterglow of GRB170817A at ∼ 150 days, and
the decline post-peak follows a power law in time with slope ∼ −2.4 ( [315, 394]).
Therefore, the decline of the GRB afterglow can be modelled as

−2.4
t
Fd (t) ≈ (100 µJy)
.
0.44 yr

(8.8)
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Fig. 8.2. A predicted rebrightening in the GW170817 afterglow. Observed data of GRB170817A afterglow (points) along with the afterglow model from [31] (dashed lines) in radio (top panel) and X-ray
(bottom panel). Solid lines show KN afterglow light curves for varying
α (see insert labels), which peak at later times resulting in a flattening/rebrightening in the overall afterglow. The X-ray afterglow of
the KN is above the cooling frequency for the times considered here.
Therefore, detection in the radio is more favourable. Data points
obtained from [315, 319, 393, 394].
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Fig. 8.3. Contour plot of the time of emergence of the KN afterglow
teq (equation 8.10) for minimum speed of the KN blast wave (β0 )
vs. external density (n) fixing α = 3 (top left), α = 4 (top right
) and α = 5 (bottom left). The solid and dashed lines show the
teq = 1 yr and teq = 2 yr contours respectively. The peak of the KN
afterglow in the gray, shaded region lies below the detectability limit
(Fν,p ≈ 5 µJy) in radio and therefore is not detectable. Horizontal,
dot-dashed line marks β0 = 0.3 which is the typical velocity of the fast
component inferred from observations of the blue KN. The emergence
of the KN afterglow has not been detected yet implying teq >
∼ 1 yr,
which corresponds to regions below the teq = 1 contour in the above
figures.
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Fig. 8.4. Radio (3 GHz) data of GRB170817A afterglow (points)
along with structured jet afterglow model from [31] (dashed line) and
KN afterglow light curves with fixed α = 4 (top panel) and α = 6
(bottom panel) for a range of n and B that are typically inferred from
fitting the GRB170817A afterglow. The solid line (n = 10−2 cm−3 ,
B = 10−3 ) uses the same parameters as in our calculations in Sec 8.3.1
. It is evident that varying the parameters within this range does not
significantly alter the light curves. An afterglow rebrightening may
be expected within ∼2 years after the merger.
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By equating 8.6 and 8.8, we can find the time at which the flux from the afterglow
and KN will be equal (teq ). After this time, it will be possible to detect the KN
afterglow. The general expression for teq is


 1
 1
14 tsp s+2.4
(100µJy)(0.44yr)2.4 tsp s+2.4
=
teq =
.
Fν,p
Fν,p

(8.9)

<
For 3 <
∼ α ∼ 5, we can substitute expression 8.3 for tp and obtain


teq ≈ 

0.2 (8.3)

3α−6(p−1)
α+8

2(p+3)
α+8

p−1
2

6(α−5)+(5α+14)p

−
ν9.5 β 0,−0.5 2(α+8)

p+1
4

fΩ Eiso,51 B,−3 p−1
e,−1

α(p+5)+16
4(α+8)

−
n−2

5(α+8)
 126−30p+27α



,

(8.10)

where we have substituted d = 40 Mpc for the distance to the source. If we substitute
α = 4 and p = 2.2 for example, teq becomes
−0.31 0.21 −0.43 −0.29 −0.36
teq ≈ (2 yr) n−0.33
β0,−0.5 Eiso,51
ν9.5 e,−1 B,−3 fΩ .
−2

(8.11)

Fig. 8.3 shows a contour plot of teq for β0 vs n where each panel corresponds to a
different value of α. The rest of the parameters used are e = 0.1, B = 10−3 , Eiso =
1051 erg, p = 2.2 and ν = 3 GHz.
The rebrightening time teq can also be calculated for α → ∞ case using equation
8.4. We do not focus on this case here since the afterglow at teq will most likely
be too faint to detect (see Fig. 8.2). However, the peak of the KN afterglow may
still be bright enough to be detected. Interestingly, therefore, if the KN ejecta are
characterized by a very steep velocity profile, its afterglow emission could fall below
detectability limits in the near future, only to re-emerge several years, or even a
decade, later.
We have not yet observed the emergence of the KN afterglow in GW170817,
indicating that teq must be greater than the current observing time (teq >
∼ 1 yr). Using
this condition on teq , we can place some constraints on the dynamical and microphysical quantities related to the KN afterglow (such as β0 and α) even without a
detection. For example, if we substitute e = 0.1, Eiso = 1051 erg, p = 2.2, α = 4 and
ν = 3 GHz, the condition teq >
∼ 1 yr yields
−0.33 0.28
β0 <
B,−3 .
∼ 0.25 n−2

(8.12)
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This equality (teq = 1 yr) is shown by the solid, white lines in Fig 8.3 (with B =
10−3 ). For regions above the teq = 1 yr contour, teq is less than 1 yr, which means
these regions are excluded since no rebrightening/flattening has been observed in the
afterglow of GW170817. For comparison, Fig. 8.3 also shows the teq = 2 yr contour.
In order for the KN afterglow to be detectable, at the very least, its peak flux must
be greater than sensitivity limits of detectors. For radio observations, we will use
a sensitivity limit 5 µJy so that the detectability condition is Fν,p >
∼ 5 µJy, with Fν,p
given in equation 8.1 . Substituting the same parameters used to obtain 8.12, this
detectability condition yields
−0.4 −0.4
β0 >
∼ 0.08 n−2 B,−3 .

(8.13)

Regions which do not satisfy this condition are shaded gray in Fig. 8.3 (using B =
10−3 ) and the KN afterglow will not be detectable for parameters in this region. The
horizontal dot-dashed line marks where β0 = 0.3, which is the characteristic velocity
inferred from observations of the blue KN (see Sec. 8.2). The range of densities
for the x-axis of Fig. 8.3 was chosen guided by afterglow modelings of GW170817
( [318, 320, 356, 395]). From these conditions, we can begin to constrain properties of
the KN. For example, from Fig. 8.3, we see that for α = 3 (top panel), if β0 = 0.3,
the external density must be

< 0.005
∼

cm−3 , otherwise the KN afterglow would have

been detected by now.

8.3.2

Combined Constraints from the jet afterglow

Using the analytic expressions given in Sec. 8.2 the analysis carried out in Sec. 8.3
can be done for different values of microphysical parameters (e and B ) and external
density (n), provided that the observed frequency lies between νm and νc for the
choice of parameters. In this example (Fig. 8.2), values that provided a good fit for
the afterglow observations of GRB170817A were used. The typical values of density
and B found from fitting the GRB afterglow of GW170817 range from ∼ 10−3 − 10−1
cm−3 and ∼ 10−5 − 10−3 respectively (e.g., [320, 356, 395]), where higher densities
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require lower values of B to fit the afterglow (see e.g., Fig. 3 of [395]). This inverse
proportionality becomes evident if one uses the expression for the peak flux of a GRB
afterglow (e.g., [37]) and expresses n in terms of B (keeping other parameters fixed)
to find n ∝ −1
B (this is also the case for the peak of the KN afterglow; equation 8.1).
Fig. 8.4 shows the radio afterglow light curves of the KN for these range of
densities and B to demonstrate how the light curves would vary for different choices
of these parameters which provide reasonable fits for the GRB afterglow. Fig. 8.4
shows that within this range (that spans 2 orders of magnitude), the flux density
of the afterglow does not change by more than a factor ∼ 2 when compared to our
example case of n = 10−2 cm−3 and B = 10−3 (see Fig. 8.4). Which means our
conclusions will remain the same for this broad range of parameter space obtained
when fitting the GRB afterglow. An afterglow rebrightening, due to the emergence
of the KN component, may be expected within ∼2 years after the merger.

8.4

Discussion/Conclusions
GW170817 was followed by an optical-IR transient, AT2017gfo, which revealed

that the merger was accompanied by a substantial ejection of mass Mej ∼ 0.05M at
trans-relativistic velocities β0 ∼ 0.1 − 0.3. The KN modeling is able to constrain the
kinetic energy of the ejecta and its characteristic velocity but is less sensitive to the
high-velocity distribution of the ejecta. Yet, this distribution contains crucial information on the merger dynamics. In this work, we assume a power-law distribution
of the form E(> βΓ) ∝ (βΓ)−α for the energy of the KN ejecta and calculate the
resulting afterglow powered by the KN ejecta. We find that:
1. A fast KN component with minimum velocity β0 ' 0.3 and energy E ∼ 1051 erg,
which is likely responsible for the observed blue KN emission, can produce a detectable radio, and possibly X-ray, afterglow for a broad range of the parameter
space.
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Fig. 8.5. Angular size of the source (associated with KN afterglow)
vs. time for the case where α = 4 (top panel) and α → ∞ (bottom
panel) fixing n = 10−2 cm−3 and E = 1051 erg. Three different values
of β0 are shown in each case. Given a typical size of the source of
∼ 10 mas at around ∼1 decade post trigger and corresponding flux
density ∼ 50 − 100 µJy, resolving the source may be possible if the
KN rebrightening is observed.
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2. For 3 <
∼ α ∼ 6, the KN afterglow is expected to emerge, by dominating the after-

glow emission, on a timescale of a few years and peak around a decade later.
3. For steep values of α → ∞, the afterglow emission can drop below detectability
levels before the KN afterglow emerges on a decade time scale.
4. The time of emergence teq (equation 8.9), the rise slope of the light curve s
(equation 8.5) and the peak time tp (equation 8.2) can be used to determine
properties of the KN ejecta, in particular, the ejecta velocity distribution α, the
minimum velocity β0 and its kinetic energy E.
Studies have found that the velocity distribution of the KN ejecta (the value of α) is
affected by the NS equation of state (e.g., softer equations of state tend to produce
faster ejecta velocities; [327, 352]) and the nature of the post-merger remnant (e.g.,
winds from a hypermassive NS can drive the ejecta to higher velocities; [?]). The analytic expressions in this paper show how the KN afterglow can be used to constrain
the value of α, thereby providing an indirect method of probing the equation of state
and post-merger remnant. The GRB afterglow of GW170817 has been characterized
by a superluminal apparent speed in the radio ( [353]). This finding is consistent
with the misaligned jet interpretation used to describe the non-thermal emission observed so far from this event (see also [396] for an investigation into the radio map
of GW170817). On the other hand, the KN blast is expected to quasi isotropic with
its radio image centered around the merger location. We, therefore, predict that any
afterglow rebrightening –marking the emergence of the KN component– will be accompanied by a shift of the centroid of the radio towards the initial position of the
explosion. Ultimately, the KN afterglow may be sufficiently bright and extended for
the source to be resolved, Fig. 8.5 shows the size of the source vs. time with n = 10−2
cm−3 and E = 1051 erg. The size is obtained by calculating the extent of the blast
wave which contributes to half of the afterglow emission and projecting this extent
perpendicular to the line of sight. For β0 ' 0.3, the typical size of the source is
∼ 10 mas at around twenty years post merger.
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As of the time of writing of this work, the afterglow emission from GW170817 is
declining quite steeply ( [394]), which is expected from a structured jet model that is
moderately misaligned with respect to our line of sight (e.g., [31, 317, 356, 397–399]).
We find here that the ejecta responsible for the KN may cause the afterglow light
curve to rebrighten in the near future and be detectable for decades to come.
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9. TIDAL DISRUPTION EVENTS AND ACCRETION
DISCS
A tidal disruption event (TDE) occurs when the tidal forces from a blackhole rip apart
a nearby orbiting star. In our most recent paper [323], we investigated TDEs around
supermassive blackholes (SMBHs) that are surrounded by a pre-existing accretion
disc (see chapter 10). These discs are believed to be present in Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGNs). In this chapter, we briefly introduce the basics of TDE theory.

9.1

The tidal radius
When the tidal forces from a black hole exceeds the self-gravity of a star, the star

becomes tidally disrupted, the distance (from the SMBH) at which this happens is
called the tidal radius (rt ) [400]. To determine rt , we have to equate this tidal force
to the force of self-gravity. Take a star whose center of mass (CoM) is located at
a distance R from the SMBH. Consider an element of this star of mass m located
a distance x from the center of the star, with |x| ≤ R∗ (see fig. 9.1). The force of
gravity exerted by the star on this element (assuming a uniform stellar density) is
GM∗ mx/R∗3 , where M∗ and R∗ are the mass and radius of the star respectively. The
tidal force (Ft ) exerted by the SMBH on this element is the difference between the
gravitational forces the SMBH exerts on the CoM of the star and this stellar element,
Ft =

GMbh m
GMbh m
GMbh mx
−
≈
,
2
2
(R − x)
R
R3

(9.1)

where Mbh is the mass of the SMBH. We have used the fact that x  R and expanded
the above expression to the first order in x/R.
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Fig. 9.1. Diagram illustrating the quantities used in the calculations
of chapter 9. A star of radius R∗ orbits a supermassive blackhole
(SMBH) a distance R away. We consider the forces acting on a stellar
element a distance x from the center of the star.

By equating the tidal force to the force of gravity exerted by the star on this
element, we obtain the tidal radius [401]

rt = R∗

Mbh
M∗

 31
.

(9.2)
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9.2

Dynamics of a disrupted star
The pericenter passage of a disrupted star must be very small (at most rt ) which

means the orbit is highly eccentric. We therefore assume the star initially approaches
the SMBH on a parabolic orbit, hence the energy of the star before disruption
GM∗ Mbh
1
≈ 0.
E = M∗ v∗2 −
2
R

(9.3)

Throughout our work, we assume the pericenter distance is equal to rt . So when the
star reaches the pericenter, it is disrupted and roughly half of the stellar material
forms a bound stream that orbits, and eventually falls back to the SMBH while the
other half remains unbound [401, 402]. The total force felt by a stellar element at
disruption is the sum of the gravitational force exerted by the SMBH and the star
F =

GMbh m
GM∗ mx
GMbh m GMbh mx
−
+
,
≈
(rt − x)2
R∗3
rt2
rt3

(9.4)

where we have expanded in terms of x/rt , and retained terms up to first order since
x  rt (see previous section and fig. 9.1 for definition of x and a stellar element).
The total specific energy of this element at disruption is therefore
1
GMbh x
GMbh GMbh x
−
 = v∗2 −
≈−
,
2
2
rt
rt
rt2

(9.5)

where we have used (9.3) to obtain the last equality and the negative sign indicates
material within 0 < x ≤ R∗ is bound to the SMBH.
Using Kepler’s law and the energy of an elliptic orbit, we can relate the time
period of the bound disrupted material (T ) to its specific energy, ,
3

T = 2πGMbh (2)− 2 .

(9.6)

With this, we can, for example, obtain the time it takes for the most bound
material to fall back to the SMBH (tfall ). The energy of the most bound material can
be found by substituting x = R∗ in equation (9.5). Plugging this quantity in (9.6),
we find
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3

tfall

πR∗2
=√
2GMbh



Mbh
M∗


.

(9.7)

This quantity will be useful in the next chapter as it provides an estimate on the
trigger time of a TDE flare since disruption.
Throughout this work, we assume a  rt (a is the semi-major axis of the bound
orbits) to simplify many expressions, here we justify it. From Kepler’s law, we have
a3 = GMbh T 2 /4π 2 . the minimum value for a will correspond to when t = tfall , giving

amin =

GMbh t2fall
4π 2

 13


≈ rt

Mbh
M∗

 13
.

(9.8)

The minimum mass for a SMBH in our applications is 105 M and M∗ ∼ M where
M is a solar mass. Therefore a/rt >
∼ 100 which means a  rt .
Following the disruption, the bound stream orbits and eventually falls onto the
SMBH. The fall back rate, Ṁ , of this bound material is given by Ṁ = (dM/d)(d/dt).
We assume that dM/d is constant (valid at late times) and from equation (9.6) we
have d/dt ∝ t−5/3 , therefore Ṁ ∝ t−5/3 [403]. The assumption dM/d is constant
is not valid at early times because the structure of the star can affect the energy
distribution at early times [404, 405].
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10. EFFECTS OF TDES IN THE PRESENCE OF A
PRE-EXISTING ACCRETION DISC
A. Kathirgamaraju, R. Barniol Duran, and D. Giannios. TDE fallback cut-off due to
a pre-existing accretion disc. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, in
press, April 2017.

Numerous tidal disruption event (TDE) candidates originating from galactic centres have been detected (e.g., by Swift and ASASSN). Some of their host galaxies
show typical characteristics of a weak active galactic nucleus (AGN), indicative of a
pre-existing accretion disc around the supermassive blackhole (SMBH). In this work,
we develop an analytic model to study how a pre-existing accretion disc affects a
TDE. We assume the density of the disc ρ ∝ R−λ , R being the radial distance from
the SMBH and λ varying between 0.5 − 1.5. Interactions between the pre-existing
accretion disc and the stream of the tidally disrupted star can stall the stream far
from the SMBH, causing a sudden drop in the rate of fallback of gas into the SMBH.
These interactions could explain the steep cut-off observed in the light curve of some
TDE candidates (e.g., Swift J1644 and J2058). With our model, it is possible to use
the time of this cut-off to constrain some properties pertaining to the pre-existing
accretion disc, such as λ and the disc viscosity parameter α. We demonstrate this
by applying our theory to the TDE candidates Swift J1644, J2058 and ASASSN-14li.
Our analysis favours a disc profile with λ ∼ 1 for viscosity parameters α ∼ 0.01 − 0.1.

10.1

Introduction

Stars orbiting too close to a supermassive blackhole (SMBH) get pulled apart
by strong tidal forces, resulting in a tidal disruption event (TDE). In order for this
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to occur, the pericentre passage of the star must be within the tidal radius rt =
1

R∗ (Mbh /M∗ ) 3 where R∗ and M∗ are the radius and mass of the star, respectively,
and Mbh is the mass of the SMBH [401]. Following a TDE, about half of the stellar
material forms a bound debris stream (BDS) that eventually returns to the vicinity
of the SMBH and can lead to tidal disruption flares (e.g., [405–408]).
Many tidal disruption flare candidates have been detected at multiple wavelengths
(a detailed list of these candidates is given in The Open TDE Catalog1 ). There
is also evidence that some TDEs launch powerful relativistic jets (e.g., [409–412]).
Simulations show that magnetic fields from the disrupted material alone may be
insufficient to produce a jet in these events (such as in Swift J1644). A possible
solution to this problem is found if the magnetic field of a pre-existing accretion disc
is included in these systems [413, 414].
In recent years, the All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASASSN) has
detected multiple TDE candidates at galactic centres [415]. In particular, ASASSN14li [416, 417], shows evidence that its host galaxy harbours a weak active galatic
nuleus (AGN) [418, 419]. AGNs are powered by an accretion disc which funnels gas
into a SMBH.
Optical observations from a majority of TDE host galaxies yield line emission
ratios similar to that of AGNs [420]. This supports the claim that TDE rates are
enhanced in AGNs (e.g., [421]). Furthermore, many TDE host galaxies show properties similar to post-merger galaxies [422, 423], and galaxy mergers are believed to
be correlated with AGN activity (e.g., [424]). These results stress the importance of
understanding how TDEs behave in the presence of a pre-existing accretion disc.
Previous work by [425] investigated the effect of TDEs in the presence of a very
low-density, static corona. They found that the interaction between the BDS and the
corona lead to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, which may, in some cases, dissolve the
TDE stellar stream. Their results were relevant for the disruption of giant stars. In
this work, we study how a rotationally supported pre-existing accretion disc can affect
1

https://tde.space
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the dynamics of the BDS. Our study identifies observable effects even in the case of
the disruption of main sequence stars. In general, the accretion disc can alter the
fallback of the BDS onto the SMBH, thereby modifying the duration of the flare and
their observed light curves. We find our results to be very sensitive to the accretion
disc model. This enables us to use TDEs to probe the structure of accretion discs at
galactic centres.
In Section 4.2 we describe the model used for the pre-existing accretion disc and
the BDS. In Section 4.3 we calculate the dynamics of the BDS as it travels through
the accretion disc and study how this might affect TDE observations. In Section
4.4 we present our results and apply our theory to TDE candidates around accreting
SMBHs in 4.5. We discuss our results and conclude in Section 4.6.

10.2

Modelling the pre-existing accretion disc and the bound debris stream

In this work we consider a SMBH surrounded by a pre-existing accretion disc.
The disc extends out to a scale comparable to the Bondi radius, typically a fraction
of a parsec. Before the TDE, as the star gets closer to the black hole, it travels
unimpededly towards it. The stellar density is much larger than the density of the
accretion disc, so the stellar trajectory is not affected by the presence of the accretion
disc. As the star is disrupted, the bound stellar material, now in the form of a BDS,
expands as it traverses through the accretion disc. We assume a geometrically thick
disc, as expected in low-luminosity AGN systems. We take the height of the disc (H)
to be on the order of R/2, R being the radial distance from the SMBH. Using the
solid angle subtended by the disc, we estimate roughly half of all possible stellar orbits
will lie within the plane of the disc in our model. For simplicity, in what follows, we
assume a coplanar disc-BDS configuration.
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10.2.1

The pre-existing accretion disc around the SMBH

We parametrize the density of the pre-existing accretion disc around the black
hole by assuming it accretes at some fraction of the Eddington accretion rate. The
Eddington luminosity of a black hole of mass Mbh is Ledd ≈ 1044 M6 erg/s, where
M6 = Mbh /106 M . The mass accretion rate that corresponds to this luminosity
depends on the efficiency η, and is given by
Ṁedd =

Ledd
4πGMbh mp
,
=
2
ηc
ησT c

(10.1)

where σT is the Thomson cross-section for an electron, mp is the mass of a proton, c
is the speed of light and G is the gravitational constant. We can normalize a given
mass accretion rate to the black hole, Ṁ , to this quantity by defining ṁ = Ṁ /Ṁedd .
Therefore, if a pre-existing accretion disc is present, its mass accretion rate is given
by
Ṁ =

4πGMbh mp
ṁ = (1023 g/s) ṁM6 η −1 .
ησT c

(10.2)

The mass accretion rate from a thick disc can be obtained by extending the thin
disc model [426], to a scale height of the disc H ∼ R/2, where R is the radial distance
from the black hole, and it is given by
Ṁ =

π 2
R αvk ρ,
2

(10.3)

where α is the viscosity parameter, vk is the Keplerian speed and ρ is the density of
the disc at a distance R. The Keplerian speed at a distance R from the black hole is
p
vk = c Rg /R, where Rg = GMbh /c2 ≈ 1.5 × 1011 M6 cm.
The number density of particles in the disc is n = ρ/mp . At a distance R0 = 10Rg ,
the number density n0 can be obtained using equations (10.2) and (10.3), and is given
by
n0 =

8c2
3

10 2 σT G



ṁ
αη



From now on, we will use µ =

−1
Mbh
≈ (1.7 × 1012 cm−3 ) ṁM6−1 α−1 η −1 .
αη
ṁ

(10.4)

to parametrize the disc density close to the SMBH.

<
We will explore typical values of η, α <
∼ 0.1 and ṁ ∼ 0.01 for which µ may be of order
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unity . We assume that far from the SMBH (R >
∼ R0 ), the density of the accretion
disk drops as ∝ R−λ . Therefore, the density at distance R is
 −λ
R
n = n0
.
R0

(10.5)

Throughout this work, we consider λ to be within 0.5 − 1.5, which are the limits set
by the CDAF [427, 428] and ADAF [429] models for accretion discs, respectively. We
will show how TDE observations might allow us to constrain the important parameter
λ, that sets the density profile of the disc.

10.2.2

Geometry and dynamics of the bound debris stream

We assume the star approaches the SMBH on a highly elliptical orbit with a
pericentre distance rp ∼ rt , in order to avoid the complications that arise from deeply
penetrating orbits. After the star is disrupted by the SMBH, the stellar debris forms
an elongated, cylindrical stream [430] of diameter h. Initially, the temperature of the
stream evolves adiabatically as T ∝ ρ(γ−1) , where γ = 5/3 and ρ is the density of
the stream [431]. The stream initially evolves under self-gravity, to find its scaling,
we equate the gas pressure of the stream to its self-gravitational energy density. The
pressure of an adiabatic gas is P ∝ ργ , if we choose a stream element of mass ∼ ρh3 ,
its self-gravitational energy density will be G(ρh3 )ρ/h ∝ ρ2 h2 . Hence ργ ∝ (ρh)2 ,
owing to the cylindrical geometry of the stream, ρ ∝ h−2 R−1 , see equation (10.9).
Therefore the streams diameter scales as h ∝ R1/4 [402, 432]. When the stream has
cooled to a temperature Trec ≈ 104 K it undergoes recombination, during which the
temperature of the stream (for a solar-type star) remains roughly constant [431].
When the stream starts recombining it no longer self-gravitates, instead it expands
p
laterally at its internal sound speed cs ≈ γkb Trec /mp ≈ 1.6 × 106 cm/s [430]. After
recombination, the stream continues to evolve adiabatically. Following this evolution,
the diameter h of the BDS is given in equation (10) of [430] as

h = 2R∗

min[R, rrec ]
rp

 14
+ max[cs (t − trec ), 0],

(10.6)
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where rrec and trec are the radius and time at which recombination occurs and rp is
the pericentre distance of the star. Throughout this work, we will assume rp = rt . We
can relate the apocentre distance of each stream element to the time of its apocentre
passage using Kepler’s third law
rapo


1
GMbh t2apo 3
= 2a − rt ≈ 2a = 2
,
π2

(10.7)

where a is the semi-major axis and we have used the fact that rt  a. Unless otherwise
specified, we take t = tapo and r = rapo from now on. According to equation (10.6),
for times t  trec , h ≈ cs t is a good approximation [430].
A useful timescale is the fallback time of the most bound material (tfall ). The
specific orbital energy of the most bound material is ∼ GMbh R∗ /rt2 (e.g., [433]).
Using Kepler’s law in terms of orbital energy, we find
3

tfall

πR∗2
=
M∗



Mbh
2G

 12

3

1

r∗2 M62
≈ (3.6 × 10 s)
,
m∗
6

(10.8)

where m∗ = M∗ /M and r∗ = R∗ /R .
We approximate the length of the stream to be l ≈ 2a ≈ r. Assuming a uniform
stream, we can calculate its number density as
ns =

M∗
.
2π(h/2)2 rmp

(10.9)

The factor of 2 in the denominator appears because roughly half of the star remains
bound to the SMBH. Another quantity we will use later is the apocentre velocity of
the stream element. It is given by the vis-viva equation
s


2 1
−
.
vapo = GMbh
r a

(10.10)

We use the exact expression for r given in equation (10.7) and Taylor-expand it in
powers of rt /a. Keeping only the first order term (since rt  a) we find
r
1
rt
vapo ≈
GMbh .
a
2

(10.11)
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10.3

Interactions between the pre-existing disc and the BDS

All interactions between the disc and the BDS are considered at the apocentre
passage of each stream element. Each stream element travels the slowest at its apocentre passage, therefore the time of interactions with the disc is maximized at this
point. Also the density ratio of the stream to that of the disc is lower at this point.
This means that the disc can have a more significant impact on the BDS at or after
apocentre passage.
We can approximate the relative velocity between the BDS and the disc at apocentre to be the Keplerian velocity (the assumed velocity of the accretion disc), since
r
vapo
rt
≈
 1.
(10.12)
vk (r)
a
Therefore, at apocentre, we can assume the BDS is stationary and the disc material
“rams” the stream with speed ∼ vk . Since this paper focuses on interactions at apocentre passage, our results are insensitive to whether the disc is prograde or retrograde
to the BDS as the interactions at apocentre will be described similarly in both cases.
Interactions between the disc and BDS can manifest in the form of a shock which
propagates through the BDS. These shocks can directly affect the trajectory of the
BDS and prevent it from reaching the black hole (Section 10.3.1). The velocity
difference between the disc and the shocked BDS can lead to the development of KH
instabilities (Section 10.3.2). If this instability grows sufficiently fast within the BDS,
it can completely disrupt it and also prevent the BDS from reaching the black hole.
In some cases, the interactions may not be strong enough to form a shock or to trigger
the instabilities. For these cases, we estimate the momentum imparted by the disc
onto the BDS and assess whether the BDS trajectory is perturbed enough to prevent
it from reaching the black hole (Section 10.3.3).
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10.3.1

Interaction via shocks

The interaction between the disc and BDS produces a shock that travels laterally
through the stream. The speed of the shock front, in the frame of the shocked fluid,
can be approximated by equating the ram pressure of the disc with the ram pressure
of the shock. This yields
 1

 12 
λ
1
1 n 2
10 4 c
πmp
10GMbh 2
vsh ≈
vk =
h
.
3 ns
15
µσT M∗
c2 r
The time taken for the shock to cross the debris stream at apocentre is
1 
 λ3
3 
c3 tapo
h
3 × 5 4 µσT M∗ 2
tcross =
=
,
9
3
4vsh
πmp
24 c
π 5 2 GMbh

(10.13)

(10.14)

which, given the geometry of the problem, turns out to be independent of h. The
factor of 4 appears in the denominator due to the reference frame considered: 4vsh
corresponds to the speed at which the shock propagates into the stream, in the stream
rest frame. These calculations are only valid for a strong shock (i.e. when the Mach
number, vsh /csound  1).
The time when tcross ≈ tapo yields the time when the shock completely crosses the
BDS at apocentre (“shock-crossing time”), which is given by
"
tshock =

3

3 × 54
9

24 c



µσT M∗
πmp

 21

3

π 5 2 GMbh
c3

3
!− λ3 # 3−λ

.

(10.15)

Considering the range of values for the parameter λ = 0.5 − 1.5, the shock-crossing
time for the fiducial parameters is

3
3
− 15
6

5 m5 M
(6
×
10
s)
µ

∗
6


3
1
tshock ≈ (108 s) µ 34 m∗4 M6− 2




(7 × 109 s) µm∗ M6−1

λ =0.5

(10.16a)

λ =1

(10.16b)

λ =1.5.

(10.16c)

Since the density of the disc ρ ∝ R−λ , larger values of λ imply a steeper drop in
density. This results in weaker interactions which lead to a lower shock velocity and
a longer time for the shock to cross the BDS. However, for flat disc profiles (λ ∼ 0.5)
and µ ∼ 1, the shock crosses within a few months after the TDE.
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The shock alters the velocity of the BDS, but if the shock is too weak, it may
not sufficiently modify the trajectory of the BDS so as to prevent the stream from
falling back to the SMBH. In these cases, we find that the KH instability that grows
in the disc-BDS interface is able to stall the BDS. We show below that as along as a
shock exists, KH instabilities develop along the interface of the disc and BDS. These
instabilities will disrupt the entire stream on a timescale similar to the shock-crossing
time (at tshock ), preventing the BDS from falling back to the black hole.

10.3.2

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

As the shock crosses the BDS, the shocked fluid becomes prone to KH instability
(since it is in pressure balance with the disc material). This instability will disrupt
the stream when it grows to a wavelength of size ∼ h [425]. The time taken for this
growth is given by (e.g. [434])
tKH


1
h 
ns  12
h
n 2
≈
1+
=
,
1+
vk
n
3vsh
ns

(10.17)

where we have used equation (10.13) to obtain the last equality. In deriving the
above equation, we ignore self-gravity of the stream since trec < tfall in all cases
considered throughout this paper (see Section 10.2.2). For the parameters considered
in this work, the disc is less dense than the stream (i.e. n/ns  1), allowing us to
approximate tKH ≈ h/3vsh ≈ tcross . This approximation is valid even if the shock is
weak. Therefore, as long as a shock exists, the KH instability will disrupt the BDS
when the shock completely crosses the stream at tshock . So the fallback of material
onto the SMBH gets cut-off at tshock provided there is a shock. A shock exists when
Tsh
(tshock ) ≥ 1,
Ts

(10.18)

where Tsh is the temperature of the shocked fluid and Ts is the temperature of the
pre-shocked BDS, and we have evaluated the ratio at tshock . For a more detailed
calculation on the shock conditions see Appendix .2.
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10.3.3

Momentum imparted by the disc

In some situations, the interaction between the disc and BDS is not strong enough
to produce a shock (e.g., if the disc density is too low or if the temperature of the
BDS is too high). For these cases condition (10.18) is not satisfied, so a shock does
not propagate through the BDS. When there is no shock, the momentum imparted by
the disc onto the BDS might be sufficient to affect its trajectory. Consider a stream
element at apocentre, its initial momentum will be vapo (t)dm, where t corresponds
to the apocentre time of this element and dm =

M∗
dr
2r

(we take a slice of the stream

in the radial direction). Let ρ be the density of the disc. The disc “sees” a crosssection h(t)dr of the stream. The amount of momentum transferred from the disc
onto the stream element after some time τ since disruption will be ∼ ρvk2 hτ dr. From
momentum conservation, we obtain
vs (τ )dm = vapo (t)dm − ρvk2 hτ dr,

(10.19)

where vs is the final speed of the stream element. In order to stall the stream,
that is, to prevent it from reaching the black hole, we will assume the momentum
imparted by the disc should reduce the BDS velocity by at least a factor of ∼ 2 (i.e.
vs (τ ) = 0.5vapo ). Expressing the above equation in terms of time, we find that the
time for this velocity change to occur is
3

2

1

5 2 π 3 G 6 σT µ 56 12 31
τ=
M∗ R∗ Mbh
16 cs c2 mp

 2λ3

c3


3
2

5 πGMbh

t

2λ−5
3

,

(10.20)

where we used h = cs t, which is valid since trec <tfall .
The maximum time each stream element has to interact with the disc is of the
order of its apocentre time t. Equating τ ≈ t yields the “stalling time” of the stream
(due to impulse from the disc), given by
3

τstall =

2

1

5 2 π 3 G 6 σT µ 65 12 31
M∗ R∗ Mbh
16 cs c2 mp

c3


3

5 2 πGMbh

3
 2λ3 ! 8−2λ

.

(10.21)
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Considering the range of values for the parameter λ = 0.5 − 1.5, the stalling time of
the stream for the fiducial parameters is

3
5
3
7

7 r 14 m 14
(2
×
10
s)
µ

∗
∗


1
5
1
τstall ≈ (108 s) µ 12 r∗4 m∗12 M6− 6



3
1

3
−2
(2 × 109 s) µ 5 r∗10 m∗2 M6 5

λ =0.5

(10.22a)

If λ =1

(10.22b)

λ =1.5.

(10.22c)

As in the case of the shock-crossing time, the stalling time increases with λ since the
density of the disc falls of more steeply as λ increases.

10.3.4

The cut-off time

From the above calculations, we can estimate a timescale at which the fallback
of the BDS onto the SMBH ceases. We will call this the “cut-off time” (tcutoff ) and
define it as

(
tcutoff =

Tsh
(tshock )
Ts

tshock − tfall

if

τstall − tfall

otherwise.

≥1

(10.23a)
(10.23b)

In order to represent observations more accurately, we assume the TDE is detected
at a time similar to the fallback time of the most bound material, hence we subtract
tfall in the above equation. We show a plot of tshock , τstall and tfall versus SMBH mass
in Fig. 10.1 (top panel), in the same figure we show the corresponding cut-off time
tcutoff (bottom panel). Since these time scales depend on both the disc density and its
profile, as an example for this plot we choose λ = 1, ṁ = α = 0.01 and η = 0.1 (other
parameters are considered and discussed in section 10.4). We find that for lower mass
SMBHs, the cutoff time is due to shock-crossing given by equation (10.23a), but for
SMBHs of mass

>5
∼

× 105 M , there is no shock in the BDS since condition (10.18)

is not satisfied. In this case the stalling mechanism transitions to impulse caused by
the disc, equation (10.23b). This transition is seen as a discontinuous jump in the
cut-off time.
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Fig. 10.1. Various timescales (top panel) and the cut-off time (bottom panel) associated with a TDE that interacts with a pre-existing
accretion disc. We assume a solar-type star and take λ = 1, ṁ =
α = 0.01, η = 0.1 (see equations (10.8), (10.15), (10.21) and (4.23)
for analytic expressions of timescales). The discontinuous jump in the
cut-off time at 5 × 105 M appears because the stalling mechanism of
the BDS changes from being due to a shock crossing the BDS to the
disc imparting its momentum to the BDS.

10.3.5

Identifying cut-off time from observations

Tidal disruption flares caused by the BDS are interpreted in two ways: 1. they
are powered by the accretion of the bound material on to the SMBH, which can
manifest in the form of a jet or outflows (e.g., [407, 409, 435]), 2. they are caused by
emission from the resulting accretion disc, which forms when the BDS that shocks
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itself circularizes (e.g., [406, 432, 436]). In both these scenarios, the flare should drop
in luminosity (or cease) when the mass feeding the flare stops. The time at which
this happens should coincide with the cut-off time, assuming the viscosity and the
radiative cooling timescales of the system powering the flare are shorter than tcutoff .
Hence, regardless of which mechanism powering the flare, the cut-off time is a robust
observable that can be used in our model to determine the properties of the preexisting accretion disc.
After the cut-off time we might observe a steep decay in the luminosity of the flare
since the stream of mass powering the flare has ceased. If the host galaxy harbours
an AGN, the tidal disruption flare luminosity will decay to some constant quiescent
value Lq = η Ṁ c2 corresponding to the AGN power. Hence from observations, we
can identify the cut-off time when the light curve of the flare becomes significantly
steeper. The steeper the decay, the easier it will be to identify tcutoff . We can gauge
the steepness of this decay by calculating the ratio of the flare luminosity at the cut-off
time (Lc ) to the quiescent luminosity Lq of the AGN (see Fig. 10.2 for an illustration
of the cut-off time and associated luminosities). We can estimate Lc by assuming the
mass of the BDS falls back at a rate Ṁfb ∝ t−s
M∗ c2
Lc =fb ηfb Ṁfb (tcutoff )c = (s − 1)fb ηfb
2 tfall
2



tcutoff
tfall

−s
,

(10.24)

where fb is the beaming factor of the flare (fb = 1 if the flare is not beamed and
> 1 if the flare is beamed), ηfb is the radiative efficiency from the accretion of the
fallback material. From this we can calculate Lc /Lq . If this ratio is large, it implies
a substantial steepening in luminosity at tcutoff . This in turn would make identifying
tcutoff easier.
Theory predicts the temporal index, s, should be s = 5/3 [401, 403], in Fig. 10.3
we plot the luminosity ratio Lc /Lq versus ṁ using s = 5/3 for multiple values of α
and λ keeping the SMBH mass fixed at 106 M . Here we use the analytic expression
for tcutoff in Lc , see equation (23). We see that in most cases, Lc /Lq  1 which means
tcutoff should be easily observable (provided Lc is above the sensitivity limits of the
instrument). In Fig. 10.3 we see the luminosity ratio can be less than unity for larger
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Fig. 10.2. Diagram illustrating the light curve of a tidal disruption
flare. At tc we expect the luminosity to sharply drop from Lc to the
quiescent value Lq (horizontal dotted line) due to the interaction of the
BDS and a pre-existing accretion disc. The dashed line indicates what
the flare would look like if no pre-existing accretion disc is present.

values of λ ≈ 1.5, which means tcutoff cannot be identified in these cases, since the
disc density is small and the interaction between the disc and the BDS is weak. We
show in the next section that the cut-off time for these large values of λ is on the
order of hundreds of years and therefore will be of little observational relevance.

10.4

Results

In Fig. 10.4 we show the cut-off time versus accretion rate (ṁ) for a SMBH
of 106 M

for multiple density profiles of the disc. We see the cut-off time differs

significantly for different values of λ, indicating that this timescale is very sensitive
to the density profile of the disc.
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Fig. 10.3. Lc /Lq versus accretion rate ṁ (normalized to Eddington)
for SMBH mass 106 M and multiple values of λ with α = 0.01 (top
panel) and α = 0.1 (bottom panel). We assume a solar-type star and
s = 5/3, η = 0.1, fb ηfb = 1. In most cases this ratio is very large,
which suggests a high chance of identifying tcutoff , the shaded area
shows the region in which tcutoff cannot be identified.

In order to understand the dependence of the cut-off time on the SMBH mass and
also on the value of λ, we plot tcutoff versus ṁ for multiple SMBH masses in Fig. 10.5.
The different panels show different values of λ = 0.5, 1, 1.5 (top, middle and bottom
panels, respectively). As mentioned in Section 10.3.5, for λ = 1.5 it will be impossible
to identify the cut-off time and Fig. 10.5 shows that tcutoff exceeds a century for these
low-density accretion discs. Hence even the absence of a cut-off time can provide us
with a lower limit for λ.
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Fig. 10.4. Cut-off time versus accretion rate ṁ (normalized to Eddington) for a fixed SMBH mass of 106 M and multiple density profiles
(λ) of the disc. We assume a solar-type star and take α = 0.01 and
η = 0.1 (see Section 10.3 for analytic expressions of tcutoff ). For disc
−4
>
profiles of λ <
∼ 1 and reasonably high accretion rates ṁ ∼ 10 , the cutoff time is ∼ 1 year after the TDE, and can therefore be observable.

10.5

Applications to Observations

As mentioned above, in the presence of a pre-existing accretion disc, the tidal
disruption flare should drop in luminosity at the cut-off time (provided the flare
luminosity is larger than the luminosity of the quiescent AGN at this time). Hence
we can attempt to identify tcutoff from TDE observations and use it to constrain
the properties of a potential pre-existing accretion disc . We apply this theory to 3
observed TDE candidates, Swift J1644, Swift J2058 and ASASSN-14li.

10.5.1

Swift J1644 and J2058

The Swift J1644 TDE candidate was initially thought to be a GRB. However, the
long lasting X-ray flare associated with this event led to the current consensus of it
being a TDE candidate (e.g., [409, 410]). Swift J1644 is likely to be the first example
of a jetted TDE [435]. The X-ray emission lasted for ∼ 370 days (in the host galaxy
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Fig. 10.5. Cut-off time versus accretion rate ṁ (normalized to Eddington) for various SMBH masses with λ = 0.5 (top panel), λ = 1
(middle panel) and λ = 1.5 (bottom panel). We assume a solar-type
star and take α = 0.01, η = 0.1 (see Section 10.3 for analytic expressions of tcutoff ).
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frame) after which the luminosity (in X-ray) dropped by 2 orders of magnitude to
a constant value of Lx ∼ 5 × 1042 erg s−1 and has been observed for more than 4
years now [437], this value is also consistent with the upper limits obtained from the
pre-outburst measurements of J1644 [438]. Assuming a ∼ 30% of the total power
is emitted in X-rays, the bolometric luminosity would be L ∼ 3Lx ≈ 1043 erg s−1 .
We can interpret this luminosity as the quiescent accretion from the pre-existing
disc onto the SMBH and take tcutoff to be the time at which the drop in X-ray
luminosity was observed. The mass of the SMBH for this event is constrained within
∼ 105 − 107 M [413]. Using this we can calculate
ṁ =

L
1043
≈ 38
,
Ledd
10 Mbh

(10.25)

where Mbh , α, η and λ are the unknown parameters. Assuming a solar-type star was
disrupted and fixing η = 0.1, we plot tcutoff versus Mbh for multiple values of λ and
α in Fig. 10.6. The dashed horizontal line shows the observed cut-off time of the
flare. If this cut-off occurred due to the interaction of the BDS with the pre-existing
accretion disc, we can use our model to infer values of the density profile of this disc
λ. From Fig. 10.6 we find λ is constrained between ∼ 1.2 − 1.4 if α = 0.01 and
between 0.9 − 1.1 if α = 0.1.
Swift J2058 is another TDE candidate with many similar properties to that of Swift
J1644 [411]. The flare had a sharp cut-off at ∼ 200 d, after which the luminosity
(in X-rays) dropped below 8.4 × 1042 erg s−1 [412], these authors also found the
SMBH mass to be constrained between 104 − 106 M . Using this upper limit on
the quiescent luminosity and equation (10.25), we find ṁ <
∼ 0.3/M6 (assuming a preexisting accretion disc is present). We can repeat the procedure done for Swift J1644
to find some limits on λ (we cannot constrain λ since a quiescent luminosity was not
observed, so the value of ṁ is not known). If α = 0.01 we do not find any limit on λ.
5
6
<
If α = 0.1 we find λ <
∼ 1.2 for Mbh = 10 M and λ ∼ 1 for Mbh = 10 M .
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Fig. 10.6. Cut-off time versus SMBH mass for multiple values of
λ. We assume a solar-type star, taking α = 0.01 (top panel) and
α = 0.1 (bottom panel), fixing η = 0.1 using ṁ from equation (10.25).
The dashed line shows the observed cut-off time of TDE Swift J1644
(e.g., [410]). Given that Mbh is constrained to be ∼ 105 − 107 M
and other values of λ do now match the observed cut-off time for
this TDE, we constrain λ ∼ 1.2 − 1.4 for α = 0.01 (top panel) and
λ ∼ 0.9 − 1.1 for α = 0.1 (bottom panel).
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10.5.2

ASASSN-14li

The flare of ASASSN-14li event shows many similar characteristics to those of
other TDE candidates, such as broad hydrogen and helium lines and strong blue
continuum emission [416]. Recent X-ray observations [417] show this flare continuing
for more than 600 days (hence tcutoff > 600 d). The host galaxy of ASASSN-14li
shows evidence of being a weak AGN, with an estimated lower limit of ∼ 2 × 1041 erg
s−1 on its quiescent emission [419]. Using equation (10.25) we obtain ṁ >
∼ 2000/Mbh
where the SMBH mass is constrained between 106 − 107 M (e.g, [417]). From these
limits of ṁ and tcutoff we can possibly rule out some accretion disc profiles using our
model, as we describe below.
In Fig. 10.7 we plot tcutoff versus ṁ for multiple values of λ, α and Mbh . The dashed
vertical and horizontal lines represent the lower limits on ṁ and tcutoff , respectively.
Hence from observational constraints, only solutions in the shaded quadrant of each
>
plot are valid. If Mbh = 106 M , we find λ >
∼ 1 for α = 0.01 and λ ∼ 0.7 for α = 0.1. If

Mbh = 107 M , we find λ >
∼ 1 for α = 0.01 and we do not obtain any interesting limit
on λ if α = 0.1.
For the TDEs considered in this section, their light curve cut-offs occur at or after
a few hundred days since disruption. Using equation (10.7), we estimate that for a
fiducial SMBH mass of Mbh = 106 M the distance at which we probe the pre-existing
accretion disc profile is

> 10−3
∼

pc. Therefore, TDE observations are able to probe the

gas properties very close to the SMBH, which is an important yet difficult region to
probe with other methods.

10.6

Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have analytically explored how TDEs are affected by a preexisting accretion disc. In particular, we find that not all the disrupted stellar material falls into the SMBH. The fallback of stellar material can be stalled due to its
interaction with the pre-existing accretion disc. This yields an abrupt cut-off in the
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Fig. 10.7. Cut-off time versus accretion rate ṁ for multiple values
of λ with Mbh = 106 M (top panel) and Mbh = 107 M (bottom
panel). We assume a solar-type star, taking α = 0.01 (solid lines) and
α = 0.1 (dashed lines), fixing η = 0.1. Dashed vertical and horizontal
lines represent the lower limits on ṁ and tcutoff respectively and are
inferred from observations of ASASSN-14li [417, 419]. These inferred
values restrict solutions to the shaded quadrant.
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light curve of TDEs and this cut-off time can be used to obtain valuable information
on the pre-existing accretion disc density. Our framework allows us to use TDE light
curves as powerful tools in diagnosing the otherwise elusive gas properties close to
the SMBHs.
We have applied our theoretical framework to TDEs in which an abrupt cut-off has
been observed: Swift J1644 and J2508. In the first case, the sharp cut-off observed in
the X-ray light curve settles to a constant luminosity, indicative of a low-luminosity
AGN activity [437]. This strongly implies the presence of a pre-existing accretion disc
around the SMBH for this object. These observations allow us to constrain the preexisting accretion disc density to drop as ∝ R−(0.9–1.4) for a disc viscosity parameter
of α ∼ 0.01 − 0.1. In the second case, the sharp cut-off is also observed in the TDE
X-ray light curve; however, only an upper limit is available for the emission after
the sharp cut-off [412]. This allows us to constrain the pre-existing accretion disc
density profile to be roughly ∝ R−1 or shallower for α ∼ 0.1. Although these two
cases pertain to TDEs accompanied by a jet, our theoretical framework can also be
applied to TDEs without a jet. For example, in the case of ASASSN-14li, the host
galaxy shows evidence of weak AGN activity [419], which could indicate the presence
of a pre-existing accretion disc. Even though this TDE does not display an abrupt
cut-off in its light curve, a meaningful constrain can still be obtained with the absence
of a cut-off. We find that the pre-existing accretion disc profile in this case must be
roughly ∝ R−1 or steeper for α ∼ 0.01, since shallower profiles would have already
prevented the stellar material from reaching the SMBH, in which case the abrupt
cut-off should have already been detected.
Radio observations of TDEs provide an independent method of constraining the
gas density close to the SMBH. This is done by modelling the radio emission assuming
that it originates in a shock, which is produced as a TDE outflow interacts with the
gas surrounding the SMBH. For example, for the case of Swift J1644, [439] estimate
a density profile of λ ∼ 1.5 at a distance of ∼ 0.1 pc from the SMBH (albeit with a
steeper profile for

< 0.1
∼

pc). A density profile of λ ∼ 2.5 is estimated for ASASSN-14li
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on a scale of ∼ 0.01 pc [418]. Although our findings above are roughly consistent with
these profiles, our method probes the density profile at much smaller scales, of the
order of 10−3 pc. Densities inferred at larger scales might reflect densities close to (or
beyond) the Bondi radius.
We now briefly investigate the detectability of the emission which could arise
from the shocked BDS and show that it would be observationally unimportant. To
estimate the luminosity of the shocked BDS we need the mass of the shocked material
Msh , which can be found by integrating Ṁfb (t) in equation (10.24) from tcutoff to
infinity. From the shock jump conditions, the internal energy of this shocked material
2
is ≈ Msh vsh
where vsh is of the order of the sound speed (cs ≈ 1.6×106 cm/s) at the cut-

off time. This internal energy provides an upper limit for the emission of the shocked
2
fluid. Hence the observed luminosity should be less than ≈ Msh vsh
/tcutoff ∼ 1035

erg/s, which would be quite difficult to detect.
After the BDS is stalled, it is reasonable to expect that the stalled material will
accrete on to the SMBH at a much larger time given by the accretion timescale. If
the accretion of this stalled material is powerful enough, it could lead to a rise in the
quiescent luminosity which would last also on the order of the accretion timescale.
From the cut-off time, we can obtain a cut-off distance using equation (10.7) and use it
to estimate the accretion timescale (∼ R/αvk ). For typical parameters of r∗ , m∗ , M6 , µ
and λ of order unity, the accretion timescale is ∼ 10 yrs, and the corresponding
accretion rate of the stalled material is ∼ 0.01Ṁedd . Therefore, if the quiescent
accretion rate of the AGN is lower than this value, the accretion of the stalled material
could lead to a flare that would last ∼ 10 yrs. These calculations assume the BDS
was stalled by shocks (see equation 10.15). On a more speculative note, this could
explain the recent observations of a decade long TDE flare presented in [440].
So far, it seems that tidal disruption flares with jetted emission have produced an
easily observable cut-off in their light curves. In addition to the two Swift candidates
mentioned in this paper, Swift J1112 is another TDE candidate in which a cut-off
may also have been observed [441]. This cut-off has previously been attributed to the
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accretion rate transitioning from super- to sub-Eddington values (e.g., [413,442–444]).
However, if this cut-off did occur due to the presence of a pre-existing disc, as proposed
in this work, it would be more easily detectable in a jetted flare because its emission
would be brighter due to beaming effects (see section 10.3.5). If this is the case, it
is worth investigating the correlation between observed jetted TDE flares and AGN
activity, since numerical studies show that a pre-existing disc may be required to
produce a jet during TDEs [413, 414].
In order to develop a complete analytic model, some simplifications have been
made. We assume a complete stellar disruption and a penetration parameter of
β = rt /rp = 1. We further assume a spherically symmetric density distribution for
the disc in order to mimic a thick pre-existing accretion disc, whereas in reality the disc
will have some poloidal density structure. Also, our theoretical analysis is performed
only at the apocentre passage of the BDS. In addition, we do not consider magnetic
fields in the pre-existing disc nor in the BDS, but numerical studies suggest that
including these fields may shorten the cut-off time. Recent simulations by [445] show
that the magnetic pressure in the BDS might cause the stream to break self-gravity
faster than at the time of recombination. This makes the stream more susceptible to
interactions with the disc thereby shortening the light curve cut-off time. Magnetic
fields within the disc might amplify the drag force on the BDS and enhance the
instabilities across the disc-stream interface, thereby stalling the BDS more efficiently
[414]. Hence the exclusion of magnetic fields in our work gives an upper limit on the
cut-off times. These issues remain to be investigated through numerical simulations
which follow the entire stream, consider magnetic fields in the stream and pre-existing
accretion disc and also consider the accretion disc structure. Such simulations will
also allow us to determine the slope of the light curve after tcutoff , which cannot be
predicted by our current model.
We encourage long-term observations of TDE candidates to see if an abrupt cutoff is observed in their light curves, which can be caused by a pre-existing accretion
disc. Also, identifying the quiescent luminosity that the TDE light curve settles to
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would indicate the level at which a possible low-luminosity AGN radiates. These two
pieces of information, along with a constrain on the mass of the SMBH, would allow
us to determine the gas density profile well-below the Bondi radius. Even the absence
of a TDE light curve cut-off yields important constrains on the gas density profile (as
demonstrated in the case of ASASSN-14li). Long-term observations may also be able
to detect the late time emission associated with the accretion of the stalled stellar
material, as briefly discussed above.
In the future, we can apply our theory to X-ray observations of some TDE host
galaxies. As an example, we will consider a Chandra observation of the host galaxy of
TDE XMMSL1 J0740-85 [446] during cycle 19. Latest observations of this TDE and
its host galaxy gives us a lower limit on the cut-off time at ∼ 1 year and an upper
limit in the quiescent X-ray emission at ∼ 5 × 1040 erg/s [446]. These limits already
exclude the steepest density profiles of λ ∼ 0.5 for the pre-existing accretion disc (see
Fig. 10.8).
The observations during Chandra cycle 19 will take place ∼ 3 years after the
detection of XMMSL1 J0740-85, we present a hypothetical scenario where an upper
limit of tcutoff <
∼ 3 years is obtained during this cycle. Using this assumption, we
show how our theory can be used to infer properties of the pre-existing disc, this
is presented in Fig. 10.8. For example, if a quiescent luminosity of 1040 erg/s is
detected by Chandra, the limits 1 ≤ tcutoff ≤ 3 years constrains the density profile of
<
the pre-existing disk at 0.6 <
∼ λ ∼ 0.8 for a viscosity parameter of η = 0.01.
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Fig. 10.8. Top: Model-predicted tcutoff (eq. 10.23b) as a function
of the X-ray luminosity (colored lines) of a LLAGN for different λ
values and η = 0.01 Model predictions falling in the shaded region
are already excluded by the lower limit on tcutoff inferred from the
X-ray light curve of XMMSL1 J0740-85. A possible X-ray detection
of the host galaxy at 1040 erg s−1 during Cycle 19 (red line) is marked
with a red triangle. Bottom: Constraints placed on λ as a function
of LX from a probable Chandra detection of tcutoff <
∼ 3 yrs for η = 0.01
and 0.1.
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have investigated a wide range of phenomena that are all produced by the death
of stars in uncommon ways, these phenomena are categorized as transients and their
detection falls under the field of time domain astronomy. Using analytic, semi-analytic
and numerical methods, we have modeled the emission of these transients and have
identified their observational implications. Our research has already been utilized by
multiple astronomers in order to interpret observations of transients and constraint
the properties of their source and its environment. Our work is especially timely due
to the rapid growth in time domain astronomy, which has been possible due to the
current and upcoming surveys in radio (e.g., SKA, VAST, VLA), optical (e.g., PTF,
LSST) and X-ray (e.g., Fermi, Swift). Additionally, this field has recently undergone
a revolutionary change after the advent of cutting edge gravitational wave detectors
(LIGO, VIRGO), which has made it possible to detect transients in both gravitational
and electromagnetic waves. This was demonstrated by the first ever detection of a NS
merger (GW170817) in both gravitational and electromagnetic waves, which heralded
a new era of multi-messenger astronomy. Our work on the transients of NS mergers
successfully predicted the first observed electromagnetic counterpart of GW170817.
Subsequent observations and further analysis confirmed our explanation behind the
origin of the electromagnetic counterpart, and using numerical simulations, we were
able to successfully reproduce the observed emission. This work has helped unravel
many of the peculiar characteristics of GW170817, and currently, our interpretation
is widely used by astronomers to explain the emission observed from this event.
With this robust test and applicability of our model, we are now poised to investigate them further for general cases, with increasing sophistication and rigor.
This study will be useful in preparation for the numerous multimessenger transients
expected to be detected in the near future.

APPENDICES
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Table 1.
Different parameters considered in Figure 1 that match the on-axis
optical flux at 1 d for the 5th decile. The rows are arranged in the
order of descending flux of the light curves (in Figure 1) at 200 days.
For example, the first row corresponds to the parameters of the light
curve with the brightest flux at 200 days (at 0◦ and 20◦ ). The row
in italics indicates the set of parameters used for the afterglow light
curves in the bottom panel of Figure 3.1 (dashed lines in Figure 1).

.1

B

n [cm−3 ]

Eiso [erg]

η [%]

2 × 10−4

0.1

9 × 1053

4

3 × 10−3

0.1

2 × 1053

20

9 × 10−5

1

7 × 1053

5

8 × 10 −4

1

2 × 10 53

20

1 × 10−2

1

4 × 1052

100

2 × 10−4

10

2 × 1053

20

Optical afterglow light curves for various parameters
In Section 3.2.1 we considered a set of parameters that matches the optical flux

at 1 day for each decile. These parameters were used to calculate the off-axis optical
light curves and to estimate an approximate critical angle, θv,crit (see section 3.3.1).
Here we show that our conclusions on θv,crit remain approximately the same when we
consider different sets of parameters that also match the optical flux at 1 day. We
allow n, Eiso and B to vary in a large range (see Figure 1 and Table .1) while fixing
e = 0.1 and θj = 0.2. For the parameters considered in this Appendix, θv,crit remains
approximately the same until the 5th decile. For lower deciles, θv,crit is smaller since
the on-axis optical afterglow emission is weaker, just as discussed in Section 3.4.
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light curve from Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Optical (∼ 2 eV) GRB afterglow light curves (lines) both
on-axis (0◦ , these have a flux of ∼ 5 mJy at 1 day) and off-axis (20◦ )
for multiple parameters (see Table .1) and the SN optical emission
(points); for the latter we use observations of SN 1998bw. The GRB
afterglow light curves are modeled from afterglow observations in the
5th decile. Dashed lines correspond to the light curves in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1 (its parameters are in italics in Table 1). The SN
optical emission outshines the off-axis afterglow emission unless the
viewing angle is very close to twice the half-opening angle of the GRB
jet (θj = 0.2). We fix e = 0.1, source is placed at a distance dL = 300
Mpc. Afterglow light curves are produced with the Afterglow Library
( [30])
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.2

Conditions for a shock in the BDS
The temperature evolution of a tidally disrupted debris stream (for a solar-type

star) has been studied by [431] Initially, the debris stream evolves adiabatically until
recombination starts when T = Trec ∼ 104 K, at which point the volume of the stream
is Vrec . During recombination, the temperature of the star remains roughly constant
until its volume has expanded to V 0 ∼ (15)3 Vrec [431]. After this point, the stream
continues to evolve adiabatically. So the temperature of the stream (Ts ) as a function
of volume is given by
  2

V∗ 3



T∗


V

Ts ≈ Trec


 0  23


V


 Trec
V

V∗ ≤ V ≤ Vrec

(1a)

Vrec ≤ V ≤ V 0

(1b)

V ≥V0

(1c)

where V∗ and T∗ are the initial volume and temperature of the star, and
 2
h
V =π
r
2

(2)

is the volume of the stream. Using equations (10.6) and (10.7) we can obtain how
Ts evolves with time. For the relevant timescales discussed in the main text, we only
need (1c) to describe the temperature of the BDS. We find
1

4

Ts ≈

7

(15)2 π 9 2 6 G 9 mp
2
3

4
3

3 cs kb

−2

16

R∗ M∗ Mbh9 t− 9 ,

(3)

where kb is the Boltzmann constant.
The temperature of the shocked debris fluid (Tsh ) can be obtained using the shock
jump conditions
Tsh ≈

5 mp 2
7
7
2
vsh + Ts ≈ 2 × 10−9 vsh
+ Ts
16 γkb
8
8

(4)

Where γ = 5/3 and vsh is given in equation (10.13). In order for a shock to exist
(at tshock ), we require the Mach number, vsh /csound ≥ 1. From the Rankine-Hugoniot
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conditions we find this is equivalent to saying Tsh /Ts ≥ 1. Evaluating this temperature
ratio at tshock we find
10
3

Tsh
cs
(tshock ) =
Ts
γR∗

−5 3 −16

3 5c
2

219
2



π 12 G7

µσT
mp

8

2
Mbh

M∗

7

49
2

16

3 2 c M∗3
6
π 4 55 G3 Mbh

1
!λ ! 3(3−λ)

7
+ .
8

(5)

From this equation we can, for instance, find a constraint on the SMBH mass for
which a shock exists, and it is given by
Mbh ≤

−16 −9
γ
3−5 53 c30
s c

2
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2

π 12 G7 R∗9 M∗



µσT
mp

8

31

37 2 2 c16 γ 3 R∗3 M∗3
π 4 55 G3 c10
s

1
!λ ! 2(3λ−1)

.

(6)

This expression allows us to analytically determine the SMBH mass at which the
stalling mechanism of the BDS transitions from shock-crossing to momentum imparted by the disk (this transition is seen as a discontinuous jump in Fig. 10.1 and
Fig. 10.6).
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